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Abstract

Force feedback has unique qualities to offer in a world that is slowly moving towards interfaces that 

become more organic and dynamic as technology gets more interwoven into the fabric of everyday life. 

Yet, little is known about how to design for force feedback and how its potential can be exploited for more 

intuitive and rich interactions that take full advantage of the haptic sense. This thesis aims to inspire 

further exploration of the haptic design space by contributing a design perspective on force feedback:

A Design Perspective on the Force Feedback Design Process and Tools - This thesis presents 

the findings from an interview study with trained interactions designers who have experience with 

the development of haptic user interfaces. The insights into the designers’ approach, as well as the 

challenges and obstacles they face, provide a new perspective on the haptic design process that has 

not been addressed in prior work. The insights of the analysis of the haptic design process informed the 

design of Feelix - a haptic authoring tool that enables sketching and refinement of haptic effects. Various 

features are integrated in Feelix that address challenges and obstacles that designers are facing during 

the process. This thesis presents the design of Feelix and the evaluation of the tool through workshops 

and longitudinal studies with researchers and students with different educational backgrounds from two 

different universities.

A Design Perspective on the Design of Force Feedback in Relation to Shape Change - The 

combination of the visual and the haptic modality in shape changing interfaces provides compelling 

opportunities for active force feedback in shape changing interfaces that yet have to be explored. The 

work presented here aims to inspire further exploration of the haptic design space in this direction by 

looking at the design of force feedback in relation to shape change, as well as providing a starting point 

for further exploration into the design of active force feedback through shape change.
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Resumé

Kraftfeedback stiller unikke muligheder til råde i en verden, der langsomt bevæger sig mod mere 

organiske og dynamiske interfaces, efterhånden som teknologi bliver vævet mere ind vores hverdag. 

Alligevel vides der ikke meget om, hvordan man bedst designer kraftfeedback, eller hvordan dets potentiale 

kan udnyttes til mere intuitive og rige interaktioner, der udnytter den haptiske sans (følesansen) fuldt 

ud. Denne afhandling har til formål at inspirere til videre udforskning af det haptiske designrum ved at 

bidrage med et designperspektiv på kraftfeedback:

Et designperspektiv på kraftfeedback designprocesser og redskaber til kraftfeedback - Denne 

afhandling præsenterer resultater fra en interview-undersøgelse med uddannede interaktionsdesignere, 

som har erfaring med udvikling af haptiske brugergrænseflader. Det resulterende indblik ind i designernes 

tilgang, samt de udfordringer og forhindringer, de møder, giver et nyt perspektiv på den haptiske 

designproces, som ikke tidligere er blevet adresseret. Indsigterne fra analysen af haptiske designprocesser 

er blevet anvendt i udviklingen af Feelix - et redskab til haptisk redigering, der muliggør skitsering og 

forfinelse af haptiske effekter. Feelix indeholder diverse funktioner, der adresserer udfordringer og 

forhindringer, som designere møder undervejs i processen. Denne afhandling præsenterer Feelix’ design 

samt evalueringen af redskabet gennem workshops og en longitudinel undersøgelse med forskere og 

studerende fra forskellige uddannelsesmæssge baggrunde fra to forskellige universiteter.

Et designperspektiv på design af kraftfeedback i relation til formskift - Kombinationen af den 

visuelle og den haptiske modalitet i formskiftende brugergrænseflader giver attraktive muligheder for 

aktiv kraftfeedback i formskiftende brugergrænseflader, som endnu ikke er blevet udforsket. Det arbejde, 

som præsenteres her, stiler mod at inspirere til videre udforskning af denne retning i det haptiske 

designrum ved at se på design af kraftfeedback i relation til formskift, samt ved at udgøre et udgangspunkt 

for yderligere udforskning af design af aktiv kraftfeedback gennem formskift.
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1

Despite advances in the field, haptic interaction design is still at an early stage of 

development. The majority of developments have focused on simulating haptic 

experiences for Virtual Reality, robotic surgery, touchscreens and the like. Force 

feedback has proven effective in the context of shared control systems, for learning, 

or to enhance precision, along with a huge number of applications that make use 

of force feedback to improve performance and functionality. However, I believe 

that further exploration of the haptic design space requires more imagination 

regarding what could be possible with this interaction modality, especially now 

that technology is becoming more interwoven into the fabric of everyday life. The 

work in this thesis aims to spark this imagination as well as explore the means 

that designers need to realize their imaginations. Designers need to be equipped 

with design tools and knowledge to work more efficiently with force feedback as 

a design material. Currently, haptic interaction design is not yet at the stage it 

needs to be in order to fully exploit the unique qualities of force feedback in user 

interface design. This work aims to contribute to the field by providing a design 

perspective on force feedback.
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Glossary

Artificial Intelligence (AI) concerns the theory and development of 

intelligent behavior in computer systems. Intelligent behavior comprises 

the ability to perceive, reason, learn, communicate, and act in complex 

environments. This also includes understanding this kind of behavior in 

other computers, humans or animals (Nilsson and Nilsson, 1998).

Cutaneous sensations arise from stimulus to the receptors in the skin 

responding to warmth, pain, and pressure (Paterson, 2007). That comprise 

the perception of sensations like touch, temperature, texture, and vibration 

(MacLean, 2008).

Force feedback comprises directional forces that are perceived through the 

kinesthetic sense. Devices that provide force feedback are often grounded 

against an object or the body in order to provide resistance or motive force 

(MacLean et al., 2017). Ungrounded force feedback devices make use of 

momentum or weight to generate force that can be perceived on the body. 

Graphical User Interface (GUI) a visual way of interacting with a computer 

using items such as windows, icons, and menus used by many modern 

operating systems.

Haptic comprises the different factors of the sense of touch (Paterson, 

2007). The term refers to the cutaneous sensations gained from the skin as 

well as the kinesthetic perception of force and motion perceived in joints, 

tendons and muscles (MacLean et al., 2017).

Haptic feedback encompasses feedback that is perceived through the 

kinesthetic and cutaneous senses.

Human-computer Interaction (HCI) is an interdisciplinary research field 

that focuses on the design and use of computer technology. The research 
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The future can be envisioned through various lenses (e.g. (Aarts and Wichert, 2009; Lyytinen and 

Yoo, 2002; Weiser and Brown, 1997)). It is not simply one lens that provides the right perspective, 

they all show slightly different directions in which society and technology could be heading. The 

overarching direction is evident; technology is getting more and more interwoven into the fabric 

of everyday life, as our environment is becoming more saturated with sensors and actuators, and 

materials that are gaining programmable functionalities. One of these visions, that I would like 

to focus on here, labels interfaces as ‘Things’ and ‘Beings’ that can coexist or be combined with 

conventional interfaces or ‘faceless’ interfaces controlled by voice- or gesture-based input (Janlert 

and Stolterman, 2017). The reason I would like to focus on this perspective is because it showcases 

why force feedback can become an intriguing design material for interaction with future interfaces. 

Janlert and Stolterman (2017) describe Things as artefacts that have similar affordances as traditional 

objects, i.e. move, squeeze, twist and so forth. In contrast to normal objects, Things have the ability to 

challenge everyday experiences (e.g. by responding to tangible interactions in ways that do not adhere 

to the rules of physics) and can exhibit expressive qualities. One could think of Things as complex 

systems that are pre-programmed, but still capable of showing complex behaviours and expressions. 

Moving one step further, there are Beings which exhibit agency, can learn, and act based on their 

own intentions. One could think of these as Artificial Intelligence. Janlert and Stolterman suggest that 

interactions with Beings will become more like getting along with a cat or dog. This resonates with 

the idea that intelligent systems are taking on different roles; closer to partner or advisor instead of 

simply following up on explicit user input (e.g. (Xu, 2019)). 

These developments introduce new ways in which we can interact with our environment. 

Interactions we have yet to explore how to design for. As interaction with these Things and Beings 

are getting exceedingly complex, we need to explore how different modalities can be used to facilitate 

interaction and communication. Considering the tangible and expressive qualities of Things and Beings, 

shape change and haptics, in particular force feedback, have unique qualities to offer in this context. 

Despite this potential, the majority of the research in shape change is focused towards resolving 

Introduction
involves observations and analysis of interactions between people and 

computer systems and the design of interfaces that let people interact with 

computers.

Kinesthetic sensations are perceived in joints, tendons and muscles. 

Including force production, body position, limb direction, and joint angle 

(MacLean et al., 2017).

Shape Changing Interfaces (SCI) use their physical shape as input and/

or output in interactinos between people and computer systems. These 

interfaces take advantage of people’s haptic sense and instinctive perception 

of shape and movement to convey information, meaning, or affect (Alexander 

et al., 2018). 
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technical challenges related to material movement, while haptics remains challenging with these new 

materials and actuation methods, because of the required forces and fast response time for force 

feedback in user interfaces. However, it is possible to take a step back and use the haptic technology 

that is available now to explore and mimic interactions that can be designed in the organic and dynamic 

interfaces of the future, to develop guidelines for how motion and force can contribute to interaction 

and communication with such interfaces. This way we can explore which qualities need to be developed 

in materials to utilize the unique qualities of force feedback for interaction with future interfaces.

Until recently, force feedback was mainly studied in the lab, due to the required computation 

power, technology, and complexity to generate this type of haptic feedback. As computation power has 

increased and actuators have become smaller, it has become possible to explore with this technology 

in user interfaces. However, haptic interaction design is at an early stage of development especially 

when compared to, for instance, visual and audio design (Schneider et al., 2017). This can be attributed 

to a number of modality specific challenges that need to be overcome (MacLean et al., 2017). The work 

presented in this thesis aims to address some of these challenges, explore how force feedback can 

become an easy-to-use design material for the development of user interfaces, and inspire further 

exploration of the haptic design space by contributing a design perspective on force feedback:

A Design Perspective on the Force Feedback Design Process and Tools - This thesis starts with a 

design perspective on the haptic design process. Prior studies on the haptic design process analysed 

the haptic design process with a focus on experts in industry and academia (Schneider et al., 2017) and 

the process of novice hapticians who developed multimodal interactions with a haptic toolkit (Seifi 

et al., 2020). To elaborate on these insights, Chapter 2 presents an analysis of the design process of 

trained interaction designers who have experience with the development of haptic user interfaces. 

The analysis focuses on the design of force feedback as well as the integration of force feedback 

technology in the diverse user interfaces designed by participants. The interview study provides 

insight into the designer’s approach as well as the challenges and obstacles they faced during the 

process, contributing a new perspective on the haptic design process that has not been addressed in 

prior work. In addition to this perspective on the haptic design process, the work in this thesis focuses 

on the design of tools to support designers with the design and implementation of force feedback. 

The focus on tools and methods for designers was motivated by the blurred boundaries between 

material and technology, and between different disciplines. These developments create opportunities 

for interaction design, which becomes more interdisciplinary, requiring more in-depth expertise in 

fields like social sciences, psychology, engineering, material science, biology, and computer science. 

To cope with the increasing complexity, designers need to extend their skillset, and need tools and 

guidelines that enable them to design for these complex interactions. This is addressed in Chapter 3, 

which introduces Feelix, a haptic authoring tool for designers. The design of Feelix was informed by 

the findings presented in Chapter 2 and insights derived from literature on haptic tools and the haptic 

design process. A variety of features was integrated in Feelix to address the challenges and obstacles 

that designers face during the process. The chapter concludes with an evaluation of these features 

through workshops and longitudinal studies with researchers and students with different educational 

backgrounds from two different universities.

A Design Perspective on the Design of Force Feedback in relation to Shape Change - The second 

perspective presented in this thesis focuses on the development of design guidelines for the design of 

feedback through force feedback and shape change in user interfaces. The combination of the visual 

and the haptic modality in shape changing interfaces provides compelling opportunities for active 

force feedback in shape changing interfaces that yet have to be explored. The work presented in this 

thesis explores this potential of force feedback in two strands of work, which are presented in Chapter 

4 and 5. The individual chapters address two potential relationships between these two modalities: 

force feedback through shape change, and force feedback in combination with shape change. Chapter 

4 explores the input affordances of shape changing interfaces for the development of an interaction 

repertoire. This study serves as a basis for further exploration of the perception and design for active 

force feedback in shape changing interfaces. Thereafter, the combination of the two modalities is 

explored in the context of dynamic rotary controls, which is presented in Chapter 5. The chapter 

explores the relationship between haptic feel, shape, and functionality in rotary knobs to inform the 

design of a shape changing control knob, DynaKnob. The chapter concludes with an evaluation of 

DynaKnob in terms of user experience, usability, and performance. 

The two presented perspectives come together in the Chapter 6, where opportunities for force 

feedback in future interfaces are discussed to envision how force feedback can shape interactions 

with future interfaces. Ultimately, to inspire designers to explore the potential of force feedback in 

some of the directions in which Human Computer Interaction is expanding.
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Methodology and Approach

The following section discusses the approach taken to the research presented in this thesis and 

describes the motivation behind the choices for the different methodologies. The work consists of two 

parts that address the two different perspectives on force feedback that have been discussed in the 

introduction. The overall aim of the work is to contribute design support for force feedback in the 

form of a haptic tool and design guidelines. The first perspective (Chapter 2 & 3) aims to elaborate 

on the insights into the haptic design process from prior work by looking at the design process of 

interaction designers. The analysis focused on the design of force feedback and the implementation of 

the haptic technology to inform the design of haptic authoring tools. The second perspective  (Chapter 

4 & 5) aims to work towards the development of design guidelines for force feedback in haptic user 

interfaces from a multimodal perspective, in particular force feedback combined with shape change. 

Given the difference in research objectives related to the aforementioned perspectives on force 

feedback, several research methods have been combined. A qualitative approach was selected to address 

the aims of the perspective on the force feedback design process and tools, while a mixed-methods 

approach was taken to explore the perspective on the relationship between force feedback and shape 

change for interaction design. Overall, the research presented in this thesis includes the following 

methods: semi-structured interviews (Chapter 2), field evaluations in the form of workshops and projects 

(Chapter 3), elicitation study (Chapter 4), and a mixed-methods approach with emphasis on quantitative 

analysis (Chapter 5). Here, the choices for these methodologies are discussed in more detail.

Interview Study - Chapter 2 presents the findings from the analysis of the inverview study regarding 

the haptic design process of trained interaction designers. The aim of the study was to learn from their 

design approach and analyse the challenges and obstacles that could be mitigated with haptic tools 

and design support. A semi-structured interview methodology (Galletta, 2013) was chosen, because it 

lends itself well for the analysis of the haptic interaction design process of trained interaction designers. 

As it provides the freedom to discuss topics relevant to the participant’s personal experience in more 

depth. Participants were selected based on their educational background in Industrial Design, and 

experience with the design of force feedback derived from the development of several haptic user 

interfaces during the two-year graduate programme. The interview additional included reflections on 

my personal experience with the haptic design process. These reflections were included in the study in 

the form of a fourth participant. All participants received the same competence-based and self-directed 

education in Industrial Design, through which they developed a broad range of skills and knowledge 

for the development of interactive and intelligent products, systems, and services. This educational 

model allowed designers to develop a personal approach to interaction design and emphasize different 

competencies to steer their personal development. Even though this reduced the correlations between 

the participants’ experiences, it inevitably affects the generalizability of the findings. During the analysis 

of the findings, a coherence was observed between the types of activities that were performed during the 

process. These findings are expected to be generalizable among a wider audience. However, the approach 

taken to the individual activities is strongly influenced by the participants’ background, preferences, and 

work processes, as well as the design goals and decisions. 

The preparation for each interview consisted of collecting and analysing documentation about 

the participant’s projects to find relevant avenues for discussions. A general interview template was 

created, which was customized for each interview to include important discussion points relevant to the 

participant’s experience. The general interview template is available in Appendix A. The interviews were 

semi-structured (Galletta, 2013) and conducted in open-ended manner in which follow-up questions 

were asked as emergent findings arose. The resulting data was analysed following the steps of thematic 

analysis (Clarke and Braun, 2014), starting with familiarization with the data, generation of initial codes, 

search for themes, reviewing themes, and refining the themes and the overall narrative iteratively. First, 

the data collected about the participants’ design processes were analysed to find common themes. This 

data consisted of project documentation and interview data. The resulting themes were analysed in 

relation to my personal reflections on the haptic design process to find commonalities. This order was 

chosen to mitigate the influence of my personal experience on the analysis of the experience of the 

participants. For the identification of implications for the design of haptic authoring tools, the insights 

from the interview study were analysed in relation to findings from prior work (e.g. (MacLean et al., 2017; 

Schneider et al., 2017; Schneider and MacLean, 2016; Seifi et al., 2020; Swindells et al., 2006)).

Field Evaluation – For the evaluation of the haptic authoring tool, Feelix, presented in Chapter 3, 

a combination of workshops and longitudinal evaluations was chosen. The initial aim of the workshops 

was to explore how students with different educational backgrounds used Feelix for the design of haptic 

effects. In particular, whether they understood the graphical notation that was implemented in Feelix for 

the design of the haptic effects, and whether they were able to translate their ideas into haptic experiences 

with the edit tools and features that were available in Feelix. The aim of the longitudinal evaluations was 

to evaluate the support provided by Feelix for the integration of the haptic technology into user interfaces 

and the design of multimodal and data-driven haptic effects. Participants consisted of two groups of 
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students with different educational backgrounds including computer science, IT product development, 

and industrial design. Students with different educational backgrounds and design goals were selected 

to explore the generalizability of the findings derived from the analysis of the haptic design process of 

interaction designers, which was conducted among participants with similar educational backgrounds. 

The evaluation was initially conducted among students from the Multimodal Interaction course at 

Aarhus University, and the Interactive Materiality course at Eindhoven University of Technology. Their 

participation in the workshops was voluntary as well as the possibility to use Feelix and the haptic motor 

for their course project. The overall structure of the evaluation was as follows:

1. Workshop 1 - simple design exercise with Feelix

2. Workshop 2 - haptic icon design exercise with Feelix

3. Longitudinal evaluation - the development of an interactive prototype. 

The first workshop day was oriented towards familiarization with Feelix and the haptic technology 

using a simple design exercise. Followed by a more elaborate exercise for workshop 2, designed to gain 

insights into explorations with haptic design using Feelix. In each course, project groups were provided 

the opportunity to use Feelix and the haptic motor for their project. The data from the longitudinal 

evaluation encompassed project reports and short interviews that focused on the participants’ experience. 

As teaching assistant for the Multimodal Interaction course, I was able to observe the design process and 

detect and respond to issues with Feelix, including challenges with the design of the haptic effects and the 

implementation of the technology. This was more difficult to coordinate with students from the Interactive 

Materiality course who mainly had to rely on remote support. The findings derived from the initial workshops 

that were held as part of the courses did not provide sufficient insights to answer the research questions. 

Therefore, later in the process, phd students and postdocs from the Computer Science Department were 

asked to complete the same exercises with Feelix that were presented at the workshops (see Appendix B). 

At this point, a more stable version of Feelix had been released and the questionnaires had been revised to 

collect more information regarding the participants’ interpretation of the graphical notation. All versions 

of the pre-questionnaire are available in Appendix C and D, the evaluation questionnaire is available in 

Appendix E and F. Similar to the interview study, all data were analysed using thematic analysis (Clarke and 

Braun, 2014) following iterative grouping and coding principles. 

Elicitation Study – the aim of the elicitation study (Chapter 4) was to generate a vast repertoire 

of deformation techniques for interactions with shape changing interfaces with different deformable 

characteristics. To accomplish this, a gesture elicitation method (Villarreal-Narvaez et al., 2020) was 

chosen, which are typically used to find input gestures for interactions with user interfaces. In contrast 

to many elicitation studies, the objective was not to find the most appropriate gesture for a particular 

interaction. Instead, the aim was to develop a repertoire that could be explored in future work. The 

study was motivated by the potential for active haptic feedback in shape changing interfaces. When 

designing active force feedback in shape changing interfaces opposed to conventional haptic pointing 

devices, knobs, and sliders, the perception of the haptic experience is affected by the way the interface 

is grasped and deformed. Shape changing interfaces with a versatile morphology exhibit more diverse 

action possibilities. The aim of this work was to create an overview of the deformation techniques that 

could be employed to realize different types of deformations. The proposed interaction techniques were 

recorded and the recordings were later timestamped and coded. A visual representation was created 

from the first and last frame of the recorded deformation technique to create a visual overview for initial 

grouping of deformation techniques. Through iterative coding and grouping themes were established 

following thematic analysis principles (Clarke and Braun, 2014). After the themes were identified, the data 

was analysed using statistical analysis. An overview of the data is available in Appendix G.

Mixed-method Approach – the combination of force feedback and shape change was explored in 

the context of dynamic rotary knobs (Chapter 5). For the purpose of this evaluation, a mixed-method 

approach was chosen with emphasis on quantitative analysis. The work presented in chapter 5 

encompasses three studies. The aim of the first study was to explore the relationship between force 

feedback and different shapes in rotary knobs. A controlled lab approach (Koskinen et al., 2011) was chosen 

in combination with a co-design (Sanders and Stappers, 2008) element. The study combined Likert 

scale ratings for the presented combinations of knob shape and haptic stimulus with a short qualitative 

evaluation. Participants were asked to clarify their highest ratings for different combinations of knob 

shape and haptic stimulus. They were also given the opportunity to design their own stimuli for each of 

the knob shapes. This combination of quantitative and qualitative analysis allowed for statistical analyses, 

the resulting insights could be explained with the qualitative data. The second study aimed to evaluate the 

usability and user experience of the dynamic rotary knob. A controlled lab study lends itself well for this 

purpose, as it allows for analysis of the effect of different factors on the usability and user experience. In 

the controlled environment, participants performed a set of predefined tasks under different conditions. 

Their experience was evaluated subjectively using the SUS (Brooke, 1996) and AttrakDiff (Hassenzahl et al., 

2003) questionnaire to collect quantitative data, which was complemented with open questions in the 

form of a brief interview that provided insights into the participants’ experience. The chapter concludes 

with a performance study conducted in a controlled lab environment. The performance study focused 

exclusively on the collection of quantitative data derived from measurements of speed and task precision 

of a set of predefined interactions with the dynamic rotary knob. The interactions were recorded to 

analyse the manners employed to grasp the knob. 

This section discussed the different research methodologies that have been employed in the research 

presented in this thesis. The approach and motivation behind these methodologies has been discussed 

for each study individually. The studies are described in more detail in the following chapters. The 

perspective on the haptic design process and tools will be discussed in chapter 2 and 3. Followed by the 

perspective on the interplay between force feedback and shape change is presented in chapter 4 and 5.



This chapter describes an interview study that has 

been published in ICMI 2020. This work was co-

authored by Miguel Bruns and Eve Hoggan. 

Anke van Oosterhout, Miguel Bruns, Eve Hoggan. 2020. 

Facilitating Flexible Force Feedback Design with Feelix. 

In Proceedings of the 22nd International Conference on 

Multimodal Interaction (ICMI’20). 

Force Feedback 
Design Process 

Force Feedback 
Design Tool

This chapter describes the design, implementation, 

and evaluation of Feelix, which can be partially found 

in the paper published in ICMI 2020. The evaluation is 

presented in the unpublished manuscript: Evaluating 

Feelix; a Haptic Authoring Tool for Designers.

CHAPTER 2  

CHAPTER 3  

Thesis Structure

The work presented in this thesis is based on four 

publications: three papers and one demo paper, and two 

unpublished manuscripts of which one work-in-progress. 

Chapter 2 is based on an interview study with 

trained interaction designers (van Oosterhout et al., 2020) 

contributing a new perspective on the haptic design 

process based on the insights from interviews with trained 

interaction designers. In Chapter 3, the findings from the 

analysis and prior work are translated into requirements 

for a haptic authoring tool, which informed the design of 

Feelix - a haptic authoring tool for designers. The chapter 

presents the design and implementation of Feelix, 

followed by an evaluation of the tool with researchers and 

students from two different universities. 

Chapter 4 presents a study designed to establish a 

repertoire of interaction techniques with shape changing 

This chapter presents the results of a work-in-

progress study, which is presented in the late-

breaking work paper: Deformation Techniques for 

Shape Changing Interfaces.

Force Feedback
through Deformation

Force Feedback 
and Shape Change

This chapter is based on one demo published at UIST 

2018, one published at DIS 2019, and one at DIS 2020. 

The work was co-authored by Eve Hoggan, Majken 

Kirkegård Rasmussen (first paper), and Miguel Bruns 

(first and second paper).

Anke van Oosterhout, Majken Kirkegård Rasmussen, Eve 

Hoggan, and Miguel Bruns. 2018. Knobology 2.0: Giving Shape 

to the Haptic Force Feedback of Interactive Knobs. In The 31st 

Annual ACM Symposium on User Interface Software and 

Technology Adjunct Proceedings (UIST ‘18 Adjunct).

Anke van Oosterhout, Eve Hoggan, Majken Kirkegaard 

Rasmussen, and Miguel Bruns. 2019. DynaKnob: Combining 

Haptic Force Feedback and Shape Change. In Proceedings of the 

2019 on Designing Interactive Systems Conference (DIS ‘19). 

Anke van Oosterhout and Eve Hoggan. 2020. Reshaping 

Interaction with Rotary Knobs: Combining Form, Feel 

and Function. In Proceedings of the 2020 ACM Designing 

Interactive Systems Conference (DIS ‘20).

CHAPTER 4

CHAPTER 5  

interfaces, which serves as a basis for further exploration 

into the design of active force feedback for shape 

changing interfaces. Chapter 5 explores the relation 

between force feedback and shape change in the context 

of rotary controls. Starting from an exploration between 

the shape of a knob, its haptic feel, and functionality (van 

Oosterhout et al., 2018b; 2019), followed by the design and 

implementation of DynaKnob, a dynamic rotary knob 

that can morph into four distinct shapes whilst providing 

dynamic force feedback (van Oosterhout et al., 2019). The 

chapter concludes with an evaluation of DynaKnob in 

terms of usability, user experience, and performance (van 

Oosterhout and Hoggan, 2020). Chapter 6 discusses future 

work for the design of force feedback and shape change 

in future interfaces.
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As an ongoing trend, the focus of design is shifting more and more towards user 

experience. Yet, haptic interaction design is still at an early stage of development 

(Schneider et al., 2017). Despite the important role of haptics in user experience 

design and the possibilities that have emerged in recent years for active haptic 

technology in user interfaces, designers still face many challenges that can turn 

the design process into a slow and painful experience (Schneider et al., 2017). 

These obstacles and challenges can steer the focus away from designing for the 

user experience. Therefore, designers need better tools and design guidelines 

that enable them to focus on the actual design of the haptic and multimodal 

experience, and provide sufficient freedom to explore and integrate haptics in 

novel and surprising ways. The work presented in this thesis provides a design 

perspective on force feedback. Starting with an analysis of the haptic design 

process trained interaction designers engage in when developing haptic user 

interfaces. The haptic design process has been analysed in prior work from 

different angles (Schneider et al., 2017; Seifi et al., 2020), focusing on different 

user groups and different aspects of the design process. The aim of the work 

presented in this chapter is to contribute a new perspective from the point of view 

of trained interaction designers, with a focus on the design and implementation of 

force feedback in haptic user interfaces.
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The work presented in this chapter is 

based on the analysis of the haptic 

design process published in ‘Flexible 

Force Feedback Design with Feelix’ 

(van Oosterhout et al., 2020). It 

elaborates on the challenges related 

to the haptic design process that were 

identified in prior work and describes 

the findings from the interview study 

in more detail.

Background Work in Haptic Design
Haptic Design Challenges

Designing for the haptic sense is challenging. Partially, as a consequence of the complexity of the 

haptic sense. A haptic experience is composed of different parameters that are qualitatively distinct, 

like the roughness of a texture, the pressure exerted by an object, the heat transferred between the 

material between the skin, and various others parameters that contribute to the haptic experience. 

The combination of these parameters make up the haptic experience, which is difficult to reproduce, 

classify and memorize (MacLean, 2000). The technologies used to generate haptic sensations are often 

limited to manipulating only one of the parameters that make up the haptic experience (MacLean et al., 

2017). The different technologies also vary in expressive nature and can be difficult to integrate with 

materials and other modalities (MacLean et al., 2017), often posing challenges related to latency and 

timing (Schneider et al., 2017).

In addition to the inherent complexity of the haptic sense and the challenges posed by variability in 

hardware, the knowledge about the design process is somewhat limited. MacLean at el. (2017) address 

challenges and needs related to the design of haptic and multisensory experiences, and provide models 

and guidelines for the design of multimodal interactions. Schneider et al. (2017) provide an ‘in the wild’ 

perspective on haptic interaction design and the challenges professional designers face in industry. 

These efforts revealed obstacles with major design activities like browsing, sketching, refining, and 

sharing. Building on this work, Seifi et al. (2020) elaborate on these activities by comparing the design 

activities undertaken by novice and expert practitioners and provide guidelines for haptic design support 

for novices based on analysis of the design process of multimodal experiences created with different 

haptic toolkits (Gallacher et al., 2016; Martinez et al., 2016). 

Besides browsing, sketching, refining, and sharing, evaluation is an essential part of the iterative design 

process, and essential to examine the value of haptics, which is often difficult to articulate (Schneider et 

al., 2017). Recent work by Kim and Schneider provides a theoretical model developed to evaluate haptic 

experiences (Kim and Schneider, 2020). The model comprises four key components: Design parameters, 

usability requirements, experiential dimensions, and personalization. Providing a basis for quantification 

and evaluation of haptic experiences. 
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The analyses of the haptic design process in prior work shows that there is a lack of tools to support 

the haptic design process (MacLean et al., 2017; Seifi et al., 2020). An ecosystem of haptic tools is needed to 

support various stages and activities in the haptic design process (Seifi et al., 2020). For the development of 

tools, methods for notation and representation are needed that correlate with the user’s perception of the 

haptic experience (MacLean et al., 2017; Seifi et al., 2020). This is important for activities like classifying and 

organizing haptic effects for efficient browsing and sharing (Seifi et al., 2015), but also for the development 

of effective techniques and methods for the design of haptic effects. Additionally, further support for 

rapid prototyping, debugging, and remote sharing is needed (Seifi et al., 2020). Novices could benefit from 

support for the design of haptics for multimodal experiences. Currently, there is a shortage of examples, 

guidelines, and expertise for the design of haptic and multisensory experiences (MacLean et al., 2017). 

More theory and practical guidelines are needed to support haptic design, a better infrastructure that 

enables sharing of haptic effects, and an ecosystem of haptic authoring tools for browsing and conceptual 

design, as well as sketching and refinement (Seifi et al., 2020). 

The complexity of the haptic sense and the large variability in hardware also causes variability in 

design processes, approaches, needs, and tools. While there are many similarities between the design 

processes and challenges with haptic technologies, there are also fundamental differences in terms of 

implementation and feedback design. Additionally, different technologies are often used for different 

applications. For example, vibrotactile feedback is often used for notifications, whereas force feedback 

is more applicable for shared control applications. The work presented in this thesis solely focuses on 

the design and implementation of force feedback. Force feedback has received less attention in research 

and industry compared to vibrotactile feedback, despite the interesting potential that this technology 

provides. The first chapter aims to elaborate on the insights discussed above by providing a design 

perspective on force feedback based on an interview study with trained interaction designers who have 

experience with the development of haptic user interfaces. 

Force Feedback Design Process
Findings from an Interview Study with Trained Interaction Designers

This section provides an overview of our analysis of the design process of trained interaction designers. 

It presents the obstacles and challenges that designers face when working with force feedback. The findings 

contribute to our understanding of the haptic design process and can be used to inform the design of force 

feedback authoring tools.

Methodology
The analysis of the design process is based on an interview study conducted among a group of trained 

interaction designers. The interview study focused on the design process interaction designers engage 

in when designing and implementing haptic force feedback in their designs. The analysis addresses their 

design approach, and the obstacles and challenges they encountered along the process. In addition to the 

interview data, available documentation about the design process of the haptic user interfaces designed 

by participants was analysed to gain further insight into their design process. A semi-structured interview 

method was chosen, which started from general open-ended questions complemented with questions that 

arose from the analysis of the available documentation. This was complemented with follow-up questions 

when emerging findings arose. The interviews lasted 50 minutes on average.

Participants - For the interview study, three interaction designers were recruited through our 

professional network. The designers were selected based on their experience with the design of haptic user 

interfaces, all using the same technology. In addition, we reflected on our personal experience with the 

design of haptic user interfaces. Including the author, a total of four designers participated in the study (2 

male and 2 female). All participants received the same five-year training in interaction design and have up to 

three years of work experience. During this period, they have gained experience with force feedback design 

through multiple projects. The majority of these projects were part of the participants’ graduate studies 

and lasted one to two semesters on average. Despite the fact that all projects were built using the same 

haptic technology, the design process and the manner in which the technology was applied were different. 

Participants worked individually on these projects with the exception of ‘FRANK’ (Jose Amorim et al., 2019). 
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Haptic User Interfaces

A brief overview is presented of the most salient haptic user interfaces designed by participants 

(Figure 2.1), to paint a picture of the haptic user interfaces designed by participants and the way they 

implemented the force feedback technology. These samples have been selected because they are publicly 

accessible, and showcase different ways in which haptic technology can be applied. For all projects, the 

haptic technology was similar, but the design process and the manner in which participants applied the 

haptic technology were different. The participants worked on multiple projects using the same haptic 

technology; a brushless motor combined with a magnetic rotary encoder with a rotational resolution of 

c. 0.0879°. The 3-phase motor was controlled with the L6234 motor driver and interfaced with a 32-bit 

microcontroller (Arduino Due or Teensy). Some projects required implementation of multiple motors 

and/or microcontrollers. External components like sensors and actuators were implemented using C/

C++. Some projects were interfaced with graphical user interfaces developed with Unity or JavaScript.

Aesthetics of Haptics - This work 

shows how aesthetic qualities of haptic 

sensations in a button and a rotary knob 

can be carefully crafted in a process 

that starts from a material perspective 

(Dassen and Bruns Alonso, 2017).

Ello - This work explores the 

design of aesthetic haptic experiences 

in unison with light, through an 

interactive light, Ello, that lets you 

perceive light through the haptic and 

visual sense (Dassen, 2017). 

Figure 2.1. Examples of haptic 

user interfaces developed by 

participants. A: Ello (Dassen, 

2017) and C: Aesthetics of 

Haptics (Dassen and Bruns Alonso, 

2017) © W. Dassen, D: Accelerator 

Pedal (de Ruiter and Alonso, 

2019) and E: FRANK (Jose Amorim 

et al., 2019) © A. de Ruiter, 

B: Knobology (van Oosterhout 

et al., 2018b), F: Ripple (van 

Oosterhout et al., 2018a).

Accelerator Pedal - An accelerator pedal that provides haptic feedback to guide the user towards an 

energy efficient driving style (de Ruiter and Alonso, 2019).

FRANK - An interactive 3D printed surface that responds to touch (Jose Amorim et al., 2019).

Scribble - A haptic pointing device designed to communicate with autonomous vehicles. The device 

allows the user to draw the desired trajectory of the vehicle which is visualized on a GUI (Ros et al., 2018).

Ripple Thermostat - An interface for an intelligent thermostat that utilizes a combination of force 

feedback and shape change to engage in a dialogue with the user (van Oosterhout et al., 2018a).

Knobology - An exploration of the relationship between a knob’s shape, haptic feel, and functionality 

(van Oosterhout et al., 2018b).

Analysis
The interviews with the participants were conducted orally, data were transcribed and translated to English 

for further analysis. The interview data, the author’s personal reflection, and the available documentation 

about the design projects were analysed using thematic analysis (Ryan and Bernard, 2003), searching for 

repetitions, identifying similarities and differences, and cutting and sorting relevant themes. Resulting in 

two main themes: 1) Design Activities: Approaches and Obstacles, and 2) Implementation of Haptics. The 

sub themes comprise the individual elements of the design process. These are presented in Figure 2.2 to 

illustrate their relation to one another within the haptic design process. 

Findings
This section describes the findings based on the analysis of the collected data. The analysis addresses the 

individual design activities presented in Figure 2.2. For each activity,  the participants’ design approach, and 

the obstacles and challenges they faced are discussed. Starting from the activities presented in the ‘main-

activities’ section. Working towards the integration of haptic technology and design of force feedback in 

relation to external components, which comprise the activities of the ‘test and implement’ section.

The design process illustrated in Figure 2.2 is iterative, but not sequential. Designers can start from 

any activity, and move back and forward between different activities. The visualization of the process only 

illustrates the activities relevant to the haptic design process and does not address the design process of 

external components (e.g. feedback design for other modalities). The process that designers go through 

is influenced by their personal preferences and workflows, and their design choices along the process. 

Design Activities: Approaches and Obstacles 

Participants designed effects based on position and time. For both, position- and time-based effects, 

the complexity can vary. For example, the design of a spring or a friction effect might only require the 

refinement of a few parameters to get the desired experience. While a simple dent can be designed in 

many ways that result in different experiences. Effects can also be static or data-driven, responding to 

changes in the environment or user input. Additionally, haptic feedback is often integrated in a larger 

interactive system as a part of a multimodal experience. When looking at the implementation of haptic 
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technology, designers often made use of mechanisms to convert forces for instance from rotary motion 

to linear motion, gears to increase the torque provided by the motor, or higher-level interaction effects 

between multiple actuators to create the desired experience for their application. 

Regardless of these design choices concerning the design and implementation of the haptic feedback, 

all participants visited the activities visualized in the ‘main-activities’ section in Figure 2.2. The activities 

in dotted boxes were only visited when needed. For instance, visualizations enable designers to grasp 

complex material experiences or explore initial ideas before translating an experience or idea into code. 

The implementation of the haptic technology can also have consequences for the design of the haptic 

experience when transmission components are used, or when forces are translated or combined. These 

criteria have to be taken into account when translating an idea into a haptic experience.  

Explore and Ideate - Before being able to ideate and explore with force feedback design, designers 

need to understand force-based haptic feedback and the types of experiences they can create with it. 

Generally, people have limited experience with active haptic force feedback technologies as opposed 

to vibrotactile technologies. Active force feedback can be found in for example game controllers 

and robotic surgery, but not often in mainstream consumer products. To get acquainted with the 

technology, designers could benefit from examples that paint a picture of the types of experiences, and 

the resolution and scope of the forces that can be generated. Participants often took an explorative 

approach to develop an understanding of the forces generated by the motor, by trying out different 

codes and playing with variables. 

Haptic 
stimuli

Visualization 
of idea

Test

Contextual 
implementation

Evaluate 
value

Design 
criteria

Mechanical
implementation

Main activities 

Test and implement

Explore 
and ideate idea > code

Figure 2.2. Haptic design process derived from the analysis of the design process of 

haptic user interfaces  (van Oosterhout et al., 2020)

From a design perspective, the exploration process can be approached in different ways. To better 

understand the force characteristics of a haptic experience and develop a sense for its aesthetic qualities, 

designers can collect material samples (Dassen and Bruns Alonso, 2017) or develop material sketches. 

Material sketches enable designers to explore with different haptic experiences, similar to the way form 

studies enable designers to explore with shape (Dassen and Bruns Alonso, 2017). Besides material sketches 

and physical examples, inspiration is oftentimes drawn from personal experience (P1-P4). Currently, 

designers have to develop or collect their own material samples to explore with force feedback. The lack 

of examples that can be downloaded for exploration and effective ways to communicate ideas using other 

modalities than the haptic modality poses additional challenges during the design process. Designers 

need ways to communicate and share their ideas (P3) (MacLean et al., 2017; Seifi et al., 2020; Seifi et al., 

2015). Recently, effect libraries have started to emerge for vibrotactile feedback, which enable designers 

to browse for inspiration and share their designs with others (Israr et al., 2014; Seifi et al., 2015).

Ideation for haptic feedback was often steered by concepts related to its application. These concepts 

provide design constraints and requirements that guide the exploration process. At this stage, the overall 

idea and implementation of the haptic feedback is clear, but there is still enough room left to explore with 

different parameters. Participants regularly resorted to sketching techniques to explore the designs they 

could create within the constraints of the design space (P1, P2, and P4).

Translating an Idea or Experience into Code - Designers needed to translate their ideas into code 

to control the motor. This step from a haptic experience to code becomes more difficult when effects 

become more complex. To convert these complex ideas and experiences into parameters that could be 

used to control the motor, participants often resorted to drawing and sketching techniques (P1, P2 and 

P4). Some examples of different visualizations techniques applied by P1, P2 and P4 are shown in Figure 

2.3. All techniques present a combination of force and position in a unique way. The sketches were often 

drawn in a horizontal graph. Few participants used circular representations to visualize the haptic effects 

for rotary interactions (Dassen, 2017; Dassen and Bruns Alonso, 2017; van Oosterhout et al., 2018b), even 

though the majority of the haptic effects represented circular effects. These circular visualizations were 

often used to represent the experience over a full or partial rotation of the motor. With the circular 

representation, designers can better visualize the position of the effect in relation to the position of the 

Figure 2.3. Examples of visualizations of haptic effects designed by participants 

(Dassen and Bruns Alonso, 2017) © W. Dassen, (de Ruiter and Alonso, 2019) © A. de Ruiter,

(van Oosterhout et al., 2018b).
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motor. When ‘zooming-in’ on details of the effect, participants always used horizontal visualizations. On 

the one hand, these visualization techniques simplified the process of translating an idea or experience 

into code. On the other hand, participants mentioned that the resulting effect did not always feel as 

expected. This exemplifies how designers could benefit from a visualization method that provides an 

intuitive representation of the perceived haptic characteristics for the design of position-based effects. 

The same applies to time-based effects that can be created with linear variations in speed, an approach 

that does not require visualization (P1). For the design of more complex time-based effects, visualizations 

methods were represented as a function of position over time (P4). This implies that there is not one 

design or visualization technique that applies well to the design process of the different applications of 

the motor; instead, the methods and representations could vary depending on the nature of the effects.

Design Criteria - The implementation of the haptic technology as part of the physical setup of the 

user interface, can have consequences for the design of the haptic feedback. For instance, forces from 

the motor can be increased with a gear train when required for the application (e.g. accelerator pedal 

(de Ruiter and Alonso, 2019)). The rotational motion from the motor can also be combined with other 

actuators. When forces are converted using translation or transmission components, the displacement 

of the actuated element(s) of the interface is not directly mapped to the displacement of the motor. 

Designers often design their effects with parameters that correspond to the translated output. For code 

development, these have to be mapped back to the rotation of the motor when designing the haptic 

feedback (P1, P2, and P4). Additionally, the restrictions imposed by the implementation and physical setup 

of the device need to be taken into account by a haptic authoring tool. To support flexible integration of 

force feedback technology, designers also need a calibration method that does not require a complete 

rotation and can be restricted to a single direction, and the ability to set an arbitrary start position (P1).

Test - Participants experienced difficulties with the evaluation and refinement of haptic effects 

due to various factors. Designers need to be able to compare haptic effects in order to tweak and 

refine parameters or choose between different effects. This process is inherently challenging due 

to our limited recall of haptic experiences (MacLean, 2008, 2000), making it difficult to compare an 

effect to the ones tested previously, even the immediately preceding one (P1, P2 and P4). This makes 

it also difficult to interpret and relate different haptic experiences with one another. Expressing the 

characteristics of the effect through either visualizations or audio can make it easier to interpret the 

experience of a designed effect (P2, P4) (MacLean, 2008), and at the same time facilitate communication 

about the experience (Seifi et al., 2015), and make it easier for designers to identify errors during the 

debugging process (Seifi et al., 2020). 

For some projects, participants developed their own solutions to overcome the difficulties relating 

to the interpretation and comparison of designed effects. These solutions often provided real time 

adjustment of parameters or comparison between effects either through a digital medium or through 

a physical setup. For example, digital and physical interfaces with buttons and sliders that provide 

basic functionality for instant parameter adjustment. Other methods that were designed for a better 

interpretation of the haptic experience include visualizations that change depending on the force that 

is exerted by the motor (P2), and visual feedback about the position of the motor on top of a visualization 

of the haptic render (P4). During the design process, participants manipulated various parameters of 

designed effects, e.g. sometimes they were trying to find the proper width, the desired sharpness of a 

haptic dent, or simply refining the intensity of the friction provided by the motor (P1 - P4). Therefore, a 

haptic authoring tool should support instant modification of different parameters of designed effects, 

so haptics can be refined to match the desired experience in the given context. This process could be 

supported by a visual programming environment – similar to Grasshopper (Grasshopper, 2020), Max 

(MAX, 2020), Bolt (Bolt, 2020), or HITPROTO (Panëels et al., 2013) - through which parameters of effects 

can be adjusted in real time (P3).

Evaluation - Participants often evaluated their designs through user studies or discussions with 

experts, peers, or the public at exhibitions. Several participants utilized co-design aspects in their 

studies for the design of haptic feedback (de Ruiter and Alonso, 2019; van Oosterhout et al., 2018a). 

Common methods for subjective evaluation of haptics were AttrakDiff (Hassenzahl et al., 2003), SAM 

evaluation (Bradley and Lang, 1994), and the user experience questionnaire (Ryan and Deci, 2000). For 

the purpose of psychophysical evaluation and research, a haptic tool could provide force calculations 

for the designed effects (P1).

Implementation of Haptics

The ‘test and implement’ section in Figure 2.2, focuses on the evaluation of haptic designs. It comprises 

the different aspects that affect the experience and perception of designed effects that can be 

controlled or influenced by the designer. Focusing on two main elements: its mechanical and contextual 

implementation. From a mechanical point of view, the experience and perception of the designed effects 

can be influenced by force translations or higher-level interactions between multiple actuators. In 

addition, the mechanical design steers the interaction task that users perform, which in turn affects the 

haptic experience (MacLean, 2008). For example, the haptic experience of moving a handle is different 

when pressing against it with the index finger opposed to moving the handle with the hand using a firm 

grip. Second, the haptic perception is influenced by contextual factors, which comprises multimodal 

implementations and data-driven feedback. The integration of haptics with other modalities or data can 

affect the experience and add meaning to the haptic effect (MacLean, 2008) (P2, P4). Therefore, it is 

important that haptic feedback can be designed in relation to these contextual factors (Kim and Schneider, 

2020; MacLean et al., 2017).

Participants approached the design process in different ways. The majority of the prototypes were 

developed using an iterative approach, starting with the exploration and design of haptic effects and 

later integrating the haptic technology with the other components, eventually refining the interaction 
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as a whole. This approach enables designers to focus on the design of isolated haptic effects without 

interference or noise from contextual factors. By expanding the system with one component at a time, 

designers can develop a feel for the way haptics experiences are influenced by the other mechanical 

and contextual factors. However, in some situations it makes more sense to design the interaction for all 

components simultaneously, e.g. when multiple forces are combined.

Mechanical Implementation - It is not possible to anticipate all the factors that influence the 

perception of a haptic experience during the design process. The haptic experience is influenced by 

many factors; some of these depend on environmental conditions that cannot always be controlled by 

the designer. For instance, the interaction with the user interface can be controlled to a certain degree 

through its physical design. However, users ultimately decide how they physically interact with products, 

though it is possible for designers to steer this interaction towards the intended use. The haptic user 

interfaces designed by participants provided different affordances including operation by foot, hand, 

index finger, or a subtle pinch grip (Figure 2.5). 

Participants implemented the haptic technology in various ways to afford these different interaction 

techniques, sometimes using translation mechanisms to convert radial into linear motion, gears to 

increase the force generated by the motor, or combined the forces of multiple motors. Small changes to 

the physical design can already affect the way a haptic effect is experienced, like increasing the radius 

(P2) or changing the shape of a knob (P2, P4). Not only because they influence the amount of force that 

can be exerted, but also because they can affect the expectations that we generate before engaging in 

interaction with the interface (Dassen, 2017; Dassen and Bruns Alonso, 2017).

Mechanisms used to translate, restrict, or combine the forces can also affect the perception of 

the experience because of their physical properties (Figure 2.4). For example, a haptic pointing device 

provides varying resistance depending on the distance between the point of control and actuation. 

Effects like these often feel natural as they occur in everyday interactions, therefore participants argued 

that such effects do not always need to be taken into account by a haptic tool (P3); rather it is something 

that needs to be explored and experienced in the physical world (P2). This explorative process could be 

supported with force simulations (P3) that could reduce physical prototyping (Schneider et al., 2017) and 

aid the designer’s understanding of combined and translated forces. 

Contextual Implementation - Even though most participants started with the design of haptic 

effects in isolation, the meaning of haptics often emerges after it is integrated with other modalities or 

data (P2, P4). To create meaningful haptic experience in a multimodal context, the feedback for these 

modalities has to be designed in relation to one another. Participants often used haptics as a supportive 

modality, integrated to improve the user’s performance when drawing straight lines with a pointing 

device (Ros et al., 2018), or to enrich the interaction with light (Dassen, 2017). In some of these multimodal 

contexts, timing is a crucial factor that can make or break the experience. For instance, when a system 

lets users perceive elements on a visual display through haptic feedback. In contexts like these, latency is 

one of the common problems that designers face (Schneider et al., 2017; Seifi et al., 2015). The challenges 

and constraints imposed by the integration with other modalities can obstruct further explorations with 

the design of haptic effects (P3).

Furthermore, haptic effects are often data-driven, relating to parameters like speed, position, time, 

or external sensor data. Haptic effects can be designed to adapt to the context of use or communicate 

information. To accommodate for differences in personal preferences, haptics could be adaptable or 

customizable, enabling end-users to fine-tune the haptic experience to their preferences (P1) (Schneider 

et al., 2017).

To design haptics in conjunction with all these aforementioned factors that can contribute to the 

experience, designers need methods and tools that enable them to instantly tweak haptics effects to 

explore and refine the experience for a given context, and require support for flexible integration with 

external components for exploration and refinement of haptic effects.

Figure 2.4. Examples of mechanical implementations of haptic technology 

in haptic user interfaces.

Figure 2.5. Evaluated haptic user interfaces were operated by feet, hand, 

index finger, or pinch grasp.
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SUMMARY

This chapter presented an analysis of the design process that trained interaction designers engage 

in when working with force feedback. The insights derived from the analysis regarding the designers’ 

approach and the obstacles and challenges they faced during the process contribute a new perspective 

on the haptic design process that has not been presented in prior work (Schneider et al., 2017; Seifi et al., 

2020). The examples that were presented show that designers implement force feedback in various ways, 

combining and translating forces to create the desired experience for their application. To open up the 

design space and explore the potential that haptic force feedback can provide in the context of physical 

user interfaces, our findings suggest that designers could benefit from:

Mental Mapping - Visualization methods that provide an intuitive representation of the haptic 

experience. Our analysis showed that the visualizations made by participants (Figure 2.3) often did not 

adhere to the widely used torque vs. angle model. Additionally, the manner in which the technology 

is applied plays a role in the development of a mental model. This implies that there is not one design 

or visualization technique that applies well to the design process of the different applications of the 

technology; instead, the methods and representations could vary depending on the nature of the effects.

Translated Visual Representations - Developing appropriate mental mappings for translated forces 

could pose additional challenges to the design of haptic effects, especially when translations become more 

complex. This suggests that designers might benefit from translated visual representations. However, the 

limited variety of force translations that were analysed in this study do not provide sufficient insights to 

formulate design recommendations. This will be analysed in the tool evaluation in Chapter 3.

Force Conversions - Our findings show that force conversions as a result of mechanical translation 

or transmission can make the haptic design process unnecessary complex or confusing. Different 

implementations come with different requirements and restrictions. As can be seen from the examples 

(Figure 2.1), designers often translated forces or used transmission components to adjust the force 

feedback to meet the requirements of their application. This indicates that designers need creative 

freedom in terms of implementation, with minimal restrictions, to be able to explore with haptic force 

feedback and implement it in novel and unexpected ways. Aspects like these can be taken into account by 

a haptic authoring tool to enable designers to focus on the design of the haptic experience itself.

Real-time modification - The design of more sophisticated haptic experiences requires refining, 

tweaking, and comparing designs. Considering the fact that haptic experiences are difficult to memorize 

(MacLean, 2008, 2000), better support is desired for the comparison, and refinement of haptic effects by 

facilitating playback, control, and the ability to alternate between effects in real time.

Flexible Integration - Haptic experiences are influenced by many factors like mechanical and 

contextual implementation. Our analysis showed that designers often explored these factors using a 

modular approach starting from the design of the haptic experience in isolation or as translated effect, 

while later refining the experience in relation to other modalities. To facilitate this process, a tool needs 

to support flexible integration with external components and other software tools.

The diversity in implementations of the haptic technology suggests that the key aspect for a haptic 

tool for designers is facilitating creative freedom in design and implementation. This was the main 

motivation in the creation of Feelix - an authoring tool for sketching and refinement of haptic effects. The 

next chapter describes the tool guidelines and requirements derived from the aforementioned analysis 

and haptic tool design, and evaluations presented in prior work, that informed the design of Feelix. This 

is followed by the design and implementation of Feelix.
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A diverse range of tools is needed to support the haptic design process 

(Schneider et al., 2017; Seifi et al., 2020). The work presented in this chapter 

explores how haptic tools can be tailored towards the needs of interaction 

designers, because they have the capability to further explore the haptic design 

space, and integrate haptic technologies in novel and surprising ways. Building 

on the insights derived from the analysis presented in Chapter 2 and the findings 

from prior work on haptic authoring tools, requirements for a haptic authoring 

tool were identified. These requirements inspired the design of Feelix, a haptic 

authoring tool for designers. Feelix was designed to address various obstacles 

and challenges that designers face during the process, in order to make the 

haptic design process more accessible and efficient. 
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The work presented in the first three 

sections of this chapter is based on 

the guidelines and design of Feelix 

published in ‘Flexible Force Feedback 

Design with Feelix’ (van Oosterhout 

et al., 2020). It elaborates on the tool 

guidelines derived from prior work, 

and describes the implementation of 

the tool in more detail. The evaluation 

of the tool is part of the unpublished 

manuscript ‘Evaluating Feelix: a 

Haptic Authoring Tool for Designers’ 

(submission pending, planned for 

Transactions on Haptics).

Haptic design remains at an early stage of development, especially when compared to other fields 

like audio and graphic design. When looking at, for instance, the graphic design field, people work with 

mature tools developed for specific purposes, like logo design, layout-, or photo-editing, image browsing 

etc. Recent efforts in haptics have contributed software tools for the design of multi-dimensional force 

feedback experiences for simulations and VR (e.g. CHAI3D (CHAI3D, 2020), H3D (H3D, 2020), OpenHaptics 

(Itkowitz et al., 2005) and vibrotactile feedback for mobile devices, game controllers, and the like (e.g. (Ryu 

and Choi, 2008; Schneider and MacLean, 2016; Swindells et al., 2014)). However, there is a lack of tools that 

enable designers to explore with force feedback (e.g. (Enriquez and MacLean, 2003; Swindells et al., 2006)) 

and integrate it into their designs in a flexible manner. Despite the potential that force feedback provides, 

in terms of information, control and experience (MacLean, 2000), examples of everyday interfaces that use 

this potential are scarce, since force feedback is often more difficult to integrate and control. Less rich 

vibrotactile stimuli, on the other hand, are often easier to implement and are commonly used to improve 

the usability and user experience of various devices in our everyday life.

The possibilities for active haptic feedback in user interfaces reach further, to explore this potential, 

designers need tools that provide freedom in design and implementation that enable them create the 

desired haptic experience for their application. In this chapter, I explore how force feedback tools can 

be tailored towards the needs of interaction designers. First, the various haptic tools and toolkits that 

have been developed to support the haptic design process are discussed. Followed by a comprehensive 

overview of guidelines for haptic authoring tools derived from our analysis of the haptic design process 

and insights from prior work. Thereafter, Feelix is introduced. Feelix aims to address obstacles in different 

stages of the design process starting from the implementation of the haptic technology, and generation of 

an accurate mental map between visual representation and haptic experience, towards challenges related 

to testing, refining and comparing initial designs. In order to make the haptic design process more efficient 

and enjoyable. The design of Feelix is presented with details about the design choices and approach, and 

its implementation. The chapter concludes with an evaluation of the tool conducted among researchers 

and students from two different universities.

Haptic Interaction Design
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Background Work in Haptic Tools
Haptic Tools and Toolkits

The following discusses the tools and toolkits that have been developed to support different stages 

of the haptic design process. Starting with the tools that facilitate exploration and ideation, followed 

by tools developed for sketching and refinement of haptic effects.

Tools for Exploration and Ideation

Simple activities that are essential to support browsing for inspiration, like representing, classifying, 

and organizing, can be challenging or cumbersome when working with haptic effects (MacLean et 

al., 2017; Seifi et al., 2020), as a result of obstacles specifically related to the haptic modality like the 

variability in haptic technology and an underdeveloped haptic language (MacLean et al., 2017). To better 

accommodate the ideation phase of the haptic design process, digital libraries have started to emerge 

that provide access to collections of haptic effects (e.g. (Seifi et al., 2015; Zhao et al., 2014)) enabling 

users to browse and explore vibrotactile effects. Additionally, various visualization and classification 

techniques have been explored to browse haptic effect libraries more efficiently (e.g. (Seifi et al., 2015)).

Examples of tools and methods for haptic exploration are not restricted to the digital domain. 

For rapid prototyping of haptic sensations, audio platforms can be used (Zhao et al., 2016) or physical 

sketching techniques that can support exploration and discussion (Moussette and Banks, 2011). Wooden 

Haptics is an example of a DIY spatial haptic interface with multiple degrees-of-freedom (Forsslund et 

al., 2015). Another toolkit designed for explorations with one-degree-of-freedom haptic force feedback 

is Hapkit (Martinez et al., 2020, 2016). Building on Hapkit, Gallacher et al. developed Haplet, offering more 

degrees of freedom and additional vibrotactile functionality (Gallacher et al., 2016). For constructions 

and mechanism design, inspiration can be found on Haptipedia (Seifi et al., 2019), a growing database 

with examples of force feedback devices.

Tools for Sketching and Refinement

While the tools and methods described above support the exploration phases of the design process, software 

tools are needed for sketching and refinement. The software tools that are currently available utilize 

different techniques to make it easier for designers to work with haptic parameters, like demonstration-

based input methods (Hong et al., 2013), representations inspired by music compositions (Jaebong Lee 

et al., 2009; Lee and Choi, 2012), methods that translate visual resources into haptic renders (Dong et 

al., 2015), waveform-based editing methods (e.g. (Enriquez and MacLean, 2003; Schneider and MacLean, 

2016)), visual programming languages (Panëels et al., 2013), and the possibility to capture and replay the 

dynamics of physical knobs for the development of realistic simulations (MacLean, 1996; Swindells and 

MacLean, 2007). Demonstration-based methods are often more efficient allowing for quick iterations and 

might therefore be most useful for explorative design, while more accurate methods like waveform-based 

editing are needed for refinement (Hong et al., 2013; Schneider and MacLean, 2016). Waveform-based 

editing is supported by posVibEditor (Ryu and Choi, 2008), which provides a multichannel timeline to 

organize and combine designed patterns. Another example is Macaron (Schneider and MacLean, 2016), a 

vibrotactile feedback editor that enables designers to create vibrotactile sensations while going through 

all the stages of the design process, preparation, initial design, iteration, and refinement. To make force 

feedback design more accessible, HITPROTO (Panëels et al., 2013) utilizes a visual programming language 

for the design of multidimensional haptic data visualizations for blind and partially sighted users. For the 

design of vibrotactile feedback in patterns or grids, several tools have used graphical representations 

that correlate with the spatial configuration of the actuators (Panëels et al., 2013; Schneider et al., 2015). 

Furthermore, tools, toolkits and plugins like VibEd (Nordvall, 2016), ViviTouch (Swindells et al., 2014), 

FeelCraft (Zhao et al., 2014), Synth-A-Modeler (Berdahl et al., 2016), and HapticTouch (Ledo et al., 2012) 

support integration of haptics with other media like audio, video, gaming, or tabletops.

As one of the few one-degree-of-freedom force feedback editor examples, Hapticon Editor is a 

simple tool for creating, editing, storing, and displaying haptic icons (Enriquez and MacLean, 2003). This 

was followed by Haptic Icon Prototyper (Swindells et al., 2006), a tool for creating fast prototypes for 

one-degree-of-freedom haptic actuators such as knobs and sliders. For educational purposes, HandsOn 

(Minaker et al., 2016) enables students to design spring feedback for Hapkit (Martinez et al., 2020, 2016) 

using simplified graphical simulations. Hapkit was also utilized by Davis et al. to render haptic sine-based 

effects alongside graphical simulations to teach students about the graphical representations of sine and 

cosine functions, and their relation to haptic experiences (Davis et al., 2017).

Some of the examples described here show how a tool can be tailored towards the design of feedback 

for a specific context, like videos and gaming (e.g. (Swindells et al., 2014)), or tactile grid formations (e.g. 

(Panëels et al., 2013; Schneider et al., 2015)). While other examples explored methods to improve accessibility 

for inexperienced users (e.g. (Hong et al., 2013; Panëels et al., 2013)). The haptic authoring tool presented 

in this thesis was developed to extend the available toolset with a tool tailored towards the needs of 

interaction designers to make force feedback design and implementation more accessible to designers. 
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Guidelines for Haptic Tools
Insights from the Analysis of the Haptic Design Process and Prior Work

The literature provides insights based on various evaluations of haptic tools and toolkits. 

Researchers explored a variety of techniques and methods for the design of haptic effects. Even though 

many of these were focused on the design of vibrotactile feedback, the majority seems to be applicable 

to haptic authoring tools in general, while other guidelines solely inform the design of either force 

feedback or vibrotactile tools. In the following, a comprehensive overview of design guidelines for 

haptic tools is presented based on a review of the literature on haptic authoring tools for tactile and 

one-degree-of-freedom force feedback design, including insights from the analysis discussed in the 

previous chapter. All guidelines were analysed using thematic analysis (Ryan and Bernard, 2003), 

searching for repetitions, identifying similarities and differences, and cutting and sorting relevant 

themes. The resulting seven themes are discussed in more detail below. 

Support Editing - Sketching and refinement tools should provide editing features to support direct 

manipulation of haptic effects for exploration and refinement of ideas and designs (Schneider et al., 2015; 

Seifi et al., 2020; Swindells et al., 2006; van Oosterhout et al., 2020). Sketching on paper and in hardware 

(e.g. (Moussette and Banks, 2011)) are effective methods for exploration and ideation as they allow for 

analysis and comparison, through which ideas can evolve. When transferring this process to a digital 

medium, this flexibility that is inherent to sketching can be extended by software tools with features like 

save, load, undo, redo (Schneider et al., 2015), and manipulations of objects through operations like copy, 

paste, align, scale, and translate enable rapid exploration and refinement (Panëels et al., 2013; Schneider 

et al., 2015). Additionally, Panëels et al. (2013) found that designers could benefit from ways to annotate 

designs, similar to paper sketches that are often annotated during the process.

Provide Examples and Support Sharing - Designers need examples and inspiration for guidance 

(Schneider and MacLean, 2016). Resources should be available that inform users about best practices and 

effective workflows (Seifi et al., 2020). Seifi et al. (2020) suggest that these could be implicitly incorporated 

in a tool using templates and default parameters. Which could provide a starting point for design and 

help users learn (Schneider and MacLean, 2016). A library of saved effects and examples enables share and 

reuse of effects (Schneider et al., 2017; Seifi et al., 2020). Example effects and shared effect libraries are an 

important resource for learning and inspiration (Schneider and MacLean, 2016). Various tools implemented 

examples in different forms: The vibrotactile editor Macaron provides the possibility to import effects 

from a browsing tool which can be modified and refined thereafter (Schneider and MacLean, 2016). 

Vivitouch utilizes a vibrotactile icon library (Swindells et al., 2014). A tile palette is implemented in the 

Haptic Icon Prototyper (Swindells et al., 2006). Additionally, the buttons in the Hapticon editor that enable 

insertion of effects that can be used as a starting point for design present a way to integrate examples 

into the tool (Enriquez and MacLean, 2003).

Findings from observations and analysis of the haptic design process (Schneider et al., 2017; Seifi et 

al., 2020) stress the importance of the ability to share effects. Sharing of haptic effects is challenging, not 

only because of the variability in hardware, but also because there is no universal haptic language that 

can be used to browse or classify haptic experiences (MacLean et al., 2017). Israr et al. (2014) generated a 

vocabulary of haptic sensations that is related to semantic and parametric spaces to develop a mapping 

between haptic experiences and media content. These haptic experiences are accessible in the Feel 

Effect Library (Zhao et al., 2014), which is accompanied by FeelCraft (Schneider et al., 2015), a plugin 

that associates the tactile patterns from the Feel Effect library with activities in media. The vibrotactile 

library VibViz (Seifi et al., 2015) organizes vibrotactile stimuli using different taxonomies, enabling users 

to browse haptic experiences using a cognitive framework that relates to the way they describe and 

perceive the haptic experience.

Support Iterative Design and Rapid Prototyping - The explorative design process is characterized 

by fast iterations and rapid prototyping. A haptic tool should accommodate rapid prototyping techniques 

and guide users through different stages of the design process. Rapid prototyping techniques enable 

designers to iterate quickly upon ideas. To do this, designers need the means to explore with different 

effects and compare their designs, enabling refinement of the haptic experience (Panëels et al., 2013; 

Schneider and MacLean, 2014). For refinement of haptic experiences, the effects often need to be evaluated 

in relation to other components, since the experience of a haptic effect is strongly influenced by other 

contextual factors and other modalities (MacLean et al., 2017; van Oosterhout et al., 2020). To facilitate 

the refinement process, designers need easy ways to move back and forward between sketching and 

exploration in context. ViviTouch (Swindells et al., 2014) is an example of such a tool developed for rapid 

prototyping of multimodal interactions that include video, audio and vibrotactile feedback. It enables 

designers to explore with vibrotactile feedback in a multimodal context. 

Provide High Tool Flexibility - Haptic tools need to provide flexibility in different ways. First, the 

large variability in hardware demands for configurable device settings in which users can select specific 

hardware, indicate the spatial layout of vibrotactile actuators (Panëels et al., 2013), and select different 

rendering algorithms (Schneider et al., 2015). The findings from our analysis suggest that tools should 

provide adjustable settings that allow designers to specify the design criteria for their application (van 
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Oosterhout et al., 2020). These criteria are influenced by the physical design and mechanical implementation 

of the haptic technology. In addition, tools should provide methods to integrate seamlessly with other 

haptic development tools to enable users to move back and forward between different design activities. 

For example, seamless integration between browsing tools and tools designed for sketching activities (e.g. 

(Schneider and MacLean, 2016)), or between sketching tools and other development tools when moving 

from design towards evaluation in multimodal context (Swindells et al., 2014, 2006). Flexible integration 

with other software and development tools can be achieved by facilitating import and export of files 

throughout the design process (Seifi et al., 2020). 

Enable Haptic Rendering - Haptic tools need to provide high quality haptic renderings of the haptic 

design. A visual preview of the haptic render can improve the interpretation of the haptic experience 

(MacLean et al., 2017) and could aid designers in the debugging process (Seifi et al., 2020). These insights are 

strengthened by our findings, which suggest that it is easier to interpret and evaluate a haptic experience 

when the characteristics of the forces are also conveyed through a visual medium. This can for example 

be achieved by providing a representation of the haptic render of the effect that shows the position of 

the motor in real time or in more abstract forms for example by mapping the intensity of the force to 

the size of a circle. In addition, novices with no experience with haptic technology might not know what 

types of feedback to expect. Therefore, it is important that a haptic tool provides a consistent rendering 

quality (Schneider et al., 2017; Swindells et al., 2006) and easy ways to troubleshoot (Schneider et al., 2015).

Support Mental Maps - Haptic authoring tools often make use of visualization techniques as a 

medium for design. When utilizing one modality to portray another, the mapping needs to be easy-to-

understand to aid the development of an appropriate mental mapping between the visual representation 

and the haptic render (Swindells et al., 2006). The haptic icon prototyper features waveform-based 

editing and helps designers with the development of a mental mappings between waveforms and the 

haptic experiences, by supporting haptic renders of individual and combinations of haptic tiles (Swindells 

et al., 2006). The hapticon editor (Enriquez and MacLean, 2003) provides a representation of a ball on 

a hill to visualize the forces that are experienced when rotating the knob. Lee et al. adapted musical 

scores for intuitive and effective vibrotactile pattern design (Jaebong Lee et al., 2009; Lee and Choi, 

2012). The vibrotactile library VibViz represented vibrotactile feedback through audio and visual plots to 

better facilitate comparison (Seifi et al., 2015). A vibrotactile experience can also be generated through 

demonstration-based methods as shown by Hong et al. (2013), this approach creates a direct mapping 

between the input and the haptic feedback. The importance of the mental mapping was additionally 

stressed by our findings, which suggests that representation could vary depending on the nature of the 

designed effects in order to improve the user’s ability to develop an appropriate mental mapping.

For the design of multi-actuator feedback, users need to be able to understand higher-level 

interactions between different actuators (Panëels et al., 2013; Schneider et al., 2015; Swindells et al., 2006). 

When developing vibrotactile feedback for tactile grids, the spatial layout of the actuators should be 

reflected in the tool (Panëels et al., 2013). The tactile animation tool by Schneider et al. (2015) shows 

how a tool can support the design for a semantical spatial system of actuators rather than address 

each component individually. The same applies to multi-degree force feedback, which requires an 

understanding of the interactions between the different actuators. For these applications, software 

simulation can be used to improve the mental mapping and reduce physical prototyping (Schneider et al., 

2017; Schneider et al., 2015).

The use of translation mechanisms poses additional challenges to the development of an appropriate 

mental mapping, since the physical design and force conversions can have a significant influence on the 

haptic experience. The findings from our analysis suggest that the use of simulations or translated visual 

representations could be explored to aid the designer’s understanding of the influence of translations 

mechanisms on the experience (van Oosterhout et al., 2020). 

Real Time Playback - A haptic tool should be able to play haptic effects in real-time (Schneider et al., 

2015; Schneider and MacLean, 2016; Seifi et al., 2020; van Oosterhout et al., 2020). Immediate exploration 

of haptic design is essential for the rapid prototyping (Schneider et al., 2015). This is also evident from 

our analysis; designers need methods and tools to instantly tweak different variables of a haptic effect 

or compare different designs with one another in real time to be able to evaluate and refine a haptic 

experience. With vibrotactile stimuli, a timeline can be used to track the experience in relation to time 

(e.g. (Schneider et al., 2015)). Force feedback can be played back either as a function of time or position 

(Enriquez and MacLean, 2003).

The tool requirements described above informed the design of Feelix. The design and implementation 

of Feelix is discussed in the next section.
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Introducing Feelix
A Haptic Authoring Tool for Designers

Feelix is a haptic authoring tool developed to make the design and implementation of force 

feedback more efficient and accessible for designers. The design of the tool is informed by the 

guidelines derived from prior work and findings from our analysis of the haptic design process. The 

haptic authoring tool makes use of edit tools and workflows familiar to designers and developers, to 

minimize the learning curve and make it easier for designers to get started with the design of haptic 

effects. The tools and work processes implemented in Feelix are inspired by graphic design tools like 

Adobe® Illustrator® and Adobe® Premiere® (Adobe Creative Cloud, 2020), and visual programming 

environments like MAX (MAX, 2020) and Grasshopper (Grasshopper, 2020).

First is explained how Feelix aims to address the challenges that designers are facing during the sketching 

phase of the process, followed by the support provided for the refinement process (Figure 3.1). There are two 

sketching modes available, for position- and time-based effects. Initial designs can be refined in the visual 

programming environment: Feelix IO. This section presents the various features provided by Feelix for the 

different elements of the tool: position-based effect editor, time-based effect editor, and Feelix IO. These 

features were designed with the aim to make the haptic design process more intuitive and efficient. This 

section concludes with the technical details of the application, software libraries, and hardware. 

Sketching
Here, we present the approach taken with Feelix to support designers in the sketching phase of the 

haptic design process. This process was informed by the finding of our analysis showing that designers 

frequently resorted to visualization techniques to translate their ideas into code. Designers utilized 

different techniques depending on the nature of the designed effects (position- or time-based). 

Additionally, designers often had to adapt their code to accommodate for the force conversions as a 

result of the physical design and implementation of the haptic technology.

Visualization of an Idea - Prior work acknowledged the challenges related to the mental mapping 

between the graphical representation and haptic render (Swindells et al., 2006). However, little has been 

done to address these challenges from a design perspective. Despite the importance of the mental 

mapping between visual design and haptic experience when utilizing a graphical method to sketch haptic 

characteristics. Reisinger et al. (2006) demonstrated that the conventional torque versus angle model 

does not provide the most intuitive representation of the perceived haptic characteristics. In the previous 

chapter, I have shown that the visualizations methods used by designers do not always adhere to the 

conventional torque versus angle model (van Oosterhout et al., 2020). In addition, the manner in which 

the haptic technology is applied plays a role in the development of a mental model. For instance, when 

designing time-based effects, representing the position as a function of time can be a more intuitive 

approach compared to designing the acceleration of the motor as a function of the position. In addition, 

time-based design is commonly used in video, animation, audio and vibrotactile editing software, and 

might therefore be better compatible with the design of haptic experience in relation to other modalities 

when designing time-based effects.

The use of translated forces could pose additional challenges to the development of an appropriate 

mental mapping for the design of position- and time-based effects, especially when force conversions 

become more complex. The findings from our analysis suggest that designers use horizontal representations 

for editing or communicating details of an effect, while translated visualizations were sometimes used to 

provide an overview of the entire experience. The current implementation of the tool does not provide 
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Figure 3.2. Graphical notations used in Feelix.

Top: position-based effects. Middle: step template position-based effects.

Bottom: time-based effects.

translated representations of designed effects according to their mechanical implementation. To better 

facilitate the design process for haptic user interfaces that make use of force conversions, a translated 

overview of the designed experience will be added in future versions of the tool.

Design Criteria - The findings presented in the previous chapter suggest that the physical design 

and implementation of the haptic technology can introduce different requirements and restrictions (van 

Oosterhout et al., 2020). Designers often translated forces or used transmission components to increase 

the forces generated by the motor to meet the requirements for their application. Feelix aims to take 

such requirements into account as design criteria. Settings are provided to switch between linear and 

rotational motion and to indicate the transmission factor for each motor individually.  

Different Edit Modes for Sketching

To accommodate for the different ways in which the haptic technology can be applied, two sketching modes 

are available in Feelix. One for position-based effects (Figure 3.4) and one for time-based effects (Figure 3.5).

Position-based effects - Position-based effects can be drawn on a drawing plane with a variety of 

edit tools familiar to designers, among others a brush, pen, and selection tools. Path-based effects can 

be combined with effects that do not depend on the rotational direction of the motor like spring effects. 

There are two templates available for the design of position-based effects. The default template 

is a blank canvas where the feedback for the motor can be drawn. For the representation of position-

based effects, the intensity of the force is depicted on the vertical axis (0 – 100%) versus the position 

of the motor on the horizontal axis. The intensity of the force can be drawn with Bezier curves, to add 

a direction to the force intensity, the thickness of a path can be adjusted. Increasing the thickness on 

the left side of the path will create a force in counterclockwise direction when rotating in clockwise 

direction and a force in clockwise direction when rotating in counterclockwise direction. For example 

when looking at the illustration in Figure 3.2 (top), when the motor is at the position of point A, the force 

will be directed to A’.

An additional template is provided for the design of stepped stimuli. In contrast to the blank canvas, 

only the force intensity has to be drawn here. Since the canvas is already divided into sections that 

determine the direction of the force (Figure 3.2 middle). A coloured line is displayed at the centre of each 

section. On each side of the line, the force will be directed to either the left or right side, depending on 

the direction of the arrow. When the relative position of the motor is on one side of the line, the force 

will be directed towards the line in the indicated direction. The direction can be altered with the arrow 

buttons above the sections, as can the position of the coloured line. 

This graphical notation allows for the design of the magnitude of the force and its direction as two 

separate variables; the line indicates how much current is supplied to the motor, while the line thickness 

indicates the direction and offset of the force in relation to the position of the motor. The graphical 
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notation builds on methods that have been explored in prior work, where they have been used in co-

design processes (van Oosterhout et al., 2019, 2018) (See Chapter 5, page 109). 

The haptic experience of the path-based effects discussed above changes depending on the position 

and rotational direction of the motor. In addition to these effects, Feelix provides possibilities to integrate 

effects that are independent of the rotational direction of the motor. These include spring, barrier, friction, 

and damper effects. More details regarding the use and implementation of these effects is provided in the 

paragraph ‘Effect Types’ and ‘Effect Options’ in the following section. 

Time-based effects - The edit tools and drawing plane for time-based effects are similar to the tools 

for the design of position-based effects. The only difference is that time-based effects are visualized 

using a position versus time model, where the time is represented on the horizontal axis and the position 

of the motor is displayed on the vertical axis. This allows designers to draw the position of the motor in 

relation to the time. The designed effects can be arranged as frames on a timeline (Figure 3.2 bottom). 

Similar to the way graphical animations are designed.  

Implementation of Sketching Tools and Features

The following discusses the different features implemented to sketch, manipulate, render, and play 

designed effects. Visualizations of these features are presented in Figure 3.4 for position-based effects and 

Figure 3.5 for time-based effects. 

Edit Tools and Features – The edit tools consist of a brush and pen tool to draw the force intensity, 

the force direction can be adjusted with the line-thickness tool (Figure 3.3). Paths can be split, modified, 

and transformed using scissor, anchor, and selection tools. A special tool is available to zoom, this can also 

be achieved with the mouse wheel or touchpad. The time-based effect interface provides similar tools 

as the position-based interface, with the exception of the line-thickness tool. In addition to sketch tools, 

path transformations can be made from the edit tab of the main menu. Which provides access to basic 

methods like undo and redo, but also transformations like move or reflect. Precise transformations can 

be made from the fixed toolbar at the top right of the window (see Figure 3.4 and 3.5). From here, effects 

effect bar
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edit tools

alignment tools transform tools

layer window

effect details,

effect library, and

standard effects

drawing canvasstatus bar

Figure 3.4. The editor layout for the design of position-based effects.
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preview of 

the haptic render

Figure 3.3. Edit tools available in Feelix, inspired by graphic editing tools 

(e.g. Adobe® Photoshop® and Adobe® Illustrator®)
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Figure 3.5. The editor layout for the design of time-based effects.

time line export effects

can be scaled and positioned accurately in relation to one of the nine reference points. Precise design is 

also supported by other features like grids and guides with snap functionality, and alignment tools. Feelix 

utilizes the concept of layers for the design of position-based effects. Layers are used to differentiate 

between clockwise and counterclockwise rotation (see Figure 3.4). These edit tools, and workflows are 

similar to other graphic design tools and are therefore expected to be easily adopted by designers.

Effect Types – In addition to the design of path-based effects, there are standard position- and 

time-based effects available that are independent of the rotational direction of the motor. The standard 

position-based effects include barrier, spring, friction, and damper. For the design of time-based effects, 

standard easing functions are available. Standard effects do not have to be sketched and are directly 

accessible in the sketch and visual programming environment. They can be dropped onto the bar above 

the drawing canvas for the design position-based effects (see Figure 3.4) or the timeline for the design 

of time-based effects (see Figure 3.5). These effects can be scaled and their parameters can be modified 

thereafter. They were included in this manner, because the analysis showed that for effects that are 

independent of the rotational direction (e.g. spring), designers did often not resort to visualization 

techniques but started directly with the refinement of parameters. These effects can serve as a starting 

point for designers to explore and get familiar with force feedback without needing to draw effects first. 

Effect Options – For the design of position-based effects, the settings of standard and path-based 

effects can be adjusted from the ‘details’ tab in the effect window. The name of the effect can be specified 

and the rotational direction in which the effect can be experienced. It is possible to mirror path-based 

effects in the opposite rotational direction. Effects can be designed to appear only once at the location 

they were drawn, but it is also possible to make an effect appear every rotation. To create a sequence 

of similar effects, path-based effects can be repeated. Changes made to the parent effect will be copied 

automatically to its child elements. For path-based effects, the render quality can be changed to control 

the number of data points that are sent to the motor. Standard effects have slightly different options. 

For barrier and friction effects, users can play with the intensity of the effects, whereas for spring and 

damper effects the derivative of the intensity can be controlled in relation to the position of the effect for 

the spring and in relation to the rotation speed for the damper effect. 

For time-based effects, the duration of the effects can be scaled simply by resizing the frame on 

the timeline or by adjusting the values in the details window when the frame is selected. The frames on 

the timeline can be mirrored, merged, and the entire sequence can be played in a loop. The key frames 

remain linked to the modules created in the file. Adjustments made to these modules in the drawing 

plane are copied to the frames on the timeline. When a frame consists of none or multiple paths, it will 

be marked invalid. It is also possible to explore with time-based effects without drawing, as there are 

various easing functions available that can be mirrored, merged, and scaled after they have been inserted 

on the timeline.
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Effect Library – The details tab in the effect window also provides the functionality to save the effect 

in the effect library. With this library, effects can be shared across files, refined in the visual programming 

environment, and exported to be used in combination with the library for brushless motor control. When 

exporting an effect, it will be translated into plain text that can be pasted into the initialization and 

setup of the code. This feature was implemented to make it easier for designers to design their initial 

effects with Feelix and utilize these designs later in the prototype without intervention of Feelix. This 

functionality is available for position- and time-based effects.

Render and Play Effects –  Position-based effects are rendered in a separate window. There are no 

restrictions for the design of position-based effect. When rendering a file, designs that are not feasible 

are adjusted. The resulting render will be displayed in the ‘play’ tab. After rendering, the file can be 

uploaded to the motor. The uploading process can be monitored in the status bar at the bottom of the 

main window. When the uploading process is completed, the position of the motor in relation to the 

visualization of the haptic render is displayed with a cursor, and the speed and position are updated in 

the top right corner of the window. Besides rendering and uploading effects, this window can be used 

to calibrate the motor, change its start position, the frequency of the timer, and adjust settings for the 

use of transmission or translation components like gears and capstan mechanisms. 

In contrast to position-based effects, which are rendered and played from a separate window, 

time-based effects can be played directly from the timeline using the upload and play buttons at the 

top of the window. First, effects have to be uploaded to the motor. Thereafter, the effect can be played 

and stopped with the buttons in the toolbar of the main window. When changes are made to the effects 

on the timeline, the file needs to be uploaded again.

Refinement
In addition to sketching methods, designers need to be able to refine their haptic designs. In the 

refinement process, designers need to be able to compare, evaluate, and tweak various parameters. 

Evaluating, comparing, and refining haptic effects is a slow process. On top of that, our recall of haptic 

experiences is vague compared to other senses (MacLean, 2008, 2000). Feelix aims to support this process 

with a visual programming environment (Figure 3.6). Additionally, export functionalities and libraries are 

provided to facilitate integration with external components without intervention of Feelix. 

Real Time Modification - Our analysis showed that designers built their own digital and physical 

tools to support the refinement process (van Oosterhout et al., 2020). These solutions comprise instant 

Figure 3.6. The visual programming environment, Feelix IO, 

integrated to support the test and refinement process.

adjustment of parameters, comparison of effects provided by several motors at a time, and interactive 

visualizations. A haptic tool can facilitate these processes with support for instant adjustment of 

parameters and comparison of different effects. This functionality is provided in Feelix IO, which 

is developed to make it easier for designers to evaluate and compare haptic effects using real time 

parameter adjustment. In addition, designers can explore with standard position- and time-based 

effects that do not require initial sketching (e.g. spring, damper, and easing functions). As for the design 

of such effects, visualization techniques are often not required. However, these effects generally do 

require some form of refinement. Furthermore, multiple motors can be controlled at the same time, 

position- and time-based effects can be combined, and users can alternate instantly between effects 

to compare haptic designs in contrast to one another.
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Integration with External Components - Haptic feedback is often data-driven or designed in 

relation to other modalities. Feelix provides several possibilities for designers to integrate their designs 

with data and other components. Data can be sent to Feelix IO via serial communication. Subsequently, 

this data can be used in the IO sketch as input parameter which will be updated at run time based on 

incoming data. The downside of this approach is that it introduces latency and requires a connection 

between the microcontrollers and Feelix. 

At some point in the process, designers need to be able to integrate their haptic designs with 

external components in a flexible manner, without intervention of Feelix. Therefore, Feelix provides 

an alternative solution to easily integrate designs created with Feelix into the application. Designed 

effects can be exported as plain text. Subsequently, the exported effects can be imported using a library 

provided for brushless motor control. The text can be pasted into the initialization and setup of the 

code. This way, the original designs created in Feelix can be integrated and further refined in relation to 

external components using code. Enabling flexible integration and refinement of the haptic experience 

for the given context. 

Feelix IO

The visual programming environment (Figure 3.6) was developed to support designers in the refinement stage 

of the process. It enables designers to adjust parameters of initial designed effects in real time, comparison 

of different designed effects, and facilitates control of multiple motors at a time. In addition, parameters of 

effects can be mapped to external (sensor) data.

Feelix IO Components – In Feelix IO, three types of components are available: value and operator 

components, effect components, and motor components. Value and operator components can be used 

to control input parameters of effect components. The output parameters of effect components can be 

connected to motor components. Only the data from the components that are (in)directly connected to 

the motors will be included when rendering the file.

Real Time Parameter Adjustment - The parameters of initial designed effects can be adjusted using 

components like sliders, operators and switches. Parameters that can be adjusted include: intensity, 

position, repetition, direction, duration, and various others. Each parameter can be switched on or off. 

When switched off, its default value will be displayed in the details section of the sidebar. 

Render, Upload and Play – Feelix provides feedback about the validity of a connection, when a 

connection is not possible it is marked invalid. For instance, when there is a comparison between variables 

that use different units or when the output variable does not match the units of the input parameter it is 

connected to. Connections that are invalid are displayed as a dotted stroke, in contrast to normal strokes 

for valid connections. When rendering all invalid connections will be removed and components or effects 

that are invalid will be marked with a red border. When rendering succeeds, the file can be uploaded 

to the motor. After uploading, the play button can be used to start the file. When playing the file, no 

new components can be added, only the values of existing components can be modified. When other 

adjustments are made, the file needs to be rendered and uploaded again.

External Components – Haptics is often designed in relation to external components and it is often 

this relation that adds meaning to the haptic experience. To make it easier to explore with data-driven 

feedback and the design of multimodal feedback, additional microcontrollers can be connected to Feelix 

IO. A custom value component can be created and mapped to the serial port of the microcontroller. Each 

custom value component has an identifier. The value of the component will be updated with the data 

that is received on this serial port when the data is sent along with the identifier. It is also possible to use 

the incoming data from the motor regarding its position, speed, and rotational direction in the Feelix IO 

sketch or send it to other microcontrollers connected to Feelix. The data communication through Feelix 

does introduce some latency and a serial connection is required, which makes it less suitable for some 

applications. For these applications, effects can be exported using the tool and integrated with external 

components using the library for brushless motor control.

Walkthrough

The tool aims to support different workflows and needs of designers depending on their application 

and the nature of the designed effects. When designing more complex effects, designers can utilize the 

drawing canvas in the position-based or time-based sketch environment. Before starting with sketching, 

designers can specify the requirements for their design in the file settings. Thereafter, designers can start 

to sketch their effects. After effects have been added to the drawing canvas, the file can be uploaded to 

the motor using a separate upload window for position-based effects or directly from the timeline for 

time-based effects. When a motor is used for the first time, it needs to be calibrated before effects can be 

uploaded. The calibration settings are saved in Feelix for each motor that has been calibrated.  

The designed effects can be saved to the effect library. This feature allows copy and reuse of 

effects across files and refinement of effects in the visual programming environment. Depending on 

the designer’s goals and needs, the visual programming environment can be used to tweak parameters 

of effects. This can be effects that have been sketched by the user or standard effects like spring and 

friction. Drawing spring and friction effects can be tedious. Therefore, designers can also start in the 

visual programing environment when they only wish to make use of these standard effects. The main 

purpose of the visual programming environment is to better facilitate the refinement process. Making 

it easier to compare effects and tweak their parameters. Additionally, it provides some possibilities for 

integration with external data and multimodal implementations. For integration of the designed effects 

without intervention of Feelix, the design can be exported. Effects are exported individually from the 

effect library. Only path-based effects can be exported, as standard effects are already integrated in the 

programming library that can be used to design haptic effects using code. 
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Technical Details
The application consists of two main components: a software application and a library developed to 

control the brushless motor. The software application is based on Electron (Electron, 2020). The Electron 

framework provides easy access to the serial ports of the computer, enabling communication with the 

motor. This accessibility also comes at the cost of increased security risks. Therefore, there is currently 

no shared library system implemented in Feelix, it is however possible to save files locally and share them 

with others. Files are saved as JSON files with the extension ‘.feelix’ or ‘.feelixio’. The application is written 

in Typescript, HTML, CSS, and JavaScript, and available for Windows and OS.

C Library

The software works together with a library developed for Teensy 32-bit microcontroller boards. Various 

libraries are available for download on the documentation website docs.feelix.xyz.

Feelix Library - This library enables communication between Feelix and the motor in order to upload 

and play effects designed with Feelix.

Code Example for Communication with Feelix IO - For the design of force feedback that changes 

depending on sensor data, additional microcontrollers can be connected to Feelix. This code example 

shows how data can be sent to Feelix and how incoming data from Feelix can be read from the serial port. 

The code can be modified as long as the formatting of the data communication remains the same.

Import and Export Effects from Feelix - This library is available to simplify the step from exploration 

with Feelix to integration with external components. Export functionality is implemented in Feelix to 

allow designers to proceed with the designs they have drawn with Feelix and integrate them into the 

code for their application. Effects that have been saved to the effect library in Feelix can be exported as 

plain text. This text can be pasted into the initialization and setup of the 

code when using this library. The new effect object that is created can 

be controlled and scaled with methods provided by the library. The play 

method for the effects returns two values for force intensity and angle, 

which can be written to the motor. This approach enables designers to 

manipulate or combine output variables of effects before writing them 

to the motor. The library was designed to make it easy to access the 

encoder variables, import effects from Feelix, and use standard effects 

and functions provided for brushless motor control.

Hardware

Feelix is designed for control of high torque brushless motors, despite the 

challenges related to the high variability in hardware. The main objective 

behind the development of Feelix is the evaluation of the approach taken 

to make the design process more accessible and efficient. When the haptic 

Figure 3.7. Hardware module 

consisting of a brushless 

motor (gimbal), motor driver, 

encoder, and microcontroller.

design process is adequately supported, the hardware support can be extended to other types of actuators. 

Each of the brushless motors (Figure 3.7) used for the design and evaluations with Feelix was controlled 

by a 3-phase motor driver (L6234) and uses a magnetic rotary encoder with a precision of c. 0.0879° to 

determine its position (ams AS5047D). Both elements were interfaced with a 32-bit microcontroller (Teensy 

3.2). The frequency of the timer at which the program operates is set to 200 by default; this can be adjusted 

in Feelix or in the code when using one of the libraries.

Control Architecture

Figure 3.8 shows an overview of the control architecture that shows the communication between Feelix 

and the microcontroller used to control the motor. When designs are uploaded, they are converted into 

data points. The user can specify the quality to reduce or increase the number of data points. Less data 

points will result in faster upload speed, but have a small impact on the quality of the designed effect. The 

data are sent to the Teensy, that runs a library to control the motor based on the received data points. 

Besides data points, general data about the effect is added and the timer frequency will be adjusted to 

the settings that are specified in Feelix. The Teensy will read the encoder to retrieve information about 

the position of the motor. Thereafter, the appropriate values are calculated from the data and send to 

the motor. The Teensy returns the position and speed of the motor to Feelix. The position of the motor is 

then visualized as cursor hovering the uploaded effect, while the speed is displayed in the corner of the 

window in rpm. In Feelix IO, the user also has to upload the effects that are part of the Feelix IO sketch. 

After the file has been uploaded, parameters can be adjusted manually or periodically (e.g. based on time), 

these parameters are sent to Feelix and the program is updated accordingly in real time. 
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get motor 
position

update 
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Figure 3.8. Control architecture to illustrate the upload process and 

communication between Feelix and hardware components.
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Evaluating Feelix

The approach taken with the design of Feelix was inspired by the findings from the analysis 

of the design process presented in Chapter 2. Here, an evaluation of this approach is presented to 

analyse the effectiveness of the features provided by Feelix that were developed to support the design 

and implementation of force feedback in haptic user interfaces. This includes features to support the 

mental mapping, comparison and evaluation of haptic effects, and flexible integration with external 

components using Feelix IO or the export functionality. Feelix has been evaluated among participants 

from two different universities to explore if the tool supports the haptic design process for users with 

different backgrounds, workflows, and design goals.

Methodology
Feelix was evaluated in workshops and longitudinal evaluations with researchers and students from two 

different universities and with different educational backgrounds. The workshops were designed with 

exercises and questionnaires to examine whether students - with minimal or no prior experience with 

force feedback - can easily understand and use the graphical notation, and whether the tools and features 

that are available enable designers to explore and create diverse designs that reflect their ideas. The 

support provided for integration of the haptic technology with other external components was evaluated 

in the longitudinal evaluations with Feelix. 

Participants

Feelix was evaluated among students from Master courses ‘Multimodal Interaction’ and ‘Interactive 

Materiality’ at two different universities. The students who attended the Multimodal Interaction course 

had a background in Computer Science or IT Product Development. While students from the Interactive 

Materiality course had a background in Industrial Design. At both courses, students had the chance to 

participate in the workshop voluntarily and had the opportunity to continue working with Feelix for their 

course project. The Multimodal Interaction course focused on the design and user evaluation of multimodal 

interfaces, while the Interactive Materiality course focused on the design and evaluation of interactive 

material qualities. For both courses, the requirements of the prototypes were different: the Multimodal 

Interaction course required the use of multiple modalities to enhance human computer interaction, 

while students in the Interactive Materiality course had to design interactive qualities in materials using 

a research through design approach (Zimmerman et al., 2007). In addition, Feelix was evaluated among a 

group of researchers and students outside the courses. This group followed the same exercise as presented 

in the courses, and a few participants used the motor and Feelix in a project they were working on. In total, 

24 participants between the age of 21 and 35 (M = 25.6, SD = 3.78) participated in the evaluation, 6 from the 

Interactive Materiality course, 11 from the IT Product Development course, and 7 researchers and students 

who participated outside the courses. 10 Participants described their gender as female and 14 as male. An 

overview of the participants’ background is presented in Figure 3.9. 

Research Questions

Feelix was designed to make the haptic design process more designer friendly by providing a different 

approach to the graphical notation of force feedback, support for exploration and refinement of effect 

parameters in real time, and flexible integration with external components. The main questions addressed 

to evaluate the approach taken with Feelix and the support provided for integration with external 

components are as follows:

Is the graphical notation easy to understand and use?

Does Feelix provide the means to explore and design diverse haptic experiences?

Does Feelix provide sufficient support for integration with external components?

The learning curve of the tool is expected to be lower for participants with experience with Adobe 

Design tools. Since the edit tools and work processes implemented in Feelix were inspired by graphic 

design and video editing tools like Adobe® Illustrator® and Adobe® Premiere® (Adobe Creative Cloud, 

2020). These are programs designers are familiar with. Furthermore, the export functionality and Feelix IO 

environment are expected to support the integration of the haptic technology with external components.

Study Design and Procedure

The study consisted of a workshop, one day at the Interactive Materiality course and two days at the 

Multimodal Interaction course, followed by a longitudinal evaluation of Feelix.

Workshop - In both courses, students worked in groups of 1 to 3 students. At the start of the first 

workshop day, each group received a motor, USB cable, and power supply. After completing the consent 

form, students filled out a background questionnaire regarding their experience with Adobe® design 

tools, visual programming tools and object oriented programming. In this questionnaire, an example was 

provided of a position-based effect with the graphical notation presented in Feelix. Participants were asked 

to explain in their own words how they expected this effect to feel. After the pre-questionnaire students 
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proceeded with downloading the software, calibrating it once before the first time use, and uploading 

example files following step by step instructions provided on the documentation website. The example 

files provided some indication about what students could expect from the software and the motor. After 

they experienced the example files, students were asked to complete a simple exercise individually: design 

a haptic detent or step. The workshop day concluded with a short questionnaire. The course lasted two 

hours, of which at least one hour was spent on the upload instructions and exercise with Feelix. Students 

were allowed to finalize and submit their design for the exercise after the course ended. 

To evaluate if Feelix supported the design of diverse haptic effects, a second exercise was presented on 

the second workshop day of the Multimodal Interaction course. For this exercise, students had to design 

a diverse set of haptic icons for different functionalities of notifications (free of choice). The exercise was 

performed in groups. Similar to the first exercise, students had the ability to finalize their designs after the 

course ended. They were asked to submit their designs along with a brief explanation about the idea behind 

the individual icons. The instructions that were provided for the workshop are available in Appendix B.

Longitudinal Evaluation - The students from the Multimodal Interaction course had the opportunity 

to use Feelix in their multimodal course projects, these students worked with the environment for the design 

of position-based effects. The students from the Interactive Materiality course, who decided to work with 

Feelix in their projects, mainly used the environment for the design of time-based effects. The differences 

between the projects and design approach of the students from the different courses provided insights into 

different usage scenarios of Feelix. The projects from the Multimodal Interaction course focus on the design 

of haptics in relation to other modalities, while the projects from the Interactive Materiality course provide 

insights into the design process of time-based effects, as well as the mechanical implementation of the 

technology. Additionally, the projects at both courses enable evaluation of the support provided by Feelix for 

flexible integration with external components, since this is a requirement for both courses. For the analysis 

of the longitudinal evaluation, the available documentation about the process was analysed and students 

were asked to participate in a short semi-structured interview to evaluate their experience with Feelix.  

Background

29.2%
IT Product Development

29.2%
Industrial Design

12.5%
Computer Science

4.2%
Electrical  Engineering

25.0%
PhD / Postdoc

Figure 3.9. 

Background of the 

participants.

Findings
The following provides an overview of the analysis of the first two days of the workshop, based on the 

results from the questionnaires and the outcomes of the design exercise. Thereafter, the findings derived 

from the longitudinal evaluation of Feelix are presented.

Prior Experience

At the start of the first workshop, participants filled out a questionnaire to gain insights into their 

experience with design tools, haptics, and programming, as well as their initial interpretation of the 

graphical notation.

Prior Experience with Programming and Design tools - Participants were asked to rate their 

experience with Adobe® Design tools, visual programming tools a 5-point Likert scale ranging from 

novice (1) to expert (5), see Figure 3.10. The results of a Kruskal-Wallis test show that the self-reported 

experience with Adobe® Design tools was not influenced by the participant’s background (M = 3.3, SD = 

.90): χ2(2) = 1.45, p > .05, and neither was the self-reported experience with visual programming tools (M 

= 1.6, SD = .84): χ2(2) = 3.37, p > .05. Overall, participants were familiar with Adobe® Design tools and had 

little experience with visual programming.

Prior Experience with Haptics - Ten participants indicated to have prior experience with the design 

and/or implementation of haptic feedback, six participants specified the technologies they had used to 

design haptics:

• DC motors / servo motors (1 participant)

• Vibration motors (5 participants)

Others reported to have no particular experience with the design of haptic feedback or implementation 

of haptic technology.
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Experience with 
Adobe Design Tools

Experience with 
Visual Programming

Figure 3.10. Experience of 

participants on 5-point Likert 

scale: novice (1) - expert (5).
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Initial Interpretation of the Graphical Notation - An illustration of a position-based effect using 

the new graphical notation was presented to the participants in the pre-questionnaire. Participants 

were asked if they could describe the haptic experience corresponding to the visualization of the effect 

in their own words. The question was answered before the participants performed any exercises with 

Feelix. The answers were analysed using coding principles resulting in three themes: incorrect (33.3%), 

partially correct (54.2%), and correct (12.5%). Participants from the Interactive Materiality course were 

asked to read the paper ‘Flexible Force Feedback Design with Feelix’ (van Oosterhout et al., 2020) before 

the workshop, and were therefore the only participants who interpreted the graphical notation correctly. 

The intensity of the force could be easily interpreted from the graphical notation by the majority (66.7%). 

However, the line-thickness was often misinterpreted. It was often confused with the ‘smoothness’ or 

‘softness’ of the haptic experience (16.7%). These findings suggest that the visualization method used for 

the haptic effects does not speak for itself, but participants were able to provide an accurate description 

of the haptic experience when adequate background information was provided.

Analysis of Designed Effects

Participants from the Multimodal Interaction course and the group of researchers conducted at least 

one design exercise with Feelix. Some participants also completed the second design exercise. After 

the exercises, participants filled out a short evaluation questionnaire that provided insight into their 

experience. The following discusses the findings from the analysis of the exercises presented during the 

workshops and the evaluation questionnaire.

Exercise 1 Design a Haptic Step or Detent - The first exercise, for which participants designed a 

haptic step or dent, was designed to explore whether participants understood the graphical notation, and 

whether they were able to use it to translate their ideas into designs. The participants approached the 

exercise in different ways. Four participants reported to systematically explore the features of the tool 

step by step. For example, by starting with drawing a path that indicates the intensity, testing the sketch, 

modifying the line thickness, and testing again, trying to understand and perceive the difference in the 

haptic experiences caused by the changes made to the sketch. While others took a less systematic and 

more exploratory approach using various quick sketches and standard effects.

A total of 21 responses were received for exercise 1 (examples are presented in Figure 3.11). From the 

21 responses, 5 were discarded because they did not adhere to the instructions of the exercise. From the 

remaining 16 responses, 10 seemed to have grasped the concept and were able to use it for the design of 

a haptic dent. The remaining 6 only designed the force intensity, without providing a direction for the 

force. Suggesting that they either did not grasp the concept or had difficulties with the drawing tools that 

were provided. 

After the design exercise, participants were asked whether they were able to translate their ideas 

into haptic designs with Feelix and if their design felt the way they expected. Twelve participants (50%) 

mentioned that the visual representation seemed logical and easy to understand. “The way I drew the 

design made sense in relation to how it felt” (P11) and “It was actually very intuitive, once I had wrapped my 

head around the position-based effects” (P24). While five participants (20.8%) reported having difficulties 

in understanding the basics of the effects. “The thickness of the lines was unintuitive and a bit unclear 

to me” (P14). Six participants (25%) mentioned that difficulties with the design of feedback were related 

to unfamiliarity with the edit tools, however three out of these six (12.5%) also mentioned that these 

difficulties were overcome after a brief exploration period. “The drawing tools were a bit difficult to get 

to work at first, but after a while I got a hang of it” (P6) and “[…], but after getting familiar with the basic 

functionalities […] the whole process of making patterns of force-feedback was much easier” (P20). While 

four participants (16.7%) who were more experienced with Adobe® Design tools indicated that they 

could easily adapt to the edit tools and workflows used in Feelix. “Using the program was quite intuitive 

as I have been working with other Adobe programs, so the UI and workflow was easy to pick up” (P5). 

Few others (12.5%) ran into technical issues along the process and were not able to explore with Feelix 

and evaluate their designs, however everyone managed to successfully calibrate the motor and upload 

the example effects. These findings show mixed results, about half of the participants understood the 

graphical notation with little effort and were able to use it to translate their ideas into haptic design after 

a short exploration period. While several others had difficulties wrapping their head around the graphical 

notation or experienced difficulties because they were less familiar with the edit tools and workflows.  

Exercise 2 Design Haptic Icons – The second exercise was designed to explore whether Feelix 

enabled participants to explore with haptic effects and develop diverse haptic experiences that reflected 

their ideas. For this exercise, participants were asked to design a set of distinguishable haptic icons for 

different functionalities or notifications and provide some details about the ideas behind the designs. 

The exercise was performed in groups, 5 responses were received for the second exercise, 4 of these 

included a detailed explanation for each of the designed effects (examples are presented in Figure 3.12). 

Three groups of the Multimodal Interaction course submitted the exercise, and two participants who 

took part in the evaluation outside of the courses (referred to as E1 – E5). E1 and E4 did not modify the 

force direction of the effects and there was little variation in their designs (Figure 3.10, bottom). They 

also did not include any standard effects and only worked with path-based effects. E3 designed haptic 

icons in the step template with reasonable variation. The ideas presented by E2 and E5 showed that these 

participants grasped the concept behind the graphical notation and were able to explore with various 

Figure 3.11. A few examples of responses for exercise 1.
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features available in Feelix, like the use of layers and a grid, standard effects, and options to repeat and 

mirror effects. They also managed to develop diverse designs that related well to the functionality they 

were designed for. It is worth noting that E2 spent more time on the exercise with Feelix especially 

compared to E1 and E3. These results suggest that the tool provided the means to translate ideas into 

haptic designs and supported the development of diverse haptic experiences, especially after participants 

became more familiar with the tools and features available in Feelix. However, not all participants were 

able to achieve results of similar quality with Feelix.

Re-evaluation of the Interpretation of the Graphical Notation - After completing the first 

two exercises, participants were asked if their interpretation of the graphical notation changed based 

on their experience with Feelix. Due to limited responses on the survey, the question was presented in a 

more elaborate form in the evaluation of Feelix among students and researchers who participated outside 

the courses. This group of seven participants was presented with two additional graphs in the pre-

questionnaire (Figure 3.11). Subsequently, they were asked if their interpretation changed based on their 

experience with Feelix after completing at least one of the two exercises. Six out of seven participants 

(85.7%) provided a partially correct explanation in the pre-questionnaire, and one participant (14.3%) 

provided an incorrect explanation. After their experience with Feelix, all participants were able to 

explain the haptic experiences corresponding to the graphical notation correctly. Most of the answers 

to the question also suggested that they felt more confident about their understanding of the graphical 

notation. “I certainly feel more certain about how they work now” (P21) and “Now I know, that the width of 

the lines explains the direction in which they pull” (P23). Explorations with Feelix did not only clarify the 

graphical notation, one participant mentioned that it also improved the understanding of force feedback 

in general. “What I do like about Feelix is both the educational aspect (i.e., I learn how force-feedback works 

Figure 3.12. Top: diverse designs that related well to the ideas of the participant. Bottom: more 

simplistic designs that did not show any variation in force direction of designed effects.

practically) and the free-hand drawing, especially because it 

does not limit my expressiveness” (P20). P21 indicated that the 

relationship between the graphical notation and the control 

of the motor became clearer after exploration with the code 

designed to control the motor. Even though the graphical 

notation seemed to be easily understood, few participants still 

reported to have some difficulties with translating their ideas 

into sketches for the motor. Suggesting that the graphical 

notation was easy to understand and use for the majority, 

however not for everyone. Some might benefit from other 

representations e.g. using a visual metaphor like “the motor 

‘falling’ into a hole” (P19). 

Longitudinal Evaluation

Here, a brief over of the prototypes developed with the aid of 

Feelix is presented. The prototypes were developed by two 

groups from the Multimodal Interaction course, two groups 

from the Interactive Materiality course, and one student 

– who participated in the evaluation of Feelix outside the 

course. Resulting in a total of five projects, these are referred 

to as G1 – G5 in the analysis. Participants from the courses 

worked on the prototypes over the course of 5 to 7 weeks. 

For comparison, the haptic scroll wheel (G5) was developed 

within one day. 

Haptic Doorknob – Three students from the Multimodal 

Interaction course (G1) used Feelix in the process of 

developing a multimodal doorknob. The doorknob combined 

haptic and visual feedback to convey information about the 

amount of people in the room in relation to the room size. For 

the physical design of the system, a capstan mechanism was 

used so that the feedback could be experienced on both sides 

of the door.

VR Archery - Another group of three students from the 

Multimodal Interaction course (G2) designed a VR controller 

that utilized force feedback complemented with visual and 

auditory feedback to increase the immersion for archery in 

VR. The brushless motor was implemented as a reel for the 
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Figure 3.13. Position-based 

effects presented in the 

pre-questionnaire. The first 

graph was presented to all 

participants. The other two 

only to the participants 

that took part in the study 

outside the courses
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bowstring, providing resistance when the user pulls the bowstring to span the arrow. When the virtual 

arrow is released the motor retracts the string.

Simon - For the Interactive Materiality course, a group of three students (G3) designed an interactive 

material named Simon that could behave in a tense or relaxed manner. The material responded to user 

input through touch with carefully designed movements that expressed the state of Simon. In this project, 

Feelix was used to explore with time-based effects during the exploration phase of the project. At a later 

stage, the motor was replaced with a servo due to technical issues and complexity.

TrOpic - Another group of two students of the Interactive Materiality course (G4) designed a material 

that explored transitions between transparent and opaque with materials. The material was actuated 

with subtle movements to create transitions between different levels of opacity using different layers 

of opaque materials. Users could interact with the material through touch. The students used Feelix for 

exploration with position- and time-based effects. Similar to the previous project, the technology was 

replaced with a servo at a later stage.

Haptic Scroll Wheel – The haptic scroll wheel was designed by a student who participated outside 

the courses (G5). The implementation did not require additional usage of sensors or adjustments to the 

physical design. The motor was simply placed on its side (see Figure 3.14) facilitating scrolling through a 

Visual Studio document. The motor would provide haptic feedback when scrolling past a section where 

recent changes had been made.

During the process, participants had the possibility to reach out for questions and address potential 

issues with Feelix or the motor. Enabling quick response to bugs that surfaced during the process, 

and providing insights into unexpected usage of Feelix and unforeseen needs of designers, as well 

as obstacles and problems they encountered when working with Feelix and the haptic technology. 

Students of the Multimodal Interaction course (G1 and G2) also received feedback and guidance during 

the development process, while students from the Interactive Materiality course (G3 and G4) mostly 

Figure 3.14. Haptic Scroll Wheel: a prototype developed by G5. Left: screenshot of the effect 

designed in Feelix, middle: prototype used for scrolling through Microsoft® Visual Studio®, 

right: brushless motor positioned on its side to facilitate scrolling.

had to rely on the documentation on the website and remote support when requested. The available 

documentation about the process, observations during the progression of the course, design files made 

with Feelix, and interviews with some of the participants were analysed using thematic analysis (Ryan 

and Bernard, 2003) resulting in two main themes: exploration and design strategies, and refinement and 

integration strategies. 

Exploration and Design Strategies - The insights from the analysis show that Feelix supports the 

iterative design process with ample functionalities for fast and easy explorations. In particular, the grid 

functionality, effect options (repeat), standard effects, loop for time-based effects, the visual render, and 

the export functionality were often used during the exploration and design phase. “Feelix makes it easy 

for us to experiment and explore with different haptic feedback outputs” (G4). 

To simplify the design process, a step template was available for position-based effects and a set 

of standard effects. The design files that utilized the step template and observations during the course 

showed that various participants utilized the step template in unexpected ways. Even though this led to 

interesting haptic experiences in some cases, it shows that the idea behind the step template was not well 

understood by everyone. In particular, the direction of the forces defined by the steps in the template 

seemed to be unclear. Therefore, the force direction needs to be better visualized using the coloured 

areas similar to the default template to create coherence and improve the users’ understanding of the 

functionality that has been built into the step template. The same applies to the usage of the standard 

effects like barrier and friction, which seemed to be easy to use and explore with. Various participants 

also combined these effects with path-based effects in their designs. However, feedback is needed to 

show the influence of standard effects on the experience of path-based effects when these are combined. 

Two participants emphasized the need for examples for the design of position-based effects in 

Feelix. The examples provided in Feelix were intentionally modest in order to be able to explore whether 

participants understood the graphical notation and were able to use it for the design of diverse effects 

that represented their ideas, instead of copying and modifying existing examples. This was done because 

insights from prior work have shown that examples support, but also steer the design process (e.g. 

(Schneider and MacLean, 2016)). To support the design process, participants were able to find all the 

necessary information for the design of effects with Feelix and the integration with external components 

on the documentation website. However, not everyone used this resource. Therefore, the most important 

information about the usage of the tool should be accessible in the tool itself. Most importantly, a clear 

explanation of the graphical notation needs to be provided, complemented with examples to guide users 

and show best practices (Seifi et al., 2020) (P19). For participants who are less familiar with edit tools, video 

examples can be an effective method to show how edit tools can be used. 

 

Refinement and Integration Strategies - The visual programming environment, Feelix IO, 

was developed for the refinement of initial designs and exploration of effects in relation to external 
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components. However, the environment was rarely used by participants. This can be attributed to the late 

introduction of the functionality; a few weeks into the process. During the design process, participants 

moved quickly from exploration with effects with Feelix to integration with external components. This 

process was best facilitated by the export functionality, which provided more freedom for integration 

with external components compared to the visual programming environment.  

The export functionality was frequently used for position- (G1, G2 and G5) as well as time-based 

effects (G3 and G4). The haptic scroll wheel (G5) exemplifies how Feelix can be used for quick and easy 

design and setup of a working prototype using the export functionality combined with the library for 

brushless motor control. The library was designed with the intention to leave sufficient freedom for 

designers. However, participants with little programming experience indicated that they needed more 

code examples for integration with external components. Therefore, a balance needs to be achieved 

between freedom of integration and ease-of-use for users with little programming experience; controlling 

the motor should be almost as simple as controlling a servo motor with a library to make force feedback 

design and implementation truly accessible for designers.

The same applies to the hardware integration. Participants often designed and explored with haptic 

effects in Feelix and exported these designs for integration with other sensors and actuators. Even though 

this function was considered useful, participants still experienced difficulties when integrating the hardware 

with other components. Which can be attributed to the prvoided hardware. The brushless motor (Figure 

3.7) was controlled by a Teensy, as the main focus of the project has been on the software design rather 

than the provided hardware. Participants had the possibility to connect additional sensors to the Teensy 

or create a serial connection between the Teensy and another microcontroller. For the students from the 

Interactive Materiality course, the communication between two microcontrollers and additional hardware 

components became too complex considering their programming experience and the time available for 

their project. Therefore, they eventually decided to replace the motor with a servo that mimicked the 

behaviours explored with Feelix earlier in the process. These challenges could be mitigated with a better 

hardware modules that can be more easily integrated with external components.

Other challenges that participants faced were related to the physical design and implementation 

of the technology. Students from the Multimodal Interaction course received guidance or feedback on 

their mechanical design during the course. They explored with capstan mechanisms (G1) and gears (G2). 

The design of such mechanisms for force feedback interaction requires basic engineering knowledge 

and skills to minimize the friction and backlash. It was more difficult to monitor the process and provide 

assistance with the mechanical design remotely. Students from the Interactive Materiality course (G3) 

indicated that they would have benefited from support with the development of a mechanical design, as 

they experienced difficulties with the development of a mechanism that provided minimal friction for 

converting the rotary motion into linear motion.

Lastly, more support is needed for debugging. Our observations and the remote support provided 

during the course suggest that designers could benefit from a more in-depth understanding about 

the hardware. Ideally a tool should monitor whether a haptic device is operating correctly. However, 

the majority of the debugging takes place when effects are exported and the motor is integrated with 

other components. Detecting and resolving issues at this stage requires a basic understanding about the 

hardware and the way it is controlled. A haptic tool could provide short explanations to inform users 

about the way the hardware is controlled, which can be strengthened with feedback examples. 

Discussion
This section of the chapter presented the evaluation of Feelix, in which the approach taken with Feelix 

has been examined through workshops and longitudinal evaluations with researchers and students from 

two different universities. Here, the research questions described on page 67 are revisited in the light 

of our findings, followed by implications for the design of tools and toolkits for development of haptic 

user interfaces.  

Graphical Notation - One of the main objectives of the study was to explore whether the graphical 

notation is easy to understand and use for translating ideas into haptic effects. Our findings suggest 

that the graphical notation is easy to understand for many, however not to everybody. Even though 

most participants had little trouble with understanding the concept behind the graphical notation, 

several participants still reported to have difficulties with ‘wrapping their head around it’ when 

designing haptic experiences. 

The visualisation method for depicting the force intensity of position-based effects, and the 

visualization method used for time-based effects both present a promising approach that was easy 

to understand and use. The visualization method for force direction of position-based effects, on the 

other hand, needs further refinement to improve the mental mapping and thereby the ease-of-use for 

designers. Another solution could be to provide distinct graphical notations within the tool, enabling 

users to select a method that best visualizes their perception of the haptic experience. To further analyse 

the effectiveness of the graphical notation for position-based effects, the method needs to be evaluated 

in comparison to the conventional torque versus angle model, in terms of interpretation and ease-of-use 

for the design of haptic effects. 

One advantage of the graphical notation for position-based effects is the extended possibilities 

due to the decoupling of force intensity and direction. However, proper usage of these two variables in 

relation to one another requires some experience and exploration with the hardware. Some participants 

appreciated this freedom, while others became more uncertain about their abilities to design feedback 

for the motor when the motor behaved differently than expected. Additionally, there were participants 

who only designed the intensity of the force and did not change the direction of the force. These findings 
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indicate that more examples are needed to show best practices (Seifi et al., 2015), explanations to clarify the 

usage of edit tools, and better guidance in the design process (e.g. markings of undesired combinations of 

force intensity and direction, and visualizations of interactions between standard effects and path-based 

effects) to guide novices in the exploration phase

Exploration and Diversity – A haptic authoring tool should provide the means to explore with 

haptics and enable designers to quickly translate their ideas into haptic effects to support the iterative 

design process. Our insights suggest that Feelix provides ample features and functionalities for quick 

explorations and the development of diverse haptic effects. However, not all participants were able to 

achieve results of similar quality. This might be attributed to the lack of familiarity with the edit tools 

and workflows.  Four participants indicated that their experience with Adobe® design programs enabled 

them to quickly adapt to the edit tools and workflows presented in Feelix.

Integration with External Components – When looking at the support for integration with external 

components, several aspects obstructed the design process. These include, the complexity of the library, 

integration with other hardware components, and the mechanical implementation. 

The export functionality appeared to be very effective for integration with external components. It 

was often used by participants when moving from exploration with Feelix to integration with external 

sensor data. For integration with external components, the flexibility of the export functionality was 

favoured over the visual programming environment. Feelix IO was rarely used, which might be attributed 

to the late introduction of this functionality and the limited flexibility. To improve the flexibility of Feelix 

IO, Bluetooth connections could be explored to make it easier to use this functionality for refinement or 

rapid prototyping with external components.  

The challenges and obstacles that arose during the longitudinal evaluation when the haptic 

technology was combined with external components can be attributed to the design of the hardware 

Figure 3.15. Example of representation of the mechanical 

implementation. Above: examples of translations, 

right: example of usage in the editor.

Representation mechanical implementation 

(overview visualization)

module and library. The motor was controlled with a Teensy, which did not provide easy integration with 

external components. These challenges can be mitigated with better designed hardware modules that 

can be more easily integrated with external components, and improvements to the library. Comparable 

to servo motors and the libraries available to control them. Preferably, the hardware module has its own 

processor, memory, driver, and encoder and can be interfaced with other components using for example 

SPI or I2C communication. This way, the technology will be more accessible and easier to integrate for 

designers who are less experienced with hardware configurations and programming. 

Besides a hardware module that can be easily interfaced with other components, designers could 

benefit from support for the design of mechanisms with minimal backlash and friction as this posed 

challenges to the design process for 5 groups that utilized Feelix for their project. The physical design and 

integration of the haptic technology is an important aspect for the development of haptic user interfaces, 

when using mechanisms for force feedback purposes, friction and backlash need to be minimized. 

Implications for the Design of Haptic Tools
Here, we present four implications for the development of tools and toolkits for the design of user interfaces 

that utilize force feedback with the focus towards flexible and easy integration with other components.  

Our findings suggest that the approach taken with Feelix enabled designers to quickly explore with the 

design of position- and time-based effects, despite the differences among participants in the perceived 

intuitiveness of the position-based notation. The majority of the obstacles and challenges designers faced 

occurred during the integration process. 

Focus area of drawing field 

which is highlighted in the 

overview visualization.
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Export Functionality is Essential for Flexible Integration – A haptic authoring tool needs to provide 

methods to export designs and integrate them with other hardware components. The export functionality 

presented in Feelix proved to be very effective for this purpose.

Hardware Modules that are Easy to Use and Integrate – Support for the development of haptic 

user interfaces needs to reach further than authoring tools alone. Also, the technology needs to be easy 

and flexible to integrate with external components, especially for designers who are less experience with 

hardware and software design. 

Support for Mechanical Design – HaptiPedia (Seifi et al., 2019) provides a variety of examples for 

mechanism design through an organized overview of haptic interfaces. However, these examples do 

not translate easily to the versatile implementations of force feedback in user interfaces developed by 

designers. Instead, designers could benefit from a set of simple mechanisms specifically designed for 

haptic interaction, which can be modified to meet the requirements for the application, in a similar fashion 

as the set of physical add-ons ‘HERMITS’ (Nakagaki et al., 2020). Additionally, haptic authoring tools could 

be used to provide guidance for mechanical design to simplify the design process for translated effects. 

For example, by presenting a visual overview of the implementation (Figure 3.15). 

  

Graphical Notation that Visualizes the Personal Perception - With respect to the design and 

exploration process, the graphical notation seemed to be easy to understand and use for the majority of 

the participants for both time- and position-based effects. However, there were two participants who 

reported to have a contrasting interpretation of the graphical notation for position-based effects and 

five participants who reported having difficulties in understanding the basics of the effects. Therefore, 

participants could benefit from a functionality that enables them to select a graphical notation that best 

suits their perception of the haptic experience. 

SUMMARY

The chapter started with an overview of the design guidelines for haptic tools based on a review of 

the literature on haptic authoring tools for tactile and one-degree-of-freedom force feedback design, 

including insights from the analysis discussed in the previous chapter. The different categories that were 

identified were: 

Support Editing - Sketching and modification allow for exploration and refinement of ideas. A haptic 

editor should support basic features like load, save, undo, and manipulation of haptic paths and objects 

(e.g. copy or align) (Panëels et al., 2013; Schneider et al., 2015; Seifi et al., 2020; Swindells et al., 2006; van 

Oosterhout et al., 2020).

Provide Examples and Support Sharing - Example templates, effect libraries, and remote sharing 

support learning and provide inspiration (Enriquez and MacLean, 2003; MacLean et al., 2017; Schneider et 

al., 2015; Schneider et al., 2017; Schneider and MacLean, 2016; Seifi et al., 2020, 2015; Swindells et al., 2014, 

2006; Zhao et al., 2014).

Support Iterative Design and Rapid Prototyping - A haptic tool should guide users in an iterative 

design process and support fast iterations to enable rapid prototyping (MacLean et al., 2017; Panëels et al., 

2013; Schneider and MacLean, 2014; Swindells et al., 2014; van Oosterhout et al., 2020).

Provide High Tool Flexibility - A haptic tool should integrate seamlessly with other hardware and 

external events, and provide a simple device setup and configuration. Higher flexibility can be achieved 

by enabling import and export of files to support integration with other software and tools (Panëels et al., 

2013; Schneider et al., 2015; Schneider and MacLean, 2016; Seifi et al., 2020; Swindells et al., 2014, 2006; van 

Oosterhout et al., 2020).

Enable Haptic Rendering - High quality haptic renders of haptic effects with visual preview, support 

interpretation, and can aid designers in the debugging process (Schneider et al., 2017; Schneider et al., 

2015; Seifi et al., 2020; Swindells et al., 2006).
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Support Mental Maps - Users should be able to generate an appropriate mental mapping between 

the graphical representation and the haptic render. When working with multiple haptic actuators, a 

visualization of the spatial layout of actuators can support the design of feedback for multiple actuators 

in relation to one another (Enriquez and MacLean, 2003; Hong et al., 2013; Jaebong Lee et al., 2009; Panëels 

et al., 2013; Schneider et al., 2015; Seifi et al., 2015; Swindells et al., 2006, 2006; van Oosterhout et al., 2020).

Enable Real Time Playback - A haptic tool should be able to play haptic effects in real time. With force 

feedback, files can be played back based on position and time (Enriquez and MacLean, 2003; Schneider et 

al., 2015; Schneider and MacLean, 2016; Seifi et al., 2020; Swindells et al., 2006; van Oosterhout et al., 2020).

These guidelines informed the design of Feelix, a haptic authoring tool for designers. Feelix was 

designed to make the design process more accessible and efficient. The tool explores with a new 

graphical notation for the design of position- and time-based effects more intuitive. In addition, a visual 

programming environment is implemented for the refinement of previously designed haptic effects in 

relation to external components. 

The chapter concluded with an evaluation of the approach taken with Feelix. The findings from the 

analysis suggest that the approach taken with Feelix enabled designers to quickly explore with the design 

of position- and time-based effects. The graphical notation for position-based effects was not easy to 

use for everybody, suggesting that further exploration is needed to develop and evaluate the graphical 

notation in comparison to other methods in terms of interpretation and ease-of-use. Even though the 

export functionality facilitated flexible integration with external components, designers - who are less 

experienced with hardware and software design - could benefit from hardware modules that support easy 

and flexible integration and control. 
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Since the introduction of shape changing interfaces, research in the field has 

contributed a number of taxonomies to classify shape changing interfaces 

according to different characteristics, including shape, interaction mapping, 

material, actuation, and information affordances, in an attempt to grasp the 

diversity of these interfaces in terms of design and information. However, to our 

knowledge there exist no classifications of input techniques that are used to 

physically deform shape changing interfaces through physical interaction. The 

interaction affordances provided by shape changing interfaces are important 

for interaction design and interaction mapping. The work presented here 

aims to analyse how deformable properties in shape changing interfaces are 

related to deformation techniques, in order to provide a first step towards the 

development of design guidelines for physical interaction with shape changing 

interfaces. The results of the study contribute an overview of interaction 

techniques based on the analysis of a set of 7 models with different deformable 

properties, each presented in 2D and 3D form.
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The work presented in this chapter is 

discussed in the late-breaking work 

paper: ‘Deformation Techniques for 

Shape Changing Interfaces.’ (van 

Oosterhout and Hoggan, 2021).

Background Work in 
Shape Changing Interfaces
Taxonomies for Shape Change and Haptic Exploration

A variety of models and frameworks have been developed to classify shape changing interfaces 

based on types of shape change (Rasmussen et al., 2012), interaction mapping (Boem and Troiano, 2019), 

design and application (Sturdee and Alexander, 2018), resolution (Roudaut et al., 2013), material (Coelho 

and Zigelbaum, 2011; Qamar et al., 2018), actuation (Taher et al., 2017), information affordances (Petersen et 

al., 2020), and control (Rasmussen et al., 2016). However, to our knowledge there exist no classification of 

interaction affordances provided by shape changing interfaces from a physical interaction perspective. 

Petersen et al. (2020) discuss the definition of affordances in the context of shape changing interfaces 

from an information perspective based on Gibson’s original work on ecological perception and 

affordances (Gibson, 1975); describing the informative affordances embedded in physical, transformative, 

and movement characteristics of shape changing interfaces. 

Despite the inherent haptic qualities of shape changing interfaces, the possibilities for active force 

feedback in interfaces that utilize physical changes in shape as input and output are rarely discussed. One of 

the few exceptions is the work by Rasmussen et al. (2016) that explores the dynamics between the physical 

changes in shape and human actions by looking at the levels of control that can be negotiated between the 

user and the system. However, much more is possible with active haptic force feedback in shape changing 

interfaces. Force feedback can offer an additional communication layer, as it provides qualities in terms of 

information, guidance and control (MacLean, 2000). In addition, the shape change and haptic modality exhibit 

expressive qualities that can complement one another (van Oosterhout et al., 2018). Further exploration of this 

perspective of active force feedback in shape changing interfaces requires a comprehensive overview of the 

interaction techniques that can be performed to deform shape changing interfaces. 

The perception of force feedback is highly susceptible to the task that is performed. The amount of 

force that is applied depends on the grip and the muscles involved in the interaction, which influence 

the haptic perception (MacLean, 2008). Lederman and Klatzky (1993) classified exploratory procedures 

used to retrieve information about an object using the haptic sense. They found that people perform 

deliberate and systematic exploratory procedures to retrieve information about different properties of 

an object when only using the haptic sense: lateral motion (texture), pressure (hardness), static contact 
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(temperature), unsupported holding (weight), enclosure (volume/global shape), and contour following 

(global/exact shape). This work looks at the different interaction techniques that can be performed to 

manually deform shape changing interfaces, starting from a classification of the different types of shape 

changing interfaces presented in prior work (Sturdee and Alexander, 2018). This classification formed 

the basis for the development of a preliminary set of interaction techniques that can be used to deform 

objects or interfaces. We hope that the insights derived from this work can inspire interaction design 

with deformable and shape changing interfaces, and support analysis of active haptic force feedback in 

user interfaces that afford more versatile input methods then conventional interfaces that use buttons, 

knobs and sliders.

Background
There is a large diversity in terms of design, technology and application of systems that fit the definition 

of shape changing interfaces; this is also shown in the considerable effort committed to classify shape 

changing interfaces according to various characteristics. In the following, we discuss models and 

frameworks that provide insight into the diversity in deformable properties and input affordances of 

shape changing and deformable interfaces, as well as a brief overview of different types of studies on 

ergonomics and affordances of controls and input devices.

Classifications of Shape Changing Interfaces - Shape changing interfaces are devices that use 

physical changes of shape or materiality as input and/or output, they are interactive and computationally 

controlled, self- and/or user-actuated, and have the ability to convey information, meaning, or affect 

(Alexander et al., 2018). Examples of such interfaces stretch from mobile displays (e.g. (Hemmert et 

al., 2010)) to furniture (e.g. (Grønbæk et al., 2020)). Over the years, researchers have classified these 

interfaces from different perspectives. Sturdee and Alexander (Sturdee and Alexander, 2018) presented 

a comprehensive overview of different categorizations methods applied to shape changing interfaces 

(Coelho and Zigelbaum, 2011; Kwak et al., 2014; Rasmussen et al., 2012; Roudaut et al., 2013; Taher et al., 2017). 

That shows the relation and overlap between different classifications, the model is structured following 

the interaction framework by Vallgårda; a framework that distinguishes between physical, interactive, 

and temporal aspects of interaction design (Vallgårda, 2014). The work presented in this paper explores 

interaction with shape changing interfaces from the perspective of deformation as result of haptic 

interaction, and therefore focuses on the classification of shape changing interfaces within the physical 

dimension (Sturdee and Alexander, 2018) as a starting point for the study. 

Early on, Coelho and Zigelbaum provided an overview of shape-changing materials and their dynamic 

properties to inform the design of shape changing interfaces from a material perspective (Coelho and 

Zigelbaum, 2011). Based on a review of the design space, Rasmussen et al. (2012) categorized eight different 

types of shape change: orientation, form, volume, texture, viscosity, spatiality, adding/subtracting, and 

permeability. Shortly thereafter, the term shape resolution was introduced by Roudaut et al. (2013), 

providing a metric for the different deformations that can be realized in shape changing interfaces. The 

user’s interpretation of different changes in shape in response to the user’s actions was explored by Kwak 

et al. (2014), at different resolutions including deformations in height, volume, orientation and texture. A 

technical perspective was provided by Taher et al. (2017), listing the various actuation techniques used to 

actuate shape changing interfaces. Recent work by Qamar et al. (2018) categorizes self-actuated shape 

changing interfaces based on their morphing material properties and the 4D printing taxonomy by Nam 

and Pei provides yet another angle to the material science perspective based on deformations that can be 

programmed into the material during printing (Nam and Pei, 2019). 

Interactions with Deformable Interfaces - Surveys of the literature on shape changing interfaces 

are often focused towards design and development of system output and self-actuation, while systems 

that only use deformation as means of input are often excluded (Boem and Troiano, 2019). To fill this gap, 

Boem and Troiano (2019) categorized available literature on deformable interfaces according to their 

shape, input sensing, interaction mapping, and input. The materials used for deformable interfaces were 

categorized as either shape-retaining or non-shape-retaining. The deformable interfaces included in the 

review supported a variety of hand-based interactions including stretch, bend, twist, squeeze, push, slap, 

punch, twiddle, roll, and shear.   

Materials with different sensing capabilities have been explored to analyse if deformable interfaces 

can accurately recognize input through deformation (Nguyen et al., 2014; Vanderloock et al., 2013). Mapping 

these deformations to actions is a challenging task that has been addressed in various studies, mostly in 

the context of flexible mobile devices and displays. Many of these exploration use flexible or foldable 

paper sheets and/or foam combined with projections to explore the mapping between input and output 

(e.g. (Tan et al., 2015; Troiano et al., 2014)). 

The shape-retaining properties of foam provide more resistance and allow for more precise input 

compared to non-shape-retaining flexible materials (Steimle et al., 2013). Findings from the study 

by Warren et al. (2013) conducted with a thin flexible prototype suggest that repeating a deformation 

accurately can be difficult. In contexts like these, haptic feedback through e.g. material resistance could 

provide support for more complex and diverse interactions with flexible interfaces. 

Ergonomics and Affordances - A variety of studies have looked at object handling affordances and 

ergonomics of knobs, handles and the like (e.g. (Paschoarelli et al., 2012; Seo and Armstrong, 2008)). These 

studies provide insights in the relationship between grip, movement and force. Other related work 

focused on the psychophysical characteristics of hand movements (e.g. (Ciriello et al., 2001)), or analysed 

the grip and action affordances of mobile devices and how these are impacted by different form factors 

(Eardley et al., 2017). 

Building on this work, we analyse different interaction techniques that can be performed with 

interfaces that become more versatile in terms of material and shape.
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Deformation Techniques
Categorizing Interaction Affordances of Shape Changing Interfaces

A study was set up to analyse the interaction techniques performed to deform the different 

models presented in Figure 4.1. The methodology used for the study was inspired by the guessability 

method often used for gesture elicitation studies (Villarreal-Narvaez et al., 2020), which was selected 

to elicit a large number of possible interaction techniques.

Defining a Set of Deformable Models
The design of the models is based on the classification presented in previous work (Sturdee and 

Alexander, 2018), focusing on the physical characteristics of shape change. The first category is spatial 

and comprises factors like area, volume, height and form. The second category is orientation and 

relates to deformations through curvature, fold and twist. Resolution relates to texture, granularity 

and spatiality. Stretchability, malleability, and viscosity are aspects related to materiality. Lastly, 

permeability and modularity relate to divisibility.

Within each category, models were developed with different deformable properties. The material 

property viscosity was excluded from the analysis as this property is usually not controlled through direct 

physical input. The models for each category were presented in rectangular form each in two different 

versions: 2D and 3D. All 2D models were 8 x 16 cm, and all 3D models were 8 x 16 x 8 cm, this size was 

selected because it could be handled comfortably with either one or two hands. The rigid models were 

printed with PLA and flexible filament was used for non-rigid models. The rigid models supported two 

stable states, while all flexible models return to their original state when there is no force applied. Paper, 

cloth and textiles interfaces were excluded as this opens up a new design space that has already been 

explored in prior work (e.g. (Boem and Troiano, 2019; Lee et al., 2010; Troiano et al., 2014)). 

Spatial - The model for spatial deformations consisted of a sheet of which the surface area could be 

expanded (2D, PLA), and a block with adjustable volume (3D, PLA).

Orientation - For orientation we looked at two different object properties, curvature and folded. 

For curvature, participants could deform a bendable sheet (2D, PLA) and a bendable block (3D, Flex). For 

3D Models
8 x 16 x 8 cm

2D Models 
8 x 16 cm

Spatial

Orientation

Resolution

Materiality

Divisibility

Volume

Curvature

Granularity

Malleable

Stretchable

Folded

Permeability

Figure 4.1. Categories of shape changing interfaces that support manual deformation. Building on 

the classification presented by Sturdee and Alexander (Sturdee and Alexander, 2018)
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deformations based on folding, a foldable sheet (2D, PLA), and foldable block (3D, PLA) was provided. 

Twisting was excluded as it could be seen as a form of curvature that could be realized with the bendable 

sheet and block as well as other models.

Resolution - For resolution, spatiality was selected as an appropriate deformation for haptic 

interaction. Presented in a model that consisted of different elements that could be arranged in relation 

to one another. The model supported rotation of the individual elements and was presented as a flat 

object (2D, PLA) and as a block (3D, PLA).

Materiality - Two different models for the category materiality were included: malleable and 

stretchable. A malleable sheet (2D, Flex) and malleable block (3D, Flex) that would retain their shape 

after deformation. Both malleable models were filled with homemade play dough to mimic the malleable 

characteristics. For the stretchable models, a stretchable sheet (2D, Flex), and a stretchable block (3D, 

Flex) were used, which only exhibited one stable state.

Divisibility - A permeable structure was used for the category divisibility. Two models were designed 

using kirigami principles to allow for changes in permeability. Like the other models, they were presented 

as sheet (2D, Flex) and as a block (3D, Flex). The overall permeability of the material could be adjusted by 

compressing in one direction or stretching in the other, while also supporting changes in permeability of 

individual diamond shaped cells.

There are a variety of ways to design for these individual properties, in particular with characteristics 

as resolution and divisibility, which cannot be captured in a small set of models. With the design of this 

set of models (see Figure 4.2), we aimed for generalizable results that can be used to inform the design 

of interactions with a large variety of possible shape changing interfaces by using similar shaped objects 

that afford a variety of different deformations.

Methodology
A within-subject study was designed to explore different interaction techniques with the set of 

deformable models. Each participant was asked to propose interaction techniques using 7 different types 

of deformable models, all presented in 2D and 3D form (Figure 4.2).

Participants - 4 participants (3 male and 1 female) between the age of 28 and 32 (M=29.3, SD=.95) 

participated in the study. 3 participants were right-handed and 1 was left-handed. Additionally, the non-

dominant hand of participants was traced on a piece of paper to record their hand size. Participants were 

recruited through the university. All participants signed an informed consent at onset of the experiment.

Setup - Participants were seated behind a desk. A camera was set up to record the interactions, the 

camera focused on the hands of the participant. The models were positioned on the edge of the table 

one by one, the 2D and 3D models were counterbalanced. Each individual set of models was presented 

in random order.

Procedure - At the start of each trial, the 

participant received a model that was designed 

to afford at least one of the deformations from 

the list presented in Figure 4.1. Consequently, 

the participant was asked to propose any 

interaction technique they can think of 

to deform the model corresponding to its 

deformation. They were allowed to use either 

one or both hands during the interaction, or 

make use of the table surface as they saw fit. 

For each new interaction technique that was 

proposed, participants rated the perceived 

ergonomics on a 5-point Likert scale (1= very 

poor, 5 = very good), to indicate the ease with 

which the interaction could be performed. 

Each interaction technique was performed in 

front of the camera. For models with two stable 

states, interaction techniques were counted 

for deformations in both ways. For example, 

opening a foldable model was counted 

separately from closing the model as these 

interactions are not always interchangeable. 

The study lasted 75 minutes on average.

Analysis
We collected video recordings of the 

interactions performed with the models. The 

video recordings were transcribed. For each 

interaction, the start and end frame were saved 

as well as the timestamps of the frames. The 

frames were used to create a visual overview 

of the data that supported the classification 

of the different interaction methods. The data 

was saved along with the results from the 

ergonomics questionnaire.

Volume

Curvature

Foldability

Malleability

Granularity

Stretchability

Permeability

2D

2D

2D

2D

2D

2D

2D

3D

3D

3D

3D

3D

3D

3D

Figure 4.2. Models used in the study.

Left: 2D models, right: 3D models.
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Coding Interaction Techniques

The interaction techniques were coded through an iterative process. This resulted in a set of 19 themes to 

describe the actions performed to deform the models (Figure 4.3). Actions performed to grab or place the 

model in a position from where the interaction could be performed were discarded for simplicity. Further 

analysis of the interaction techniques focused on whether the table surface was used, the way the objects 

were handled, the grip of the hands, as well as the ergonomic feasibility.

Results
The following discusses the manner in which participants handled the models, and the interaction 

techniques used to apply different deformations to rigid and flexible models. A total of 537 interaction 

techniques were generated by 4 participants using 14 models, of which 7 were presented in 2D form (288 

interaction techniques) and 7 in 3D form (249 interaction techniques). Besides video analysis, subjective 

data was collected about the quality of the ergonomics of the interaction (ease of the interaction). 

Object Handling

The video recordings showed that the way participants handled the objects varied. Participants were 

allowed to use one or both hands, and the table surface to apply deformations to the models. Based on 

30

20

10

0

30

20

10

0

40

Rigid              Flexible

Figure 4.3. 

Frequencies of 

deformation techniques 

performed by 

participants for rigid 

and flexible  models. 

Top: 2D models, 

bottom: 3D models.

Bimanual – The majority of the interactions (365) were performed with two hands. The most 

frequently used technique was symmetric bimanual interaction (60%), in which the same interaction 

technique was observed in both hands either identical or opposite. The symmetric bimanual interaction 

technique was the only technique that was observed more frequently without support from a surface 

as shown by the result of a Chi-Square test χ2(1) = 33.34, p < .01. For the remaining 40%, participants 

used asymmetrical bimanual interactions, in which the non-dominant hand was observed supporting 

the model, in the cases where no surface was used. The opposite pattern could be observed here, with 

significantly less interactions performed without support from the table surface: χ2(1) = 27.09, p < .01. If the 

surface was used for asymmetrical bimanual interaction, the non-dominant hand would keep the model 

in place often with a radial grasp, flat hand, fingertips, or pinch grip. The grasp technique depended on 

the characteristics of the model and type of interaction that was performed.

The above-mentioned object handling methods did not have an effect on the subjective evaluation of 

the ergonomics, as shown by the results of a Kruskal-Wallis test: H(3) = 4.56, p = .21. 

single-handed
with whole hand

single-handed
with finger(s) or thumb

asymmetrical bimanualsymmetrical bimanual

the analysis, four different types of object handling were identified: single-handed interactions with a 

subset of the fingers or thumb, single-handed interaction with the whole hand, symmetric bimanual 

interactions, and asymmetric bimanual interactions (see Figure 4.4). 

Single-handed – In total, 172 single-handed interactions were recorded, 69% of these interactions were 

performed with the whole hand, while the remaining 31% were performed with a subset of the fingers or 

the thumb. Single-handed interaction techniques were often performed with the aid of the table surface 

(56.4%). We observed that 3D models that are deformed with single-handed interactions with only a 

subset of fingers or the thumb require the use of a surface. For 2D models with stretchable or malleable 

properties single-handed object handling with thumb and/or a subset of fingers were exceedingly rare 

and rated poorly (1 to 2 on a scale of 5). Single-handed interaction with the thumb was possible with 2D 

rigid models as they were easier to clamp between the fingers and the palm of the hand when solely the 

thumb was engaged in the interaction.

Figure 4.4. Examples of categories observed for object handling.
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Interaction Techniques
Here, we discuss the interaction techniques that were typically used for rigid and flexible models. 

Followed by interaction techniques that are universally applicable. Based on the analysis of the recorded 

interactions, 19 interaction techniques were identified. As expected, different types of models afforded 

different types of interactions that corresponded with the model properties. The frequencies with 

which these techniques were used to perform deformations in rigid and flexible models are presented 

in Figure 4.3. An overview of the data is available in Appendix G.

Typical Interaction Techniques for Rigid Models 

Some of the interaction techniques performed to change the orientation or volume were associated 

with rigid models. Typical interaction techniques to apply a change in the orientation, which were 

usually observed in rigid models, were flipping, spinning, and flicking. Additionally, sliding methods were 

observed for changes in volume of rigid models.

Slide – The sliding interactions could be performed with finger and or thumb extension and flexion. 

By positioning multiple fingers on a surface, friction is created between the hand and the object. Sliding 

was one of the few methods that could be performed single-handed with the thumb, without support 

from a surface.

Flip, Spin and Flick – These three interactions were mostly 

performed to alter the orientation of rigid models. Flipping seems 

most common in 2D foldable models, while spinning was only 

possible with the granularity model, which was the only model that 

supported full rotations. All three interaction techniques can be 

100

50

single-handed
finger(s)/thumb

150

single-handed
whole hand

bimanual
symmetric

bimanual
asymmetric

with surface            without surface

0

Figure 4.5. Frequencies of 

the observed single-handed 

and bimanual interactions 

with and without use of the 

table surface.

used to initiate momentum, for flipping and flicking 

this is achieved with finger and/or thumb flexion or 

extension. For spinning, momentum is created from 

the rotation motion of the wrist or shoulder. Flipping 

interactions can be performed single-handed 

without support from the surface, however a larger 

momentum can be created with asymmetrical bimanual interaction when the object is not grounded. 

This method was often observed for spin and flick interactions (Figure 4.6 and 4.7). These deformation 

methods are quick, while at the same time the output of the resulting deformation is difficult to control.

Typical Interaction Techniques for Flexible Models 

Flexible models supported different types of interaction that were not observed in interactions with 

rigid models. These interactions include methods to apply pressure such as pinching, squeezing, and 

punching. Furthermore, flipping interactions were also observed in 2D curvature models as these could 

be ‘flipped’ under tension and would return to their original state after pressure was released. In these 

models, flipping is achieved by a slight change in orientation of the grip which was observed single-

handed or symmetric bimanual.

Pinch, Squeeze and Punch – The malleable model in particular invited for these types of interactions. 

Commonly used pinches were lateral, pulp, and five-finger pinch. Squeezing interactions varied from 

subtle squeezes with power grasps to crumbling. Lastly, punches were performed with clenched fist 

exclusively on malleable models.

Universal Interaction Techniques

The majority of the interaction techniques were observed in both flexible and rigid models. 

Push, Pull and Shear – Pushing was a common method to apply pressure with a spherical grasp, 

flat hand(s), extended finger(s), thumb(s), or with a pinch grasp. Whereas, pulling is a common technique 

often performed with spherical or pinch grasp, but can also be performed with a hook and snap 

grasp, which was observed in interaction with permeable models. For flexible models, changes in the 

directional movement of push and pull actions were used to create changes in the orientation of the 

model (curvature or shear).

Twist, Turn and Swing – Orientation changes were often 

generated with twist and turn (Figure 4.8) interactions. Twisting was 

symmetric bimanual as it requires movement of both hands rotating 

in opposite direction, while turning was mostly performed with 

asymmetrical bimanual object handling using the non-dominant hand 

Figure 4.7. 

Example of an 

asymmetric 

bimanual spin 

interaction.

Figure 4.8. 

Example of 

symmetric 

bimanual turn 

interaction.

Figure 4.6. 

Example of 

an asymmetric 

bimanual flick 

interaction.
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to keep the model in place. Swing interactions on the other hand were often performed 

single-handed, using the momentum of the arm to inflict a deformation in the model’s 

volume or orientation. For all these interactions, the grasps used by participants were 

similar depending on the characteristics of the model. Observed grasps include spherical 

grasp, extension grasp, and lateral pinch.

Roll, Spread and Stroke – Rolling interactions were only observed in flexible models, 

which could be attributed to the rectangular shape used for the models in this study. 

Therefore, rolling is listed as an interaction technique that could additionally be used in 

rigid models when this is supported by its design. Rolling interactions were often performed 

with a flat hand or with extended finger(s), using the contact surface between the hand and 

material similar to sliding techniques. Spread interactions were initiated by extension of the 

thumb and/or a subset of fingers, to stretch flexible materials or change the orientation or 

volume of rigid models (Figure 4.5). Stroke interactions were observed in flexible and modular 

(granularity) models, performed with extension of a subset of fingers. Roll, spread and stroke 

interactions can be performed single-handed with the aid of a surface or bimanual. 

Poke and Slap –These interaction techniques are used to apply a deformation as a result of a collision 

with the model. This can be subtle with an extended finger when poking, or with a flat hand when 

slapping. These interaction techniques are versatile, but were most frequently observed in permeable 

and malleable models.

Shape – For interactions with the granularity models (rigid) and the flexible models, a different type 

of interaction technique was observed for which participants shaped or modelled the objects with or 

around their hands. For instance, by using their hands to align the individual elements of the model 

(granularity) or shape the curvature of flexible models. For malleable models, the original shape of the 

model was restored with a subtle pinch grasp following the contours of the model (see Figure 4.9). These 

shaping and molding techniques might become more relevant for flexible and modular interfaces.

Discussion and Conclusions
Shape changing interfaces can be more versatile in terms of interaction affordance compared to 

conventional interfaces. With conventional interfaces that utilize force feedback, the physical design 

often clearly directs the way users interact with the device through sliders, knobs, levers and the 

like. With these controls, there is still room for differences in grasp and body posture that affect the 

haptic experience, however, this is often more restricted compared to interaction affordances of shape 

changing interfaces. Shape changing interfaces have the ability to take on a variety of different shapes 

depending on their deformable properties. These can (but do not have to) provide more diversity in 

physical appearance, affordances, and the way the interface can be handled, as there is often no longer 

Figure 4.5. 

Folding by 

spreading the 

fingers.

a single point for interaction. The work presented here attempted to grasp this diversity in interaction 

techniques in a comprehensive overview that can be used to inform haptic interaction design with shape 

changing interfaces. We hope that this work can be relevant from various perspectives:

Inform Force Feedback Design and Evaluation of Shape Changing Interfaces - When such interfaces 

utilize force feedback for guidance, communication, or feedback purposes, it becomes important to 

evaluate the feedback for different interaction techniques, and adapt the design when needed to create a 

holistic haptic experience regardless of the manner in which the object is handled. This work attempts to 

provide an overview for interaction techniques that can be used to aid the evaluation of haptic interaction 

with shape changing interfaces and for the development of haptic design guidelines for more consistent 

and reliable haptic feedback in shape changing interfaces that utilize active force feedback for guidance, 

feedback, or communication. 

Force feedback could not only support interactions with rigid shape changing interfaces. It also 

has the potential to improve interactions with flexible interfaces considering the challenges that were 

observed with single-handed object handling of flexible interfaces and the difficulties with replicating 

input (Warren et al., 2013), local adjustable resistance could be a way to guide interactions and allow for 

more precise and diverse input methods in flexible and malleable interfaces.

Inspire Interaction Mapping with 2D and 3D Interfaces with Deformable Properties - In addition, the 

work presented provides an overview as well as analysis of the object handling with interfaces that exhibit 

different deformable properties. This can inspire the design of deformable characteristics in shape changing 

interfaces and mappings between interaction techniques and the system’s behavior or functionality.

Another interesting potential of interfaces that provide more diversity in physical appearance, 

affordances, and object handling is the possibility to detect expressive user input based on the way the 

user interacts with the interface. Future work could explore how different interaction techniques and their 

parameters relate to the affective state of the user (e.g. (Altun and MacLean, 2015)).

Limitations and Future Work

Several limitations to this work need to be addressed. First, the grasp technique is an important aspect 

that influences the haptic experience of an interaction. In this study, the models afforded a variety of 

grasping techniques for hand-based interaction. However, these techniques were restricted to the design 

of the models. For example, the use of handles or levers affect the affordances of the interaction as well 

as the techniques that can be employed. Also, the module size affects the deformation techniques that 

can be performed. 

Second, the initial set presented here shows how different interaction techniques relate to different 

deformable qualities of shape changing interfaces based on a preliminary study with a small sample 

size. Therefore, these insights serve as a starting point rather than a complete overview of interaction 

techniques with shape changing interfaces. A set that could be expanded on in future research.
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Figure 4.9. Examples of deformation techniques 

observed in the study.
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Shape changing interfaces are often designed with a focus on the visual 

sense, and are sometimes used for haptic interaction or both. In the previous 

chapter, we looked at different interaction techniques that can be performed 

with a deformable interface to create a starting point for the development of 

design guidelines for active force feedback in shape changing interfaces. In 

this chapter, we dive further into the interplay between the haptic and shape 

change modalities. This time, by looking at informative affordances provided 

through shape change combined with force feedback. This was explored in 

the context of interface controls; a dynamic rotary knob was developed that 

served as an indirect input device for a graphical user interface. The design 

and implementation of the dynamic knob, DynaKnob, were informed by insights 

derived from an exploration of the relationship between a knob’s shape, haptic 

feel and functionality. The implementation of DynaKnob in a multimodal context 

was evaluated in terms of usability, user experience, and performance over the 

course of two studies. The chapter concludes with potential applications and 

design guidelines for dynamic controls.
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The work presented in the chapter 

is based on several publications. 

The findings presented in the first 

section can be found in ‘Knobology 

2.0: Giving Shape to the Haptic 

Force Feedback of Interactive Knobs’ 

(van Oosterhout et al., 2018b) and 

‘DynaKnob: Combining Haptic Force 

Feedback and Shape Change’ (van 

Oosterhout et al., 2019). The second 

section describes the design of the 

shape changing control knob that was 

previously addressed in ‘DynaKnob: 

Combining Haptic Force Feedback and 

Shape Change’ (van Oosterhout et 

al., 2019). The last section presents 

the evaluation of Dynaknob, which is 

based on ‘Reshaping Interaction with 

Rotary Knobs: Combining Form, Feel 

and Function’ (van Oosterhout and 

Hoggan, 2020).

Multimodal Force Feedback
and Shape Change

Visual cues inform us about affordances of objects in our surroundings. When we perceive an object, its 

material, structure and/or mechanism provide cues that not only provide information about what actions 

are possible, but it also influences our expectations about how these interactions will feel. For example, 

these cues can provide indications about how heavy an object will be when you lift it or how much force it 

will require to push a button. Active haptic force feedback can challenge these expectations because the 

feedback is dynamic and can only be experienced through active exploration. Shape change - or any other 

modality for that matter - could be used to provide cues that enable users to perceive what feedback they 

can expect before performing the interaction. The advantage of shape change in this context lies in the 

combination of the haptic and visual modality, that can both be perceived through touch.

This chapter explores the relationship between force feedback and shape in the context of 

conventional rotary knobs, and how knobs can become dynamic, in terms of both shape, and force 

feedback. Starting with an evaluation of twelve distinct haptic stimuli in relation to six widely used knob 

shapes, to understand how we can design for combinations of knob shapes and haptic stimuli that can 

provide users with feedback about its functionality. The results of this study informed the design of 

DynaKnob. A shape-changing knob inspired by mechanical metamaterials that can adapt its haptic force 

feedback and physical shape according to the functionality. The chapter concludes with an evaluation of 

DynaKnob in terms of usability, user experience and performance.
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The Relationship Between a Knob’s 
Shape, Haptic Feel, and Functionality

Despite the advantages of tangible interaction, physical controls like knobs seem to be disappearing 

from a wide range of products in our everyday life. Historically, knobs have played an important role 

in man-machine interaction, although in recent decades, the design of physical controls has changed. 

Moving from what Djajadiningrat et al. terms the ‘analogue professional’ era, where systems were 

mainly controlled using knobs and sliders, towards the ‘digital hacker’ era, where the interaction 

repertoire at first mainly focused on push buttons and later touchscreens (Djajadiningrat et al., 2007). 

While touchscreen interfaces provide the flexibility needed to accommodate for the complexity 

of choices and functions of today’s artefacts, they lack the physicality of buttons and knobs (Janlert, 

2014). Interactions with analogue controls that used to be guided by affordance and physical constraints, 

have now been replaced with touchscreen-based interaction through digital buttons and standardized 

gestures, which appeal to our cognitive skills and lack the rich inherent feedback of physical controls. 

Tangible interaction demands less visual attention, allows for easy manipulation, and interaction is often 

faster and more accurate (Fitzmaurice, 1997; Ng et al., 2017; Voelker et al., 2015). This study explores how 

we can use the shape and haptic characteristics of rotary knobs dynamically to inform the user about 

its functionality. This work focuses on rotary knobs because they allow for an infinite range of possible 

physical states, whereas buttons typically support only a few discrete states. 

There exist recent examples that combine screens with physical controls. For smaller devices, like a 

smartwatch or thermostat, touch based interaction poses challenges. This has led to devices that merge 

physical controls with screens in new ways, like the Nest (Nest Thermostat, 2019) and the crown on the 

Apple Watch (Apple Watch, 2019). The advantages of the combination of screens and physical controls 

have also been explored for larger screen-based devices. The Microsoft Surface Dial (“Microsoft Surface 

Dial,” 2018) and BWM iDrive (BWM iDrive, 2019) are examples from industry, and there have been various 

explorations in research (e.g. (Jordà et al., 2007; Pauchet et al., 2018; Robinson et al., 2016; Weiss et al., 2009)). 

These examples were designed to improve input accuracy, provide physical affordances, or create more 

natural and direct interactions by combining visual and tactile interaction.

Prior work has demonstrated how a screen combined with a single rotary 

controller that provides dynamic force feedback to adapt to a variety of 

applications can replace a complex layout of buttons (Laehyun Kim et al., 2010). 

In examples like these, the relationship between the physical design of a knob 

and its functionality that is present in traditional devices (Baumann and Thomas, 

2001) starts to blur, as knobs remain static while providing varied amounts and 

patterns of force feedback to complement different system functionality. This 

work explores if a knob’s shape could provide inherent information about its 

functionality as nested affordance (Gaver, 1991), like icons and labels on buttons. 

Sequential affordances (Gaver, 1991) reveal themselves on rotation of the knob 

through force feedback, and communicate more detailed information about the 

knob’s functionality. 

For the design of control knobs, classic human factors literature (e.g. (Ely et 

al., 1956; van Cott and Kinkade, 1972; Woodson and Conover, 1964)) provides a range 

of guidelines on for example: The area needed for hand clearance (Ely et al., 1956), 

and the type of functions that knobs work well for, such as continuous adjustment 

over a wide range (Weiss et al., 2009), and a suggested amount of positions (3-24) 

to control (Ely et al., 1956). Baumann and Thomas (Baumann and Thomas, 2001) 

present an extensive overview of the number of states that can be supported by a 

variety of physical controls and provides details regarding precision and operation 

speed. The ergonomics of control knobs has been studied for various designs, 

including a ridged and tap design (Peebles and Norris, 2003). More torque can 

be exerted on knurled knobs than on knobs with a smooth surface (Sharp, 1962). 

These studies showed how characteristics of knobs used to relate to applications, 

situation of use and ergonomics.

Study
In order to understand how we can design for combinations of knob shapes and 

haptic stimuli that can provide users with feedback about its functionality, we 

evaluated the relationship between 6 different knob shapes and 12 distinct stimuli. 

Knob Shapes 

Knobs come in many different shapes and sizes, depending on context, function 

or interaction. Eleven different shapes of knobs were identified based on 

Figure 5.1. Knob shapes used in the study. 

Top to bottom: circular, serrated, shuttle, ridged, pointer, 

and tap knob shape.
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literature (Ely et al., 1956; Peebles and Norris, 2003; van Cott and Kinkade, 1972; 

Voelker et al., 2015; Weiss et al., 2009; Woodson and Conover, 1964); and from 

this set, six different knob shapes (circular, serrated, shuttle, ridged, pointer 

and tap) were selected for the study (Figure 5.1). These shapes represent 

types of knobs that are widely used in the products that surround us in daily 

life, such as the knobs on the dashboard of cars, on audio equipment, kitchen 

stoves or coffee machines 1 2. 

Haptic Stimuli

Insights gained from prior studies regarding the detection thresholds for 

friction, inertia and/or torque variations of rotary controls (Kühner et al., 

2011; Peebles and Norris, 2003; Tan et al., 2015) steered the design of the haptic 

feedback stimuli for this study. In addition, we made use of the perceptually 

relevant parameters for rotary controls: Relative inertia, detent amplitude, and 

detent spacing (Swindells et al., 2009). The research was partially conducted 

by Miguel Bruns, who proposed early suggestions for the set of haptic force 

feedback stimuli. The final set of 12 haptic feedback stimuli were designed as 

a combination of constant patterns, detents, spring and/or barrier effects 

(Figure 5.2). Stimuli with detents were presented in two variations of detent 

amplitude and three variations of number of detents per revolution (6, 12 

and 60). The values 6 and 12 matched the 6 grooves on the tap knob and 

12 indentations on the serrated knob. With the aim to evaluate whether 

participants relate the detent spacing to the number of grooves. A set of 4 

constant stimuli was designed as a combination of two variables; acceleration 

and friction. For both acceleration and friction, two values were selected with 

a clearly noticeable difference. Two additional haptic stimuli were designed 

to simulate a rotary switch with two or three stable states. Both designs were 

inspired by the haptic library in TouchSense, a programmable rotary module 

by Immersion (Immersion Haptic Effects Library, 2004). The hill effect was 

combined with the barrier effect to create a switch with two stable states, 

Figure 5.2. Visualizations of the different types of 

haptic stimuli that were evaluated in the study.

1 Majken Kirkegård Rasmussen and Miguel Bruns selected the knob shapes for the study.

2 The knob shapes were designed and printed with assistance of Mark Moore.

and the switch with three states consisted of a compound detent effect merged with the spring effect. 

All stimuli were designed with a precursor of Feelix, which supports the design of position-based effects 

with a blank canvas and step template.

Continuous - The line in the graph (Figure 5.3) indicates the force intensity in relation to the relative 

position of the motor. To create the experience of being pulled back or pushed forward, the thickness of 

the Bezier curve can be adjusted by pulling the line to the left or to the right as visualized in blue. When 

the relative position of the motor is at point A in Figure 5.3, the force angle will pull the motor back to A’. 

Mimicking the effect of a hill in this situation. 

Detents - The force intensity for stimuli with detents followed a sinusoidal pattern. The amplitude 

of stimuli with a low amplitude used 33 percent of the maximum force intensity, and stimuli with a high 

amplitude used 100 percent of the force intensity. For the design of stimuli with detents, the sketch plane 

is divided in sections (Figure 5.3). The number of sections relates to the number of detents. At the centre 

of each section, a line is displayed. The position of this line can be adjusted. When the relative position of 

the motor is on the left side of the line, the force angle of the motor will pull the motor back to the closest 

detent. Vice versa, when the relative position moves past the line, the force angle will pull the motor 

forward to the next detent. The mode was implemented to simulate the experience of mechanical steps.

step

Figure 5.3. Left: visualization of continuous stimuli, right: visualization of detent.

Effects - Predefined effects like acceleration, friction, spring, and barrier could be added and 

modified with an effect panel. Constant stimuli were designed with a constant difference in force angle 

and relative position of the motor, depending on the direction of the rotation. A force angle opposite 

from the direction of rotation results in friction, whereas a force angle similar to the direction of rotation 

results in acceleration. The force intensity of moderate acceleration was 20 percent of the maximum 

force and moderate friction 25 percent, strong acceleration 50 percent, and strong friction 80 percent. 

These values were selected after pilot studies. The difference for acceleration is smaller, because the 

force direction is similar to direction of the rotational movement.

Two different effects were used for the design of the switches, a spring, and a barrier. The spring 

effect was designed with a varying difference between the relative position and the force angle, depending 
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on the distance between the start point of the effect and the relative position of the motor. The barrier 

effect, which simulates the sense of hitting a hard stop, was designed in a similar way, but the difference 

between the relative position of the motor and the force angle was smaller and constant. For both effects, 

the maximum force intensity was applied.

Hypothesis

Based on suggestions by Baumann and Thomas (Baumann and Thomas, 2001) and findings by Peebles and 

Norris (Peebles and Norris, 2003), we hypothesize that the preferred haptic stimuli of the six different 

types of knobs are as follows:

1. The circular knob is expected to be associated with constant stimuli. 

2. The serrated knob has light grooves on the surface that increase the level of grip compared to the 

circular knob, therefore the level of friction is expected to be slightly higher. It is unclear whether the 

indentations will be associated with haptic detents. 

3. The shuttle knob is designed for adjustment of variables over a large or infinite range with low 

operating force (Baumann and Thomas, 2001). Therefore, we assume that it is best related to constant 

stimuli with acceleration.

4. The ridged knob is an arrow shaped knob, these are preferred for adjusting variables with three or 

more discrete states.  Therefore, this shape is expected to be associated with stimuli with a few states 

or a large detent spacing. 

5. Pointer or arrow shaped knobs should have a switching step with a minimal rotational angle of 15 

degrees (Baumann and Thomas, 2001), therefore we hypothesize that the pointer knob will be best 

associated with 12 detents per revolution. 

6. The tap knob is expected to be associated with high friction, since the grip provided by the strongly 

grooved surfaces increases the level of force that can be exerted on the knob.

Participants

Twenty participants (9 female, 11 male) between the age of 25 and 36 (M = 28.7; SD = 3.27), 14 participants 

were right-handed and 6 left-handed. Participants were recruited through social networks and the 

university. Participants did not have professional experience with physical control knobs, instead we 

aimed to gain insights based on their experience with physical knobs in everyday life. The participants 

had a background in either computer science, IT product development, engineering, design, software or 

architecture. All participants signed an informed consent at the onset of the experiment. Participation 

was voluntary and no compensation was given for taking part in the study.

Setup

The participants were seated behind a desk. The six rotary knobs were positioned horizontally in front of 

the participant. The knob shapes and haptic stimuli were presented without context, like a scale around 

the knob or feedback on a visual display. Because this could influence the perceived functionality of the 

knob. Instead, the participants were asked to envision applications or functionalities when the shape 

related well to the stimulus that was presented. With the aim to generate an understanding about the 

range and type of applications or functionalities that could be associated with different combinations.

Procedure

For each trial, 1 of the 12 stimuli was presented with all six knob shapes. At the start of each trial, all knobs 

automatically rotated to their start position at 12 o’clock (Baumann and Thomas, 2001). Subsequently, 

the participants were asked to turn the six knobs with their dominant hand in either a clock- or counter 

clockwise direction. There were no specific requirements about how to hold the knob, except for the 

shuttle design that had to be operated with the index finger. After each trial, participants were asked: 

“Could you rate the appropriateness of the relationship between the shape and haptic stimuli?” Answers to 

the question were given on a 7-point Likert scale, where 7 was most appropriate. No time restrictions 

were given and participants were allowed to experience the haptic feedback stimuli multiple times. After 

all trials were completed, each knob was loaded with the participant’s highest-rated haptic stimulus. The 

participants were asked if they could explain the relationship between the particular haptic stimulus and 

the knob (e.g. relate it to the shape of the knob, or its similarity to everyday knobs for specific applications). 

The participants’ comments were transcribed for qualitative analysis. 

Lastly, participants had the opportunity to adjust haptic stimuli to improve the relationship with the 

shape or propose new stimuli that were not presented in the initial set. Multiple designs per knob were 

allowed. The haptic feedback stimuli were designed with the aid of the graphical editor in cooperation 

with the researcher. In total, the study took about 60 minutes per participant.

Results
The results section focuses on how participants experienced the relation between knob shape and haptic 

stimuli, and the association they had between the shapes and haptic stimuli in terms of applications.

Relation between Knob Shape and Haptic Stimuli

The relationship between each shape and the presented stimuli was analysed to evaluate what stimuli are 

most appropriate for particular knob shapes. The results of the Likert scale ratings were analysed using 

the Friedman test followed by Wilcoxon Signed-Ranks tests for each of the knobs. The most important 

results are reported below and an overview of the results is presented in Table 5.1.

Circular knob – the results confirm our hypothesis that the circular knob seems to be best 

associated with constant friction or acceleration (5.1 to 6.1 out of 7). Participants found the circular knob 

in combination with 60 detents to suit, rather than stepped stimuli with a large detent spacing and spring 

or barrier effects (2.0 to 4.8). For 60 detents, a low amplitude (5.6) was rated significantly higher than a 

high amplitude (4.8), Z = -3.334, p < .05.
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Serrated knob – the indentations on the serrated knob were associated with haptic feedback stimuli 

with detents. Frequent detents (12 or more) and a low amplitude were rated most favourably, with average 

ratings ranged from 5.7 to 6.1. The results also confirm our hypothesis that low friction (5.6) was most 

appropriate of all constant stimuli (4.8 to 5.6). 

Shuttle knob – as expected the shuttle knob was clearly associated with constant stimuli (4.1 to 5.6), in 

particular acceleration. Low acceleration (5.6) was preferred over high acceleration (4.9), Z = -2.34, p < .05. 

Stimuli with stepped, spring and barrier effects were least associated with the shuttle knob (1.3 to 4.3). 

Ridged knob – confirm our hypothesis the ridged knob was favoured in combination with stimuli with 

spring and barrier effects (5.0 to 5.5), and stepped stimuli with large detents spacing (6 or 12 detents per 

revolution), (4.7 to 5.4). Rather than constant stimuli and stimuli with 60 detents per revolution (2.9 to 3.6). 

Pointer knob – there was a significant difference among the haptic feedback stimuli for the pointer 

knob χ2(11) = 32.01, p < .05. Contrary to our assumptions, all stimuli were associated reasonably well with 

the pointer knob. Two patterns can be observed. First, stepped stimuli with a large detent spacing, and 

spring or barrier effects were rated between 5.0 and 5.5. The second group consisted of the constant 

stimuli and frequent detents, with average scores between 4.0 and 4.7.

Tap knob - The tap knob was expected to be associated with high friction (3.7), however the results 

suggest otherwise. Instead, the tap knob relates well to stimuli with 6 or 12 detents, with average ratings 

between 5.4 and 6.1.

Haptic Feedback Stimuli Designed by Participants

The majority of the participants (16 out of 20) used the opportunity to redesign the haptic stimulus for 

at least one of the presented knob shapes. The redesigned stimuli were mostly inspired by the presented 

stimuli or by associations people had with specific knobs based on personal experience. Participants 

designed a total of 36 stimuli, 16 of those stimuli were designed for the pointer knob. The most common 

adjustment for the pointer knob was limiting the rotation to values ranging between 205 and 328 degrees 

(e.g. Figure 5.4). The limited rotation was combined with constant or stepped stimuli with detents 

ranging from 4 to 51 degrees, the detent amplitude varied from 12.5 to 72.5 percent of the maximum 

force intensity. For all other knobs, 3 to 5 stimuli were designed. A limitation to the number of rotations 

was suggested once for each knob except for the shuttle knob. Three participants indicated that the 

circular and serrated knob should not be able to rotate infinitely, instead it should be restricted to a few 

rotations, while a maximum of one rotation was suggested 

for the pointer, ridged and tap knob. The amplitude or 

spacing of detents were adjusted by 7 participants for the 

circular, serrated, ridged, and tap knob. Those redesigned 

stimuli remained closely related to the preferred stimuli. 

Furthermore, the shuttle was redesigned to resemble 

the behaviour of an old-fashioned phone; the designed 

stimulus consisted of a spring effect. The timer knob on a 

Figure 5.4. 

Example of 

stimuli 

designed for  

the pointer 

knob

microwave was mimicked with the pointer knob that would solely rotate back to its start position after 

rotation. The latter two stimuli were designed with a particular functionality in mind. While the other 

stimuli were variations of stimuli from the initial set, designed to create a stronger relation between the 

knob’s shape and the haptic stimulus.

Association with Applications

Participants were asked if they associated the knob with specific applications or functionalities. The 

main themes mentioned by the participants focused on the type of variables that can be controlled by 

knobs. Although several different applications were mentioned for each knob, most of the applications 

were based on the same types of data, e.g. volume control knobs manipulate a numerical variable on a 

continuous scale. We identified 3 different data categories: Continuous, discrete, and limited range (few 

possible states) variables. For each knob, one mention per participant per theme was counted. The knobs 

that were related to constant force feedback stimuli were associated with variables on a continuous 

scale (33 mentions in total; circular 15 mentions, serrated 5 mentions, shuttle 8 mentions, and pointer 

5 mentions). The knobs associated with wide detents were related with variables on a discrete scale (31 

Circular Serrated Shuttle Ridged Pointer Tap

6 steps low amplitude 3.4 (1.48) 4.7 (1.42) 1.9 (1.02) 5.1 (1.32) 5.1 (1.43) 6.1 (1.25)

6 steps high amplitude 2.6 (1.45) 3.4 (1.34) 1.3 (0.72) 5.4 (1.43) 5.1 (1.55) 5.8 (1.48)

12 steps low amplitude 4.8 (1.23) 5.7 (1.14) 2.2 (1.25) 4.7 (1.55) 5.0 (1.54) 5.4 (1.52)

12 steps high amplitude 3.1 (1.56) 4.7 (1.42) 1.3 (0.56) 5.2 (1.40) 5.5 (1.40) 5.6 (1.61)

60 steps low amplitude 5.6 (1.38) 6.1 (1.02) 4.3 (1.53) 3.4 (1.76) 4.7 (1.70) 4.3 (1.77)

60 steps high amplitude 4.8 (1.40) 5.7 (1.29) 3.0 (1.50) 3.1 (1.40) 4.4 (1.78) 4.4 (1.71)

Acceleration low 6.1 (1.16) 5.3 (1.42) 5.6 (1.43) 3.0 (1.58) 4.4 (2.01) 3.8 (1.26)

Acceleration high 5.9 (1.28) 4.8 (1.58) 4.9 (1.80) 2.9 (1.67) 4.4 (2.07) 3.7 (1.61)

Friction low 6.0 (1.06) 5.6 (1.32) 4.8 (1.53) 3.6 (1.75) 4.5 (1.87) 4.1 (1.26)

Friction high 5.1 (1.34) 5.2 (1.41) 4.1 (1.66) 3.4 (1.74) 4.0 (2.12) 3.7 (1.61)

Compound detent spring (switch 3 steps) 2.0 (1.20) 2.7 (1.29) 1.3 (0.72) 5.0 (1.62) 5.2 (1.96) 3.4 (1.46)

Hill barrier (switch with 2 steps) 2.1 (1.36) 2.5 (1.48) 1.3 (0.65) 5.5 (1.77) 5.4 (1.76) 3.4 (1.67)

Table 5.1. Mean and Standard Deviation (SD) for each knob shape and haptic stimulus on 

a Likert scale of 1-7, with scores closer to 7 meaning strongly preferred. The most 

favourable relationships between knob shape and haptic stimuli are displayed in bold.
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mentions in total; serrated 7 mentions, ridged 11 mentions, pointer 11 mentions, and tap 2 mentions). The 

indicator knobs (12 mentions in total; ridged 8 mentions, and pointer 4 mentions) were the only knobs 

related to limited range variables. Solely the pointer knob could be associated with all three scales. The 

associations with the tap knob were not supported by the quantitative results, in contrast to the other 

knobs. The association between the tap knob and everyday controls appeared to be less obvious. The 

tap knob was associated with continuous control (e.g. radiator knob and water tap), despite the strong 

preference for a large detent spacing in combination with the tap knob. “Step size should match the size of 

the grooves” (P18). “Because of the grooves 6 steps feels natural” (P11).

Participants were asked whether they could explain why certain stimuli relate to particular knob shapes. 

The results indicated that their expectations were often affected by everyday experience with control 

knobs. In addition to their personal experience, associations between distinct knobs and haptic feedback 

stimuli were explained by one factor. Namely, the level of grip that the knob affords and thereby the level of 

force that can be exerted is the primary factor (except for the pointer knob). The circular and shuttle knob 

provided little grip compared to the other knobs and were therefore associated with acceleration. “The 

feedback should provide only little resistance because of the smooth surface of the knob” (P9). The notches of 

the serrated knob slightly increased the level of grip, which made the knob more appropriate for stimuli 

with moderate friction and stepped stimuli (12 detents per revolution or more) with a low amplitude. “I 

expect more friction because of the grooved surface” (P3). The tap and the ridged knob provided a decent level 

of grip, and were therefore related to stimuli with detents with higher force intensities. “Feedback does not 

have to be strong, but I expect that the knob is harder to turn because of the grooves” (P10).

Discussion 
Our findings suggest that the knob shapes can be explained by three different characteristics: Smooth 

(circular and shuttle), grooved (serrated and tap), and pointing (ridged and pointer). With a similar 

approach, the haptic feedback stimuli can be divided in three main groups: Constant and small detent 

spacing, large detent spacing, and switches. 1) Smooth knobs were associated with constant stimuli, in 

particular moderate and strong acceleration. The shuttle knob requires low operation force to afford 

interaction with the index finger using a smooth concave notch at the surface of the knob (Baumann and 

Thomas, 2001). The smooth appearance of the circular knob raised expectations that the knob should 

rotate easily without detents or much friction. 2) Grooved knobs were associated with detents. The detent 

spacing seems to correlate with the size and number of grooves. Besides detents, lightly grooved knobs 

seem to relate well to constant stimuli with moderate friction. The grooved surface affects the perceived 

affordance, and makes the use of haptic stimuli with higher force intensities more acceptable, but not 

necessary. 3) Pointing knobs were best associated with haptic feedback stimuli with a large detent spacing, 

and were the only knobs that performed well as a switch with a few states.

The results of the tap and ridged knob, in contrast to the serrated, circular, and shuttle knob, 

suggest that knobs that afford more grip are appropriate for a larger range of force intensities than 

knobs that provide less grip. Which confirms Baumann and Thomas’ suggestion that for strongly 

grooved or arrow-shaped knobs, a higher operating force can be used (Baumann and Thomas, 2001). 

Although the majority of the study results confirmed our original assumptions, there were a couple of 

unexpected findings. For example, grooves on the surface of a knob do not solely affect the perceived 

grip. They can also be associated with haptic detents; the size and number of grooves seems to correlate 

with the detent spacing.

The pointer knob shape was the only shape that associated reasonably well with all stimuli. However, 

it was never selected as the most favorable knob shape. Additionally, the majority of redesigned stimuli 

were designed for the pointer knob. Indicating there was no perfect match between the pointer knob 

and the presented stimuli. The outcome of the stimuli designed by participants suggests that the pointer 

knob relates well to constant and stepped stimuli, but its degrees of freedom should be restricted to less 

than one rotation.

The Perceived Functionality and Context of Use

The findings indicate that there exists a relationship between the shape of the knob, the haptic feedback 

and the type of variable that is being controlled. The knobs were presented without any specific contextual 

information, instead participants were asked to imagine different contexts and functionalities for 

combinations of knob shape and haptic stimulus. Most knob shapes did not solely relate to one particular 

haptic stimulus, often participants envisioned a different functionality or context for the same knob with 

another stimulus. A high detent amplitude was for instance expected to be used for situations in which 

accidental operation needs to be avoided. Additionally, the relationship between stimuli with a few possible 

states and knobs without indicator (circular, serrated, tap) might depend more heavily on the context of 

use. These knob shapes related poorly to those stimuli, because the relative position of the knob is not 

communicated through their shapes. Although, when the knob is used in a particular context, the relative 

position could be communicated outside the knob itself. This might enhance the relationship with those 

stimuli, especially for the tap knob, which is associated well with stimuli with a large detent spacing.

The selection of the most appropriate haptic stimulus for different knob shapes was based on 

associations people had with the shape, either influenced by their experience or the characteristics of the 

shape of the knob. Therefore, cues about the characteristics of the stimulus presented on the knob could 

be conveyed through its shape. The haptic stimulus itself provides more detailed information about the 

variable that is being controlled. When the haptic feedback does not meet the expectations associated 

with the shape, the knob can feel ‘weird’ or ‘broken.’ From all knobs, only the pointer knob seems to 

relate equally well to all stimuli and could therefore be used to control continuous, discrete, and limited 

range variables. Which makes it possible to alter its perceived functionality simply by changing its haptic 

feedback. However, the shape was never selected as the most favourable knob shape for constant and 

stepped stimuli.
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DynaKnob

A Dynamic Rotary Knob that can Morph into Four Distinct Shapes whilst 

Providing Dynamic Force Feedback

The previous study results suggest that it is not possible to design a universal knob with one 

shape that would suit all purposes and feedback patterns, since different knob shapes seem to match 

to different types of haptic stimuli, and the combination of shape and haptic stimuli seems to affect 

the perceived functionality. Therefore, a dynamic control knob was designed that has the ability to 

change its shape and haptic feedback corresponding to its functionality.

For this purpose, DynaKnob was built, an all-in-one knob that can morph between four distinct 

shapes, whilst providing force feedback. From the six evaluated knob shapes, four were chosen to cover 

all possible data types (see Figure 5.5). The shapes that had a natural and direct relation with a variety of 

functionalities were included. The circular knob was selected due to high ratings for continuous variables 

and the tap knob because of high ratings for discrete variables. We selected the pointer knob, instead of 

the ridged knob for control of limited range variables. Because the pointer knob is more widely applicable 

than the ridged knob. Additionally, a simplified version of the serrated knob with six small indentations was 

added, because of high ratings on stimuli with frequent detents (12 or more per revolution) in contrast to 

the other knob shapes. The serrated and tap knob relate well to haptic detents. The correlation between 

the characteristics of the grooves and haptic detents could therefore provide feedback about the range 

of the discrete variable controlled by the knob. The shuttle knob was excluded from the design, since the 

knob shape was solely associated with continuous variables on a large to infinite range.

There exist a few examples in literature of design and evaluations of shape changing controls. The 

results of a study with a shape changing button (Tiab and Hornbæk, 2016), suggests that it is difficult to 

communicate affordance and state through movement, due to the complexity in interpretation. Other 

examples have shown ways in which the shape of physical controls (Kim et al., 2018; Michelitsch et al., 2004; 

Suh et al., 2017) can be adapted to alter the functionality, whilst providing haptic feedback (Michelitsch et 

al., 2004), and how tagged objects (physical tokens) in combination with force feedback can be used to 

merge discrete and continuous control for multimodal tasks (MacLean et al., 2000). In a different context, 

the Ripple thermostat (van Oosterhout et al., 2018a) uses shape 

change and force feedback to communicate affect. 

The design of DynaKnob was inspired by work on 

mechanical metamaterials and kirigami techniques. Mechanical 

metamaterials consist of individual building blocks or cells. Their 

properties arise from their geometrical structures rather than 

composition. Advances in additive manufacturing have led to 

new possibilities with the design of metamaterials that exhibit 

functionalities, such as deformation in response to mechanical 

forces and reprogrammable stiffness or dissipation. Recent work 

on the design of shape-morphing mechanical metamaterials  

(Coulais et al., 2016; Ion et al., 2018; Rafsanjani et al., 2015) have 

inspired the design of DynaKnob, for which a 3D printed cell 

structure was developed. The origami inspired technique 

kirigami has also been explored for the design for multi-

shape metamaterials (Bertoldi et al., 2017). Origami-inspired 

metamaterials are created by folding along predefined creases, 

whereas the kirigami technique uses cuts instead of folds to 

achieve large deformations or create 3D objects from a flat 

sheet. Many studies explored the geometry of the origami-based 

Miura-folded patterns. The technique can be used to create 

bidirectional flat-foldable cellular 3-dimensional structures 

(Dudte et al., 2016; Tachi and Miura, 2012; Yasuda and Yang, 2015), 

varying the unit cell geometry in each layer enables the design of 

mechanical metamaterials (Schenk and Guest, 2013).

Design and Implementation of DynaKnob
DynaKnob has a diameter of 62mm and can morph between 

four different shapes. The geometric structure consists of two 

types of cells, each with a different functionality. All cells were 

arranged along the circumference of the knob.

The first cell type was designed to morph into a triangular 

protrusion, to transform the circular knob into a pointer knob. 

Figure 5.5. DynaKnob in  four different states. 

Top to bottom: circular, serrated, pointer, and tap shape.
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The pointer cell can be folded inside the knob with a printed mechanism based on hinges created with 

alternating thickness of the material. This causes the material to bend at the desired points when a force is 

applied. These type of mechanisms made out of flexible materials will always have the tendency to return 

to their initial state unless they are buckled or snapped into position. The pointer was printed in unfolded 

state and would return to its initial position when released.

The second cell type was repeated six times around the circumference of the knob. It can deform into a 

small indentation when it is slightly pulled inwards to change from a circular to serrated knob shape. Pulling 

the cells further inwards resulted in the larger indentations for the tap knob shape. The cell structure was 

designed to make the knob spring back to its original state when there was no force applied (see Figure 5.6).

The entire knob consists of three different materials. PETG filament was used to create a strong base 

for the design to provide a firm grip. The shape changing cells of the knob were created with flexible 

filament, with a shore hardness of 85A. A smooth and flexible cover for the knob was printed with flexible 

filament with a shore hardness of 60A. Four arrow buttons and one selector button were positioned on 

top of the knob at the centre to extend its functionality. The buttons were printed with flexible conductive 

filament (EPTU).

Actuation
A vertical motion supported the transition between the tap, serrated, circular, and pointer shape. The 

shape transformation was actuated by a central component that moved in a vertical direction for a 

distance of 20 mm along the central axis of the knob. The movement was controlled by two BLDC motors, 

using a construction with two trapezoidal rods and nuts. The pointer cell was pushed outward with an 

arm (Figure 5.6, bottom left) when moving up. Moving down pulled the pointer back inward. The serrated 

and tap cells were being pulled in with a wire when the component moved down. The structure of the 

cells enabled them to return to their original shape when the component returns to its original position. 

The elements attached to the centre component prevented the cells from being pushed further inward 

during the interaction (Figure 5.6, bottom right).

Force Feedback - DynaKnob uses a GM6008H BLDC motor to provide a variety of haptic effects 

including detents, friction, hard stop, and spring effects. The stimuli were designed to guide the 

interaction by limiting the degrees of freedom to a number of discrete steps. Constant friction supports 

the adjustment of continuous variables.

Shape Change - The changes between different knob shapes are supported by a 3D printed structure 

consisting of flexible and rigid materials. Two additional GM4008H BLDC motors actuated the transitions 

between the different knob shapes, using trapezoidal rods and nuts.

Figure 5.6. DynaKnob design and actuation. Top: topview (left) and bottomview (right). 

Middle: design of the pointer cell (left), design of tap - serrated - circular cells (right). 

Bottom: cross section of DynaKnob, actuation pointer cell (left), actuation tap - serrated - 

circular cells (right).
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Potential Applications  
A physical knob that can change shape opens up opportunities for new user interface controls that can 

accommodate a variety of functionalities. For example, in-car systems, smart home applications, and also 

drawing, photo and video editing.

The use of a dynamic knob could be particularly interesting for interactions that require users to rely 

more on their tactile sense, e.g. in virtual reality or eyes-free interaction. As the use of force feedback 

and shape both provide tactile information that could reduce the workload, while force feedback could 

also enhance accuracy. The motion of actuated changes in shape and rotation could be designed to invite 

people to engage in interaction with the knob, e.g. the faster the movement, the more urgent the task. 

Additionally, shape transformations could provide sequential affordances (Gaver, 1991) when the user 

interacts with the knob. 

Shape change could also be used as input modality. Giving users the possibility to transform the 

shape would enable them to shift quickly between different functionalities. In order to use shape change 

as input modality, additional sensors need to be added and intuitive interactions need to be explored that 

are easy to perform and do not interfere with the normal usage of the rotary knob.

Lastly, elderly or people with physical impairments who have less strength in their hands might 

benefit from a shape changing knob that can provide better grip in situations where the force feedback 

is stronger.

In the next section, an example is presented in which DynaKnob is integrated as an indirect input 

device for a GUI. The feedback provided by DynaKnob in terms of shape and force feedback are evaluated 

in relation to the functionalities. Followed by a performance study of that examines the two modalities in 

terms of speed and accuracy.

Reshaping Interaction 
with Rotary Knobs
Combining Form, Feel and Function

In this section, two multimodal studies are discussed that were conducted to investigate whether 

the shape change and/or force feedback features of DynaKnob affect the usability, user experience and 

performance. First, the main findings of our first study that explores the use of DynaKnob as an input 

device for a GUI are presented. Followed by a performance study in which the duration and accuracy of the 

interaction with DynaKnob were examined for visual and non-visual interaction. In addition, we analyse 

how different combinations of knob shape and haptic stimulus influence the way users physically interact 

with the knob. The section concludes with six implications for design of dynamic input devices that utilize 

force feedback and/or shape change. First, an overview is presented of relevant literature.

Dynamic Input Controls

The force feedback provided by physical controls can be dynamically controlled to alter physical 

constraints and provide guidance during interaction. Prior work has shown that force feedback can assist 

users e.g. in steering and targeting tasks (Dennerlein et al., 2000) and control tasks (Bianchi et al., 2010; 

Lischke et al., 2017). Additionally, force feedback systems can accommodate a variety of functionalities. E.g. 

the force feedback dial by Kim et al. (Laehyun Kim et al., 2010) replaces the complex layout of buttons on 

a remote control, while MacLean et al. (MacLean et al., 2000) combined haptic cues with tagged handles 

for media control, where the tagged handles are discrete selectors for different functionalities. Building 

on this work, DynaKnob utilizes its physical shape and force feedback to support various functionalities.

In the realm of shape changing controls, Tiab and Hornbæk (Tiab and Hornbæk, 2016) have explored 

different behaviours of a shape changing toggle switch to communicate affordance, system state, and 

feedback. Their results suggest that designing for affordance through movement and shape change is 

challenging, due to a lack of design principles to communicate affordances of shape changing interfaces.  

ExpanDial (Kim et al., 2019), KnobSlider (Kim et al., 2018) and Button+ (Suh et al., 2017) use their shape 

for adaptive physical affordances that depend on the context of use. Similarly, the shape of the haptic 

chameleon (Michelitsch et al., 2004) serves as input, while the capabilities of the knob are communicated 

through force feedback. Another example is Ripple (van Oosterhout et al., 2018a), which combines force 
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feedback and shape change to convey affective meaning in a user-system dialogue. Ripple changes its 

size to alter its physical affordance, making it easier or more difficult to rotate.

Instead of extending tangible controls with dynamic properties, researchers have also been exploring 

ways to add physicality to already highly dynamic touchscreens. Since touchscreens lack the physical 

affordances that are inherently present in tangible interfaces, interaction is typically less accurate and 

requires more visual attention (Jansen et al., 2012; Voelker et al., 2015). Several studies have managed to 

enhance touchscreen-based interaction by adding tangible elements. A few examples are pneumatic 

deformable buttons (Harrison and Hudson, 2009), Spinner (Kobayashi and Akamatsu, 2005), CapWidgets 

(Kratz et al., 2011), Slap Widgets (Weiss et al., 2009), and GazeForm (Pauchet et al., 2018). 

Evaluating Rotary Controllers as Input Devices

The literature provides various examples of studies with rotary controllers as indirect input devices, in 

contrast to direct input devices like touchscreens. Interaction with physical knobs appears to be more 

accurate in contrast to virtual knobs, and tangible knobs retain their performance when the knob itself 

is not in the locus of attention (Voelker et al., 2015). A reduced task completion time and error rate for 

rotary controllers with haptic textures was found by Grane and Bengtsson (Grane and Bengtsson, 2012) 

when navigating a menu, however when visual feedback was included, task completion time increased. 

The use of a physical knob as an indirect input device often comes at the cost of a higher learning 

curve compared to direct input devices like touchscreens, due to the translations between inputs and 

outputs that have to be learned (Rogers et al., 2005). This highlights the importance of an optimal mapping 

between the input device and the structure and layout of the GUI (Harvey et al., 2011). In the study 

presented here, the design of all GUI elements was optimized for rotary knobs. 

Several studies explored the way users grasp tangible objects. TouchTokens (Morales González et 

al., 2016) is a project that explored the use of different physical tokens to constrain the user’s grasp and 

thereby the spatial configuration of fingers on a touch sensitive surface. Their results show that users 

have a consistent grasp, but this grasp is user dependent. Kim et al. explored how people grasp dials that 

differ in diameter and height (Kim et al., 2019). Building on these examples, this work explores how the 

shape of a knob and haptic stimulus can influence the way participants grasp a knob.

Materials
A GUI was developed to evaluate DynaKnob as an indirect input device. The GUI (Figure 5.7) was designed 

with several primary functions that are commonly implemented in multimedia devices, car interfaces 

and/or could be used for smart home control. The mapping between the rotary input and elements of the 

GUI was carefully designed to support seamless interaction between the control knob and the interface. 

Navigating the GUI involved two types of actions: 1) Turning DynaKnob to move through a set of items, 

select an item, or select a variable on a scale. 2) Pressing a selector button to engage with highlighted 

items. The four additional buttons were used two navigate between different elements of the GUI.

A few examples are provided here to give an impression of the implementation of haptics and shape 

in relation to the functionality of the GUI (Figure 5.7). For more details, we would like to refer to the video 

(van Oosterhout and Hoggan, 2020) and Appendix H. The combinations of knob shape and haptic stimuli 

were selected based on the functionality of the interface following insights derived from prior work (van 

Oosterhout et al., 2019). 

Selection of list items – For selection of a value on discrete scale with large range, the serrated knob 

was used in combination with detents. The detent-spacing is correlated to the number of list items.

Discrete selection limited range – The pointer knob was compared to the tab knob, both in 

combination with detents for discrete selection. The range of the rotation was restricted with hard stop 

effects at both ends.

Level adjustment – The use of an indicator was explored by combining the circular and pointer knob 

both with constant friction for level adjustment. Hard stop effects were used corresponding to the range 

presented on the screen.

Text entry - The pointer knob shape was used in combination with haptic detents corresponding to 

the number of items along the circumference of the graphical dial.

Dial phone number – This functionality was supported with the circular knob in combination with a 

spring effect with detents, to resemble the interaction with old-fashioned phones.

Time Adjustment – Hours were adjusted with the tap knob in combination with 24 detents per 

revolution, while minutes were controlled with a serrated knob with 30 detents.

Figure 5.7. A few examples of relationship between haptics, knob shape, and the 

functionality of the GUI (see Appendix H for a complete overview).
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Study 1 - GUI
An evaluation of DynaKnob as indirect input device for a GUI.

Participants

Twenty people took part in the study (6 female), aged between 23 and 63 (M = 30.8, SD = 11.46). Participants 

rated their experience with haptic and shape changing interfaces on a 3-point scale: No experience (9 

participants), average (9 participants), and experienced (2 participants). Eighteen participants were right-

handed; they were instructed to use their preferred hand during the study.

Study Design 

The first study aimed to explore whether the shape change and force feedback features of DynaKnob can 

provide additional feedback about the functionality of the system and thereby enhance the usability and 

user experience. Four conditions were evaluated to explore the effect of knob shape and haptic stimulus 

on the usability and user experience, these conditions were:

1. No feedback (baseline condition: circular knob shape without force feedback) 

2. Force feedback (combined with baseline condition for knob shape: circular)

3. Shape change (combined with baseline condition for force feedback: no feedback)

4. Force feedback and shape change

Figure 5.8. 

Setup study 1, 

with DynaKnob 

positioned in 

front of the 

monitor at 

a 53-degree 

angle. and the 

GUI and tasks 

displayed on the 

screen.

Procedure

The participants were seated behind a desk. DynaKnob was positioned in front of the participant in a box 

that was tilted at a 53° angle to make it easier for participants to divide their attention between the GUI 

and the knob (see Figure 5.8). The application window of the GUI was displayed on a 27-inch monitor, 

positioned behind the knob. The tasks were presented in a separate window, next to the window of the 

GUI as shown on the monitor in Figure 5.8. 

For each condition, participants had to perform a set of seven tasks that consisted of multiple steps 

with the GUI, using DynaKnob as an indirect input device. Before onset of the experiment, participants 

performed a trial run to explore the GUI and different tasks. The four evaluated conditions were 

counterbalanced and the tasks for each condition were presented in random order. After all tasks of a 

condition were completed, participants rated their agreement with 10 statements related to the usability 

of a system (SUS (Brooke, 1996)) on a 5-point Likert-scale for the three types of operations: discrete 

selection, text entry, and level adjustment. Additionally, the user experience was subjectively evaluated 

using the pragmatic and hedonic quality scales of the AttrakDiff questionnaire (Hassenzahl et al., 2003) 

measured on a 7-point Likert-scale. The study concluded with a short semi-structured interview about 

the participant’s experience with force feedback and shape change in relation to its functionality.

Selection of Tasks

Seven tasks were selected that covered each of the five main categories of the GUI: calendar, music, 

phone, navigation and settings. Each task consisted of several steps. The steps involved different types of 

operation like discrete selection, text entry, and level adjustment. 

• Go to calendar, create a new event on December 16 from 9.45 - 10.15 with the title “Doctor”.

• Go to navigation, search address “Kirkevej 8”

• Go to music, search “Everlong - Foo Fighters”, and select the song. 

• Go to phone, select the phone dial, and dial number “69 00 44 68”.

• Go to phone, select “Julia Confer” from the list and call.

• Go to settings, select “Atmosphere lamp”, change the color to light green and set the 

brightness to 75%.

• Go to settings, select “Seat adjustment”, change the angle of the seat to 45 degrees and  

move the seat forward.

Results and Discussion

The usability of the knob was evaluated for four different conditions: no feedback, haptic feedback, shape 

change, and haptic feedback and shape change. The results of a Friedman test revealed no significant 

differences between the SUS scores of the evaluated conditions (χ2(3) = 4.73, p = .19, see Figure 5.10). 

Similarly, the result of the pragmatic qualities of the AttrakDiff questionnaire was non-significant (χ2(3) 

= 5.80, p = .12). The different conditions had a significant main effect on the hedonic scale (HQ-S) of 
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the AttrakDiff questionnaire (χ2(3) = 40.05, p < .001, see Figure 5.9). On the hedonic scale, the condition 

force feedback and shape change (M = 5.4, SD = .76) received the highest rating of all conditions. This 

indicates that the condition force feedback and shape change was experienced as most novel, creative, 

and innovative. It provided guidance and constraints during the interaction, supporting participants in 

selection tasks. Ten participants indicated that force feedback made the interaction “more intuitive,” 

“easier to control” or “informative.” Interaction with the shape-changing knob was also described as 

engaging and playful by nine participants. However, changes in shape were also considered distracting 

by three participants and slowed down the interaction, mainly when the pointer knob rotated to align 

with the visual representation. 

Having conducted interviews with the participants after the study, we believe that some of the 

results of the study are due to the sensory dominance of visual feedback. Previous work has shown that 

vision often dominates perception, for example when determining the position, shape, or size of objects 

(Heller, 2013). In this case, the visual feedback from the GUI dominated the interaction, in comparison 

to the shape change and force feedback from the knob. The majority of the participants (16 out of 20) 

stated that the GUI provided adequate visual feedback about the active functionality of the knob, so it 

was not necessary to focus extra attention or additional senses on the feedback coming from the knob 

itself. We could, however, argue that the use of an indicator on the knob - when combined with haptic 

stimuli that limit the degrees of freedom to a few states - becomes obsolete when the range of the haptic 

stimulus and relative position of the knob is communicated visually elsewhere. Which is in contrast to 

prior findings regarding the relationship between knob shape and haptic stimulus without context (van 

Oosterhout et al., 2019).  

Results from literature are also mixed. Some show that shapes and movements of shape-changing 

interfaces can be very intuitive and self-explanatory, like the pedestrian navigation system that uses its 

shape to indicate the direction, which appeared to be a more intuitive solution compared to vibrotactile 

feedback (Spiers and Dollar, 2016a, 2016b). Others have demonstrated that shape change can also be 

ambiguous and difficult to interpret, as shown by the example of the toggle switch (Tiab and Hornbæk, 

2016). In our case, the knob’s shape was often not self-explanatory, in contrast to the intuitive relationship 

that exists between haptics and functionality. The pointer knob shape was easy to interpret, since it uses 

a conventional metaphor (pointer) and related directly to the feedback on the screen. This relationship 

was less straightforward for other knob shapes like the tap and serrated knob. Only three participants 

related the changes between serrated and tap knob shape to the “granularity” of the controlled variable.  
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Study 2 - Performance of DynaKnob
The results of the first study suggest that different shapes may be more suitable for contexts in which 

the visual workload needs to be minimized or when visual feedback is completely absent. Therefore, 

the following study was conducted to investigate the effect of knob shape and force feedback on the 

performance with DynaKnob during visual and non-visual interaction. For each trial, the task completion 

time was measured as well as the accuracy with which the task was performed. These measures were 

evaluated in a within-subject design study to explore the effect of four factors:

1. Knob shape: circular (base-condition), serrated, tap, and pointer.

2. Force feedback: no feedback (base-condition), friction, 15-degree detents, and 45-degree 

detents. Both stimuli with detents were presented twice, with low and high force intensity.

3. Angle: participants had to rotate towards different targets at 45-degree, 135-degree and 

315-degree. All rotations were performed clockwise and started at 12 o’clock position.

4. All conditions were evaluated for visual and non-visual interaction.

Participants - Sixteen people took part in the study (2 female), aged between 25 and 60 (M = 32.1, 

SD = 11.34). The participants were recruited through social networks and the university. All participants 

signed an informed consent at the onset of the experiment. Fourteen participants were right-handed; 

they were instructed to use their dominant hand during the study. Participation was voluntary and no 

compensation was given for taking part in the study.

Setup - The participants sat on a chair behind a desk. DynaKnob was positioned on the desk in front 

of the participant. The interaction with the knob was recorded with a GoPro. DynaKnob was used in 

combination with a simple GUI that showed the rotation angle participants had to perform (Figure 5.11). 

For conditions with visual feedback, a blue path was shown on the screen tracking the movement of the 

knob during interaction as opposed to non-visual interaction where no visual feedback about the position 

of the knob was provided on the screen. For non-visual conditions, the knob was also placed out of the 

user’s sight using a small curtain (Figure 5.11, bottom).

Procedure - First, participants were introduced to the knob shapes, haptic stimuli, and the different 

rotations they had to perform. When the study began, participants were asked to rotate the knob as 

fast and accurately as possible towards the target position shown on the screen. When the task was 

completed, the knob would rotate back to its initial position at 12 o’clock. The factors knob shape, force 

feedback, and angle were randomized. Conditions with the same angle were never presented after 

Figure 5.11. Setup performance study for visual (top) with feedback on the 

screen and non-visual (bottom) interaction without feedback on the screen, and 

with curtain in front of DynaKnob. 
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Figure 5.12. 

Accuracy measured in degrees from target for non-visual conditions. The baseline condition, 

circular knob without haptic feedback, is displayed in white. The results significantly different 

from the baseline condition are visualized in red.
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Figure 5.13. 

Accuracy measured in degrees from target for visual conditions. The baseline condition, circular 

knob without haptic feedback, is displayed in gray.

one another to minimize cross-trial transfers. All conditions were repeated twice, resulting in a set of 

144 trials. This set of 144 trials was again evaluated twice, once with and once without visual feedback, 

resulting in 288 trials in total. These conditions were counterbalanced. On average, the study took c. 35 

minutes per participant.

Expectations - This study explores the effect of knob shape and haptic stimuli on the accuracy 

and duration of the interaction for visual and non-visual conditions. Stimuli with detents are expected 

to improve the accuracy for non-visual conditions, since they limit the range of the rotation. The 

pointer shape was also expected to lead to more accurate results for non-visual conditions, as it enables 

participants to keep track of the position of the knob. Lastly, stimuli with higher force intensities are 

expected to have a negative effect on the rotation speed compared to stimuli with low force intensities.

Results

A total of 288 trials were recorded per participant. For each trial, the accuracy and duration of the 

interaction with DynaKnob were recorded. The most important findings are reported here.

Accuracy - The accuracy was measured in a number of degrees from the target. The data was 

analysed using a GLMM with gamma regression link, since the data violated the assumption of normality. 

A model was fit with fixed effects for (non-)visual condition, shape, haptic stimulus, (non-)visual 

condition*shape, and (non-)visual condition*haptic stimulus. With a random effect (intercept) to account 

for the differences between participants. Significant interaction effects were found for both knob shape 

and haptic stimulus when combined with the (non-)visual condition (Figure 5.12). The results suggest that 

the pointer knob shape increased the likelihood of more accurate interactions for non-visual conditions 

(β = .32, t = 3.16, p < 0.05) compared to the baseline condition (the circular knob shape). No significant 

differences were found between the baseline conditions and the other knob shapes. In case of visual 

conditions, the accuracy of the interaction was not affected by the knob’s shape (Figure 5.13). Haptic 

stimuli did have an effect on the interaction for the non-visual condition (Figure 5.12, left). Estimates of 

the model indicate that for non-visual conditions, haptic stimuli with large detent spacing and/or high 

force intensities increased the likelihood of more accurate interaction when compared to no feedback: 

15-degree and high force (β = .87, t = 7.19, p < 0.01), 45-degree and low force (β = .68, t = 5.65, p < 0.01), 

45-degree and high force (β = 1.49, t = 12.32, p < 0.01). 

When looking at the combination of the two factors, haptics and shape, the combination of pointer 

knob shape and stimuli with large detent spacing with high force intensity yields the best results (M = 

15.3, SD = 23.1). Significantly more accurate than the baseline condition of a circular knob shape without 

feedback (M = 30.9, SD = 23.2, Z = -5.49, p < .001, see Figure 5.17). These results confirm our assumption 

that the pointer knob shape and haptic detents have a positive effect on the accuracy of the interaction 

for non-visual conditions.
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Duration - An additional model was built to analyse the effect of knob shape and haptic stimuli on the 

task completion time. In this model, the angle was included as a predictor variable since the duration of the 

interaction was correlated with the rotation that needed to be performed. The model explored the influence 

of the fixed effects: (non-)visual condition, haptic stimulus, and angle. These variables were all added as 

main factor and as two-way interaction effects. Combined with a random effect (intercept) to account for 

differences between angles that induce correlations among durations for different angles per participant. 

The non-significant factor knob shape was removed from the model to improve its fit to the data. Results 

showed that the haptic stimuli had a significant effect on the duration for larger rotations (Figure 5.16). For 

non-visual conditions, 315-degree angles were performed significantly slower compared to no-feedback 

conditions when combined with stimuli with detents and a large detent spacing or high force intensities 

(15-degree high force: β = .15, t = 3.17, p < 0.05; 45-degree low force: β = .18, t = 3.96, p < 0.01; 45-degree high 

force: β = .34, t = 7.43, p < 0.01). For visual conditions (Figure 5.15), only stimuli with 45-degree detents and 

high force were significantly slower compared to no-feedback conditions (β = .14, t = 3.08, p < 0.05).

Video Analysis - The interactions with DynaKnob were recorded to analyse the effect of the different 

test conditions on the interaction techniques applied by participants. The video data was transcribed for 

analysis. Based on the data we identified four main grasping techniques that were commonly used. One 

interaction could consist of multiple grasping techniques (Figure 5.14).  

1. Pinch grasp (2 or 3 fingers grasped from the side)

2. Radial grasp (4 or 5 fingers grasped from above)

3. Usage of the pointer 

4. Rotate the knob with one finger on the side

Some of the physical characteristics of the knob shapes elicited particular interaction techniques. 

Several techniques were observed, we focus on the most common ones. The triangular protrusion of the 

pointer knob shape was not only used to verify the position of the knob, it was also used as a handle for 

both visual (14% of the interactions with pointer knob shape) and non-visual (34%) conditions. Several 

participants explored similar interaction techniques with other knob shapes, placing a finger in one of the 

grooves of the tap shape (18% of all interactions with tap knob shape) or simply on the side of the circular 

and serrated knob shape to rotate the knob (15% of all interactions with the serrated knob shape, and 13% 

#1 #2 #3 #4

Figure 5.14.
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Figure 5.15. Duration for 45º, 135º, and 315º angles measured in seconds for visual conditions. The 

baseline condition is displayed in gray. The significantly results are visualized in red.

Figure 5.16. Duration for 45º, 135º, and 315º angles measured in seconds for non-visual conditions. The 

baseline condition is displayed in white. The significantly results are visualized in red.
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of all interactions with the circular knob shape). By keeping one finger on a fixed location, participants 

were able to track the position of the knob, while performing the rotation in one fluent motion.

Interaction Phases - Interactions with DynaKnob often consisted of different phases. They were 

frequently initiated by a larger ballistic movement followed by a corrective movement. This is in line 

with the results of the analysis of a knob-turning task that showed a decay in velocity when approaching 

the target (Novak et al., 2000). A similar pattern can also be observed in interactions with other input 

devices (Aranovskiy et al., 2016). Larger ballistic movements were often associated with a radial grasp, 

while the corrective movements were mostly performed with a pinch grasp (Figure 5.14). The latter was 

also commonly used to perform a series of small consecutive rotations without changing the position 

of the hand. 

Corrective movements were performed differently for visual and non-visual conditions. For visual 

conditions, corrective movements were slow and precise. While for non-visual conditions corrective 

movements were either absent or consisted of larger rotations back and forwards, used to ‘guess’ the 

correct position of the knob. For non-visual conditions, these corrective movements were sometimes 

affected by the pointer shape. The position of the knob could be derived from the triangular protrusion, 

enabling more precise corrective movements like the ones observed in visual conditions. However, the 

participants only noticed the triangular protrusion during 44% of the interactions with pointer knob 

shape during non-visual conditions.

Discussion

The results of the performance study indicate that the combination of shape and force feedback for non-

visual interaction has the capability to improve performance compared to interactions with a static knob 

(Figure 5.17). This is especially the case with the pointer knob shape. Where the triangular protrusion can 

be used to keep track of the position of the knob. In terms of the force feedback, increasing the detent 

spacing and amplitude of stepped stimuli has a positive effect on the accuracy of the interaction.

10º

20º

30º

40º no feedback

pointer knob

45º detents

pointer knob with

45º detents

Figure 5.17. 

Comparison of accuracy 

between the baseline 

condition, pointer shape, 

and stimuli with 45º detents, 

and a combination of pointer 

shape and 45º detents. 

The knob shapes did invite for various interaction techniques. For example, the tap knob shape 

suggested the use of the radial grasp, which enables larger ballistic movements. In addition, more force 

can be exerted using the radial grasp, supporting haptic stimuli with higher force intensities. On the other 

hand, more precise and corrective movements were performed with the pinch grasp, through which less 

force can be exerted. These findings imply that the combination of knob shape and haptic stimulus can 

be used to facilitate an optimal grasp and thereby enable faster or more precise control depending on the 

action that needs to be performed with the knob. The knob shapes used in this study did not constrain 

the user’s grasp. However, different grasp techniques could be enforced through the design of the shape, 

like with TouchTokens (Morales González et al., 2016).

Even though shape change appears to be redundant when visual feedback is provided elsewhere, 

a tangible position indicator has proven to be useful in contexts that demand minimal visual workload, 

especially when it can be detected without requiring active exploration. However, the use of a tangible 

position indicator only makes sense when its orientation corresponds to the output presented elsewhere. 

In other situations, a knob without position indicator would be desirable. Therefore, being able to alter 

between a knob with and without position indicator allows for dynamic mapping or orientation detection 

when needed. 

Conclusion

The work presented here explored if the feedback provided by DynaKnob through force feedback and 

shape change has an effect on the user experience, usability and performance of the interaction. Overall, 

our first study with the GUI showed that the combination of force feedback and different shapes scored 

significantly higher on the hedonic scale than each modality alone, and in the baseline condition. However, 

there were no significant differences in terms of usability. The shape feedback was not necessary in the 

evaluated condition, since the GUI provided clear visual feedback that allowed participants to anticipate 

the result of their actions with DynaKnob. Subsequently, the effect of different shapes and force feedback 

on the performance with DynaKnob was investigated for visual and non-visual conditions. In addition, the 

interaction techniques applied by participants when using DynaKnob were analysed. The results showed 

that both shape and force feedback, in combination and individually, have the potential to improve the 

interaction when no visual feedback is provided. Furthermore, the feedback also appears to influence 

users’ grasps and interaction techniques in general. 

However, more studies are needed that evaluate shape changing controls to better understand the 

value of dynamic controls. Future work should evaluate the use of shape change in a different context 

where no visual feedback about the functionality of the knob is available, or when users have to perform 

a secondary task while interacting with a dynamic control knob e.g. when driving. Lastly, the use of shape 

change as an input modality for dynamic controls was outside the scope of this work and could also be 

explored in future studies.
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SUMMARY

This chapter presented a study to explore the relationship between different knob shapes and haptic 

stimuli. The insights from the analysis suggest that smooth knobs (circular and shuttle) relate well to 

continuous stimuli with little friction and can be used for control of variables on a continuous scale, while 

knobs with grooves provide better grip and are more suitable for higher levels of friction. Additionally, 

the number and size of the grooves seem to correlate with the amplitude and spacing of the haptic 

steps and are more appropriate for control of variables on a discrete scale. Lastly, pointing knobs were 

best associated with haptic feedback stimuli with a large detent spacing, and were the only knobs that 

performed well as a switch with a few states.

The insights from this work inspired the design of DynaKnob, a rotary knob that can morph into four 

distinct shapes whilst providing dynamic force feedback. The knob was used for evaluation as an indirect 

input device for a graphical user interface. The following implications were derived from two user studies.

Design Guidelines
We have formulated six design implications that should be taken into account when 

designing dynamic input devices.

Shape Change and Visual Feedback - The results of the first evaluation imply that 

the use of shape change to convey information about the functionality of physical 

controls is redundant when adequate visual feedback is available. However, the 

results of the second study show that shape change could improve the performance 

when there is no adequate visual feedback or visual workload needs to be minimized.  

Avoid the Need for Exploratory Procedures – In the second study, participants 

often did not detect the triangular protrusion of the pointer knob shape during non-

visual interaction. Therefore, non-visual interaction should not require (extensive) 

exploratory procedures (Lederman and Klatzky, 1990) to detect the changes between 

different shapes. 

Balancing Perception and Distraction when Reducing Visual Workload - On the 

one hand, shape change should be perceivable without the need for exploratory 

procedures. On the other hand, shape change should be subtle enough to avoid 

distraction from the main (visual) task, since unexpected or loud changes in shape 

can distract people.

Position Indicator - A tangible position indicator can be used to improve the 

accuracy of non-visual interactions. Alternating between a knob with and without 

indicator has advantages. The position of the indicator needs to be directly mapped 

to the output presented elsewhere. More variation is possible with knobs that do not 

have an indicator, allowing for more precise or faster input.

Haptic Stimuli and Performance for Non-visual Interactions - The evaluation of 

the performance indicated that constant stimuli seem better suited to fast rotations 

that do not require high accuracy, while stimuli with detents with higher force 

intensities are more appropriate for slow and precise rotations for interactions 

without visual feedback.

Combination of Knob Shape and Haptic Stimulus - For optimal performance in 

terms of accuracy for non-visual interaction, a tangible indicator combined with 

stepped stimuli with a large detent spacing yields the best results (Figure 5.17). 
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6 This thesis has laid out a design perspective on force feedback. Starting from 

the haptic design process to gain insights into the requirements of haptic tools 

to support the design process and make force feedback more accessible as a 

design material for the development of user interfaces. This design perspective 

on tools and support for the haptic interaction design process was accompanied, 

but also driven by a design perspective on the compelling interplay between 

force feedback and shape change. This thesis only explored this interplay on a 

fundamental level by analysing how the diversity in deformable characteristics of 

shape changing interfaces relates to physical object handling as well as exploring 

how force feedback can be designed in conjunction with shape change. This 

chapter discusses the findings in a larger picture and addresses potential 

directions for force feedback design that can be explored in future work. For 

this purpose, I will proceed from the perspective discussed in the introduction 

of this thesis, namely the perspective of Things and Beings that can coexist or 

be combined with conventional interfaces or ‘faceless’ interfaces controlled by 

voice- or gesture-based input (Janlert and Stolterman, 2017). First, I would like 

to point out that interactions are often inherently multimodal, force feedback and 

shape change are only one element of the equation. Everything needs to work 

together, meaning that interaction modalities and affordances of systems can 

change depending a variety of environmental, social, and contextual factors. 

Here, I will only focus on the value that force feedback and shape change can 

add to interfaces that are becoming more organic and dynamic as technology 

gets more interwoven into the fabric of everyday life.
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Opportunities for 
Force Feedback in Future Interfaces

There are several reasons why I would like to stick with the labels of Things and Beings (Janlert and 

Stolterman, 2017). Most importantly, because the use of words like interfaces, systems, computers, devices, 

Artificial Intelligence or the like can introduce strong associations with particular devices and interaction 

techniques. Talking about Things and Beings, however, leaves more room for imagination about the 

way interactions between Things or Beings and users can be shaped, and how their relations can evolve 

over time. It accentuates different qualities of Things and Beings like embodiment, expressiveness, and 

agency. In the following, I will discuss the value of force feedback for interactions with Things, followed 

by a discussion of its value in the context of Beings.

Force Feedback in Interaction with Things - When our environment gets more saturated with 

technology, traditional objects can become interfaces that can be handled in a similar manner as traditional 

objects (Janlert and Stolterman, 2017). This trend is visible in research fields like tangible interaction, 

shape change, and Internet of Things. Considering the developments in material science and biology, this 

trend will likely continue towards objects consisting of materials or modules with sensing and actuation 

capabilities. These sensing capabilities, combined with the diversity in input affordances, will likely 

enable Things to identify users based on object handling. Besides sensing capabilities, Things can be self-

actuated enabling expressions through shape or haptics, and alternations of their appearance to change 

their informative or physical affordances. Force feedback seems a natural approach to interaction with 

Things, considering their physical qualities, and inherent sensing and actuation capabilities. Shape and 

motion can be used to invite for interaction or convey information about the state of the Thing or about 

its behaviour expressed through force feedback. The latter was touched upon in Chapter 5 of this thesis, 

where the relationship between conventional control knobs shapes and haptic stimuli was explored. Of 

course, shape changing interfaces allow for more advanced and interesting dynamics between force 

feedback and shape change beyond interactions with rotary knobs. This might lead to new forms of 

interaction with Things and Beings. 
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Figure 6.1. Ripple Thermostat (van Oosterhout et al., 2018a).

One can look at the interaction between shape change and force feedback in different ways. The two 

modalities can be designed in relation to one another as discussed in Chapter 5, or active force feedback 

can be an inherent quality of shape change when deformation is used as input and output modality, which 

is touched upon in Chapter 4. Developments in material science and technology are needed in order to 

design for force feedback in materials. Currently, materials that can change shape in response to light, 

electricity, temperature or the like either generate too little force or do not have a response time fast 

enough for force feedback applications. Research in material science and human computer interaction 

moves at a different pace. Though material science can be steered when we identify the qualities that 

need to be developed in materials to enable rich and meaningful interactions with the Things in our 

surroundings through force feedback. 

Force Feedback in Interaction with Beings - The major difference between Things and Beings is 

that Beings exhibit higher levels of agency and have the ability to learn and develop over time. Agency is 

an interesting quality in interfaces because it is tightly coupled with intention and control. Traditional 

interfaces were designed to facilitate control. As interfaces start to take on different shapes and different 

roles with more autonomy, force feedback can become an interesting inherent property of interfaces 

that can be designed for communication, collaboration, and negotiation of control. Force feedback 

can be integrated in multiple dimensions in shape changing interfaces. Not in the conventional way of 

talking about multidimensional force feedback, but in a way where, for example, a squeeze interaction 

can be combined with rotation in one single handling thus allowing for more diverse and advanced 

communication based on the haptic sense. In this way, shape change can add a new dimension to force 

feedback, one that is not only visual, but also exhibits the same bidirectional qualities, allowing for more 

diverse interaction combinations and possibilities that exploit the unique qualities of force feedback in 

a meaningful way for communication between the user and system in a fluent dialogue. One example 

of this is Ripple thermostat (van Oosterhout et al., 2018), a project in which I touched upon the complex 

dynamics between these two modalities to mediate interaction with an intelligent thermostat. In this 

example, the interface consisted of a rotary knob (Figure 6.1) the shape of the knob could change its 

size. A larger shape was associated with more dominant behaviour expressed through force feedback 

that could be experienced on rotation, while a collapsed knob shape was associated with submissive 

behaviour expressed through subtle guidance. Both the user and the system could influence the size 

of the knob and thereby control the behaviour of the system. With an approach like this, more intuitive 

and expressive interactions can be designed in a way that allows for mutual exchange of intentions. 

Explorations with these modalities in this combination inspired the direction of my Ph.D. studies. When 

properly designed, this relationship between force feedback and shape change can be used to create 

meaning and value in interaction with Beings, as it provides opportunities to negotiate control, persuade, 

and convey expression or intent, which are important qualities in Beings that exhibit agency. 
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The design perspective on force feedback that was presented here included an 

analysis of the haptic design process, development tools, and guidelines for the 

design and implementation of force feedback in relation to shape change. I hope 

that the work presented in this thesis will fuel the imagination of some, and that the 

design perspective on the haptic design process and tools can inform the design 

and development of more tools and toolkits that enable designers to realize their 

imagination with sufficient freedom and support along the process. This work 

is my contribution to a future where force feedback moves beyond enhancing 

performance and functionalities in applications, towards more meaningful and 

engaging interactions. 
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Conclusions 
and Future Work

As discussed earlier, in the first chapter of this thesis, haptic interaction design still faces many 

challenges and obstacles that need to be addressed to enable further exploration of the haptic design 

space (Schneider et al., 2017). This thesis analysed these challenges and obstacles in the context of force 

feedback design for user interfaces in Chapter 2. These findings were translated into tool requirements, 

which informed the design of a haptic authoring tool, Feelix. Chapter 3 discussed the design and 

implementation of Feelix, followed by an evaluation among researchers and students with different 

backgrounds. The main findings suggest that Feelix supports designers in the iterative design process 

for multimodal and shape changing interfaces. However, in addition to authoring tools, designers require 

support and guidance for hardware and software for integration with external components. From an 

engineering perspective, designers could additionally benefit from support with mechanism design. This 

indicates that an authoring tool alone does not suffice for turning force feedback into a design material 

that is truly accessible for designers. They also need plug and play hardware modules and software 

libraries that are easy to use and provide sufficient freedom for integration with external components. 

Besides force feedback design tools, this thesis explored the intriguing interplay between force feedback 

and shape change. The work in Chapter 4 explores how interaction techniques with shape changing 

interfaces relate to their deformable properties. This was done to establish an interaction repertoire to 

inform future studies in which I intend to explore how force feedback experiences are affected by the 

type of interaction that is performed. In order to develop design guidelines for active force feedback in 

shape changing interfaces. Chapter 5 introduces a set of design guidelines for force feedback in relation to 

shape change, which has been explored in the context of rotary control knobs. To conclude, the previous 

chapter discussed the work presented in this thesis in a larger picture and suggested potential directions 

for force feedback design that can be explored in future work.

In conclusion, haptic interaction design is still in its infancy, especially when it comes to force 

feedback. More developments are needed in haptic interaction design to make force feedback a more 

accessible design material for user interfaces design. But most of all, we need creative and passionate 

designers that can explore the design space of the haptic modality to create value and meaning, but also 

beauty in interaction with future interfaces.
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Interview Protocol
General Template

Design Approach

1. How did you approach the design of haptic force feedback?

2. How was the process different from other design processes?

Challenges and Obstacles

1. What were difficulties?

2. How did you combine the design of haptics with other modalities?

3. How did the implementation of the haptic technology affect the haptic design process?

4. Can you think of ways to simplify the design process, what do you think is missing currently?

5. Did the final result of the designed feedback meet your expectations? 

6. Would you do something different next time?

Additional questions relevant to the participant’s experience

Instructions 
Workshop Exercises

Instructions Exercise 1 Designing haptics

1. Please read and sign the consent form and fill out the pre-questionnaire before reading any other 

material. 

2. Download and install Feelix. Run the installer for Windows or OS. 

3. Read the instructions for the design of haptic effects that are based on position. 

Instructions and documentations: Getting started - Feelix and Design position-based effects, also 

have a look at the edit tools. There are different tools to draw the intensity and direction of the force: 

edit tools - Feelix.  

4. Test if you are able to connect to the motor and upload. You can use the example files to test: Main 

menu > File > Example files > Position-based. Follow the instructions to connect with the motor. 

Thereafter, follow the instructions for uploading haptic effects. Make sure to calibrate the motor 

before the first time.  

When you experience any problems don’t hesitate to contact me or try the troubleshoot instructions on 

the documentation website.

5. Design exercise (c. 20 minutes):  

Design (individually) a haptic dent (a step or bump, e.g. something the motor falls into or has to be 

pushed over). Create a new position-based file for this exercise. You can leave the details as they are 

and press create (blank template). Here you can find information about the edit tools and features: 

edit effects - Feelix. Save the file of your design exercise. You can save the file from the Main menu > 

Save as.

A
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6. If you do not take part in exercise 2, please fill out a short questionnaire about your experience with 

Feelix. You can also continue with the next exercise if you like. When you do continue you can fill out 

the questionnaire afterwards.

Instructions Exercise 2 Designing haptics

Design a set of at least 3 distinguishable haptic icons (haptic effects/patterns)  for various functionalities/

notifications (doesn’t really matter what as long as you start designing from a concept/idea). Please 

save the files you designed and add them to the folder you created previously on the drive and include a 

document with a brief description about the idea or concept behind the designs. Don’t forget to fill out the 

evaluation questionnaire if you have not filled it out yet. Thank you! 

Thank you for your participation.

Pre-questionnaire 
Students

Prior Experience

1. Participant ID

2. Age

3. Gender

 Female           

 Male       

 Other 

3. Background      

     

 IT Product Development       

 Industrial Design

 Computer Science 

 Other

4. Rate your experience with programs like Adobe Illustrator, Photoshop, Premiere, and AfterEffects

 novice                                                                                    expert
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5. Rate your level of experience with visual programming  

 (e.g. Unity Bolt, Max MSP, Grasshopper)

 novice                                                                                    expert

6. Rate your level of experience with object-oriented programming

 novice                                                                                    expert

7. Did you work with haptic feedback (force feedback or tactile) in your designs before?

 

 yes

 no

8. If yes, please provide some details about the methods and tools you used to implement 

 haptic feedback in your designs.

Interpretation of graphical notation

10. Try to explain in your own words how you expect this haptic effect will feel.

in
te

ns
ity

 (%
)

angle (position)

in
te

ns
ity

 (%
)

angle (position)

in
te

ns
ity

 (%
)

angle (position)

Pre-questionnaire 
Participants Outside the Courses

Prior Experience

1. Participant ID

2. Age

3. Gender

 Female           

 Male       

 Other 

3. Background      

     

4. Rate your experience with programs like Adobe Illustrator, Photoshop, Premiere, and AfterEffects

 novice                                                                                    expert

5. Rate your level of experience with visual programming  

 (e.g. Unity Bolt, Max MSP, Grasshopper)

 novice                                                                                    expert
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7. Did you work with haptic feedback (force feedback or tactile) in your designs before?

 

 yes

 no

8. If yes, please provide some details about the methods and tools you used to implement 

 haptic feedback in your designs.

Interpretation of graphical notation

10. Try to explain in your own words how you expect these haptic effects will feel.

in
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 (%
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angle (position)
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angle (position)

Evaluation 
Questionnaire 
Students

1. Participant ID

2. Describe your design approach/process

3a. I had difficulties translating my idea into a design for a haptic effect

 strongly disagree                                                                                    strongly agree

3b. Why?

4a. My designs did often not feel the way I expected

 strongly disagree                                                                                    strongly agree

4b. Why?
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Evaluation Questionnaire
Participants Outside the Courses

1. Participant ID

2. How long have you used Feelix?

 About 30 minutes           

 About 1 hour       

 Several hours

 Other

3a. I had difficulties translating my idea into a design / my designs did often not feel like I expected

 strongly disagree                                                                                    strongly agree

3b. Why?

4a. The features and tools provided by Feelix allowed me to explore different ideas

 strongly disagree                                                                                    strongly agree

4b. Why?

Interpretation of graphical notation

5. Did your interpretation of the graphical notation of the haptic effects change after

  your experience with Feelix? If so, how would you describe these haptic effects now?

6. Do you have any other remarks, experiences or ideas that you would like to share?
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Data 
Deformation Study

2D Models 
8 x 16 cm

Spatial Orientation Resolution Materiality Divisibility
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GUI for DynaKnob Evaluation 
 

open pop up 
window

Calendar interface

Pop-up to add a new 

event to the calendar

Music interface

Settings interface

Settings interface
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visual feedback 
on rotation

open pop up 
window

move map

zoom

select next item 
below

press buttonswap button 
selection

Phone interface

Navigation interface

Pop-up search address




